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/ The Lewcos "X" and Centre Tapped Coils
are specified for the " Three -Coil Three and the Lewcos H.F. Choke and

Centre Tapped Coils for "Sharp -Tune Two" Receivers descritel in this issue

The difference you notice with Lewcos
Coils in your Set is an increased and

greater purity of volume. Lewcos Coils
are Super Selective,'- and by reason of

:the superb materials and workmanship used
in their manufacture they are indisputably

superior in quality and performance.

Write for Lewcos Free Sheet of Blueprints
of Four suggested circuits utilising Lewcos

components Ref. R.70.

eamoImmad

THE 'LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITER
Church Road, keytont kondon,- E.10

Radio Products

THE LEWCOS "X"COIL ' rrire
X 50-,75 419
X 200-300 ... .. 6 6

aOr

reception iiwirasidliMallabhb.111111I
Ater

Stocks held at the following Branches
BELFAST, BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF,
DUBLIN, GLASGOW, LEEDS, LIVER-
POOL, LONDON, MANCHESTER,

NEWCASTLE, NOTTINGHAM.
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PRICES
Table Model

Oak . £1S SO
Wohnot or Mishooi £16 14 0
Moslem ered Resine £12 10 0

Pedestal Model
Oak 1114 S 0

%afoot or Mehodinv £20 0 0
Chassis only .. £9 10 0

FERRANTI Ltd.
HOLLINWOOD
LANCASHIRE

FE

CLAIMS
proved by

PERFORMANCE

August 28th, 1930

Messrs. Ferranti Ltd.

Gent lemen,

I have had an opportunity of giving your
Magno-DyJamic Speaker a very good trial lasting

over 12 days.
have compared it with another make of the

permanent magnet type of moving coil Speaker and

find that it is vastly superior. Your Speaker is
much more sensitive; in fact, no more power is
required from the set than was necessary to work

The great point, in my opinion, in which your
Speaker excels, is the excellent balance over a wide
range of musical frequencies. The bass notes, how-
ever low, are present in their proper proportion-
neither being overemphasised nor of hollow dis-
torted tone.

The high notes are clear and of excellent
quality-while speech is reproduced with a natural-
ness and distinctness that I have never heard before
from any Speaker.

You certainly have produced a first-class job
which must be a blessing to people not on electric
light mains.

Yours faithfully,
(Signed) John D. Davies, A.C.G.I.

Capt.

-DYNAMIC
L

MA
SPEAKERS
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Empire Wireless Communications
The B.B.C., Metropolitan Police,

Trinity House Lightships
and Beacon Stations,

Croydon Control
Tower and all

large Pas-
senger

Liners

use
MARCO

VALVES
Buy the Valves the Experts use!
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TELSEN -VALVE
HOLDERS.

prow. Pat. No..20280130.
An

entirely new
desigh in Valve

-Holdrs,
embodying

patent

metal spring contacts allowing

the valve to be inserted or

withdrawn
with an easy sliding

movement.
I,ow c G

apacit, sel

locating,
and made in ennne.

Bakelite -A)louldings.
ABn 5 -pin model.

Price
1
I:3 - each.

each.

TELSEN
FIXED

MICA) CONDEN-
SERS,

shrouded in Genuine

Bakelite, made in
pacities up to .002

ca
mE. Prov. Fat. No..

20287130.
-0003 sup-

plied complete -Leals.Nyitit
Patent Grid.

Cling to facilitate
series or parallel co
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Can be mounted

upright or

Te,ted on 500 volts.
P ice if. each.
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40 th. VALI"
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THE

PERMANENT

NEW
MAGN ET

REPRO CERS
which work without
extra power .

PRICE
£6 15 0

Speech
Transformer
1* extra

Just connect this new R.K. to
your set and it will give you
reproduction of the tone and
quality which have made
R.K. models famous ever
since their introduction.

If you live in a dis-
trict where there is no
electric supply, the
R.K. Permanent Mag-
net model is the finest
Loud Speaker you
can buy.
There are two other
R.K. Reproducers,
both obtainable com-
plete in handsome
cabinets of polished
oak, mahogany or

walnut ; the Senior with built-
in rectifier for use with A.C.
mains from £20, and the Stan-
dard Senior from £16 16s.,
as well as the Junior Model,
without cabinet, £4 15s., all
of which are obtainable
through your radio dealer.

Ask your dealer for particulars
of hire purchase terms.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refriger-
ation and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

Radio Division:
la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWAN,,

66

NOW ON SALE

The November

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
Contains a particularly fine selection of
articles by leading radio authorities, and
covering all phases of radio reception.

Among the contents are descriptions o

THE

PARATUNE "64 THREE
A set of exceptional Powers.

THE

STANDARD A.C. UNIT
A mains H.T. supply free from

all trouble and

THE

MAX -AMPS" LIMITER
Of incalculable value to valve

set owners.

Don't forget YOUR copy of

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
On Sale Everywhere Price 6d.

BUY A COPY NOW
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SUPER RADIO.
SIZE V 6, 50 VOLTS,

25/ -

POPULAR TYPE.
SIZE V.1, 60 VOLT, 8/-

NTHUSIASTIC reports
I-dare being received from
users trying the new Full
O'Power Battery for the
first time.
In performance, efficiency
and length of life the Full
O'Power Battery makes a
very striking advance over
the old types and-costs no
more. This is made pos-
sible by the application of
automatic machinery and
entirely new methods of
manufacture.

PUD

POPULAR TYPE.
SIZE V.2,

100 VOLTS,
13/-

60
7

POWER TYPE.
SIZE V.4, 60 VOLTS, 13;'3

GRID BIAS.
SIZE G.2,
9 VOLTS, 1,6

BATTERIES

POWER TYPE.
SIZE V.3, 50 VOLTS,

11/5

The Full O'Power range
includes Popular Type,
Power Type, Super Radio
Type, Special Type for
Portable Sets and Grid
Bias Batteries.
These are fully described
and illustrated in the Full
O'Power Booklet - which
also contains notes of in-
terest to every owner of a
Set. Ask your Dealer for
this Booklet or write for a
free copy to -day.

Siemens Brothers & Co. Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.18. Telephone : Woolwich 1161.
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Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts,
15 amp. Impedance 300,000.
Amplification Factor 3,30.
Mutual Conductance
1.1 m.a/v. Normal working
Anode Volts 120. Positive
Voltage on
Screen 60.80. Ca AV

Price ,,0 01

Highest
effective
amplification
The effective amplification available -with any
Screened Grid Valve is largely controlled by
it inter -electrode capacity. The lower this
self -capacity the greater the effective amplification
available. In the new Cossor 215 S.G. residual
capacity has been reduced to the tow order of 001
micro-microtarads. This is lower than any other
Sereened Grid Valve on the market. Due to this-
and also to the absence of grid eurredi -- the new
Cossor 215 S.G. permits a degree of effective atnplifi--
cation;,which, a year ago, would have been considered
utterly impossible. Illustrated folder giving full
technical details sent free on request.

'VAGUEST ACTUAL
.4. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

THE NEW

OSSO
215 S.

AMPL "FICA TV 0 N
Q
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" P.W." GIFTS.
AN OLD FRIEND.
ULTRA SHORT WAVES.
A SAVOURY TIT -BIT.

Scientific Adviser:
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Chief Radio Consultant:
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

. Editor: -NORMAN EDWARDS.:
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I E E

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS.
P. R. BIRD, G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,

re!
A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
Blue Print .Bouquets.

JUDGING by a host of joyful noises last
-week's blue prints were, to say the

_ least of_ it, greatly appreciated. I may
as well confess that, though those blue prints=.
mean a lot of work, I personally look upon
them as Bread Upon the Waters. For every
time that " P.W." gives .away blue prints,
" P.W." readers give back bouquets. (I am
not being flowery-that's a solid fact that
back n u m r s of
" P.W." will bear
out.)

" The Key to the
Ether."

I NLESS I am very
U much mistaken,

"P.W." is going
tO,get another batch
of appreciative billet:
doux-ings about the
" Key to the Ether."
SO far as I. know -

nothing -like. it has .
ever been done be-
fore, and; althOugh it
seems like t ak g
coals to Newcastle to 
attempt to tell.some
of you chaps- how to 
handle a set, there
are Many -others who
are only just "get-
ting their hands in"
to this great game of
radio. Lucky lads I.

wish I could start it
all over again.
-Well, we have

played .the opening.
move.  You have the
" Bloops." You have
the facts and tips for
tuning. Now it's up
to you.

With it no name and address, but the
message " All that remains of an old friend
-going but not forgotten. His offsprings '

are doing. splendidly."

The Yorkshire Station.
HUDDERSFIELD and district listeners

will soon be sitting up and taking
' notice of Moorside Edge, for the

station is growing apace and waxing lofty

THE RADIO TANK OF TOKIO !

RAISING RASIN.
THE OSCILLATOR.
RADIO SHORTS.
THE " TINY " TWO.

An Interesting Service.

THE
other, day I ran into an old friend of

mine-an interesting chap who always
reekoits to bu:k1 three or four sets a

year.. ;But the sets he builds are not
receivers. They are transmitting stations,
and he must have put up more than one of
those that you have heard, for Europe is
fairly dotted with them.

And he told me about the Sardinia ser-
vice, of which I knew
nothing at all.

Thousands of excited daps gathered. round and shouted " Banzai ". when this radio -controlled tank
obeyed its wireless -orders in a, public park, of, Tokio. It is the invention of an army officer; who has

- trained it to obey his radio commands with uncanny -promptitude. 

An Old Frien1._

BEFORE
I leave this subject. I should

like to thank. an unknown friend for
the bit of a shock he. gave .M3. En-

closed in his envelope was.a well-thumbed,
read and re -read, torn and tattered mass of

paper, which, upon careful examination,
proved to be 'the 'remains:A gift book
that " P.W." .gave away on October 18tb.,
1924. -(How tempus fugits !)

withal. Twb. of the mists are practically
completed, and as the lengths go up at the
rate of about 36 ft. a day it will not be long
before they are thinking of hauling up the
aerials.

.They say..that .1luddersfield is. taking it
- very coolly at the moment, but wait till
their Uncles start testing.- There _will be
just one.big. rush for radio. Huddersfield
United ! "

Ultra Short -Wave
Telephony.

TT ,appears that
.1' Sardinia-which.

you remember. is
just south of Corsica

has a first-class
telephone service to
the mainland' of
Italy. Not cable,
mark you, for the
Mediterranean b e
tween is a hotbed of
ca.rthquakes and vol-
canic disturbances.

Not ordinary wire-
less either, because
the district is a
home for X's. But

- a short-wave regular
and reliable service
on about five or nine
metres. (I forget
which).

.been working
for quite a time and
is absolutely satis-
factory. Yet' only a
few years ago tele-
phony on that wave-
length would have
been looked upon as
a minor miracle

A Savoury Tit-Blt.
EVERYONE who has dabbled about with

expensive instruments, and every
owner of .a miltiammeter or a volt-

meter, must have envied the people who
play with possibilities of radio and work in
huge research laboratories. The envious
man in the street wonders_ what goes. on
behindthoseelesed doors. Sizzling sausages I

(Continued -on -next.page )
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS
(Continued from previous page)

Sizzling Sausages.
YOU might not think it, but, according

to Dr. Willis R. Whitely, the director
of the General Research Laboratories,

that is what they are now doing with wire-
less waves. Testing heat radiation.

He explained it scientifically, and said :
" By putting a wire over a table a few feet
from a radiating aerial, formed by a copper
bar about ten feet long, a sausage in a
glass container suspended from the bar was
soon thoroughly cooked."

But what I want to know, and what you
will want to know, is Who Ate It Radio's
First Sausage !

Raising Rasin.

"
RASIN " is the name of the place. just

outside Warsaw where the great
new Polish broadcasting station is

to be erected by Christmas. It is far and
away the most powerful broadcasting
station in the world, with an aerial power
of no less than 160 kw.

And as they have erected already on the
site two of the highest broadcasting masts
in the whole world,
it's pretty safe to say
that in raising Rasin
they're raising Cain !

The Oscillator.

I SUPPOSE you
think you know
what an oscilla-

tor is, don't you ?
But have you ever
had one to drink ?
A convivial pal of
mine, always ready
for an excuse, tells
me that the " Oscil-
lator" is now all the
go at the Trocadero
cocktail bar. It is
the very latest in
cocktails.

And it's no good
writing to ask me if
I went round and
tried one, for, like the
cork, I refuse to be
drawn.

Radio Shorts.
ILFORD Town Council has passed a bye-

law prohibiting the carrying of L.T.
batteries and accumulators inside the

council's trams.

The Columbia Broadcasting system has
applied for permission to put up an experi-
mental television broadcast station in New
York to work on a wave -length of about
120 metres, with the power of / kw.

* *

The Irish Radio Traders' Association
arranged to hold their Wireless and Gramo-
phone Exhibition in. the Mansion House,
Dublin, from October 20th to October 25th.

The Thunderer.
AWRITER to the " Catholic Times "

has beaten all the radio critics with
one terrific blast of heavy artillery.

He was criticising a " talk " and levelled
against the editor of "The Listener " a
" severe criticism of the Professor's rigma-
role of paradoxical nonsense-ultra crude
pragmatism, with its concomitant jargon
of spurious metaphysics, topsy-turvy
psychology and deplorable logic-which
I stigmatised, apparently, I contend,

ALL AMERICA LISTENS TO A COMMEMORATIVE BUGLE -CALL FROM FRANCE

The scene at dead of night when an American bugler sounded " Taps " at the grave of the Unknown
Warrior, under the Are de Triomphe, Paris. The sound was relayed to America and broadcast from all

stations there.

That Hornet's Nest.
THERE is still a bit of buzzing going on

around that hornet's nest I stirred up
a few weeks ago in connection with

reception on earthed aerials. One stout
fellow (who writes from Cromwell Avenue
and constitutes himself my Protector) wields
a pretty pen, so I'll let him speak for himself.

"Up and Smite Them."
THIS is what he says : " A few weeks

back I was told that signals were just
as strong when the aerial was earthed

as when it was not. Strange,' thinks I to
myself ; it was not always thus.'

" On investigation I found the earthed
contact very much blackened owing to
corrosion and the sooty nature of London's
atmosphere, and now, after a few minutes'
work with a file and emery cloth, I defy the
hornets to detect the trace of a signal when
our aerial is earthed.

" Up, then, and smite them !"
So, ye doubters and earthed aerial -users,

consider yourselves smote.

Macmuddleism.". I don't know what the
row was all about, but I admire the way
he goes into a fight !

It Pays to Advertise !
TO which industry belongs the distinction

of having the biggest roof sign in the
"country ? You'd auess electric lamps,

or advertising contractors, or a newspaper
-but as a matter of fact radio has it !

The sign runs right along the. E. K. Cole
Southend-on-Sea factory (which is 400 ft.
long) and it tells the world about " Ekco
All -Electric Radio."

"Mullard Magazine."
THIS is the name of a monthly periodical

issued by the Mullard Social and
Athletic Club, price threepence. There

are no circuits in it, but lots of fun, naturally
of more interest to Mullardites than others.
Welcome to the little stranger and good
luck to its editors. As I have edited a
" house organ," I know that they need
our prayers.

Television at the Berlin Show.
IN the article on page 169 (" P.W.," Octo-

ber 4th issue) it is stated, " . . . the
two leading German television com-

panies, the Fernseh A. G. and the Telehor
Co., working with Mihaly patents . . ."
etc.

The Baird Television Co. points -out that
" the Fernseh A. G. is a combination of com-
panies, and the patents worked are the
Baird and not the Mihaly patents."

The Tiny Two.
BACK at the end of September (27th issue)

I referred to a New Southgate reader's
experiences with the " Tiny Two."

At the same time, alas ! I dropped a brick.
The farm where this reception feat was

carried out was not " some hundreds of
feet below sea -level," but some hundreds
of feet below the level of the top of the
moor, and in a combe.

Actually it was 800 feet high and dry
above sea -level.

An Accidental Exaggeration.

I HASTEN to correct this because the
reader in question says he wonders
whether it was a genuine mistake or

just a bit of " Arielesque " exaggeration.
Old readers and

keen critics will bear
me out when I say I
never knowingly ex-
aggerate such re-
ception reports, but
I try to give them
fairly for the benefit
of others interested
in the sets.

As a matter of fact,
there is no need to
exaggerate. You
fellows keep- me
primed with so many
good things in the
way of remarkable
radio reception that
the bare truth makes
good enough reading!

The Vatican.
ALL good Catho-

lics will be in-
terested in the

news that the Vatican
wireless station has

now been completed. Marchese Marconi,
under whose supervision the work was
carried out, has formally handed over- the
equipment to the Pope, and Father Gian
Francheschi has been appointed director of
the station, which is now ready for working.

Father Gian Francheschi is a distingushed
scientist who has spent much of his life in
mathematical and chemical research. His
name was quite recently before the public
in connection- with General Nobile's
Polar expedition, of which he was a
member.

Too Much Like Home ?
NOW'that Turin has its lady announcer

going strong, they say that the
Italians are wondering whether they

have done the right thing in banishing men
from the " mike." One paper puts it :
" What man will buy a wireless licence just
to hear a woman talking-he can get that
at home any time ! "

Somewhere behind that quip I see a sad
journalist, speaking from experience.

ARIEL.
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WHAT I SAWS
AT

MANCHESTD
A racy review of the Great North Country
Radio Exhibition that is now in progress.

WELL, here I am in Manchester. And,
at the time of writing it is not
raining. But then, although there is

often. rain in Manchester, Mancunians do
enjoy quite a lot of fine weather during the
course of the year, despite the statements
of music -hall comedians.

Personally, I like the great city, and
always enjoy my visits to it. It is a very
workmanlike, busy centre, and it hasn't
the architectural frills to be encountered
in other places.

But one feels its importance, its vitality,
the moment one steps from the train.

Taken all round, it is just that part of the'
country where one would expect; as a matter
of course, to find the north country replica
of the National Radio

But come with me, spiritually, on a visit
to this very attractive exhibition.

The approach to the City Hall is via a
long, rather depressing thoroughfare lined
with dingy buildings ranging from the squat
to the very tall.

A Blaze of Colour.
The City Hall stands back a bit from the

main thoroughfare, and it is not particu-
larly inviting in. appearance. The tiny
splashes of colour on it, due to -the posters, -
form the only relief from a dark, forbidding
pile that reminds one of an old-fashioned
railway terminus.

But once you are through the entrance,
you find yourself in an entirely new world.

Exhibition.
As I explained last A COLLAPSIBLE LOUDSPEAKER.

week, the Man-
chester Radio Exhi-
bition is organised
jointly by the "Man-
chester Evening
Chronicle," (an en-
terprising newspaper
that has sponsored
wireless almost since
its inception), the
Radio Manufacturers
Association and Pro-
vincial Exhibitions,
Ltd.

" Come Inside."
The show is always

very well supported
by the trade and it
is becoming as tra-
ditional as the yearly
Olympia display.

And  it grows in
size like its Southern
brother. On this
seventh occasion I
also find it improved
in its whole preSen-
tation.

I think, on the whole, it is now slightly
superior to Olympia from that point of
view. And you see just as much diversity
Of apparatus at the City Hall, although for
sheer bulk it must take second place.

In general the exhibits are of a more
inexpensive character=not so many of
those sets -for -the -very -rich.

Many moving -coil loud speakers are shown at Manchester. Above is one,
carrying a very famous initial, that expands and contracts in an ingenious

and unusual manner.

Here are scores of bright lights and heaps
of gay colouring and crowds of chattering
people. The difference between the City
Hall and Olympia is at once most apparent.

It literally hits you in the eye.
At Olympia, some authority has laid it

down that stand decorations must be
uniform, and the result is a somewhat

monotonous blue and gold that is repeated
year after year. That, above everything
else, in my mind, s the one great mistake.

Olympia is too big to carry such uni-
formity. It kills it I You have 200 stands,
for the most part displaying the same sort
of gear, blended into one huge blue and gold
whole.

Bid at the City Hall the exhibitors seem
to lie left an entirely free hand. And don't
they take advantage of it. Why the result
is one riotous blaze of colouring rendering
tlie entire interior of the building a sight
worth travelling hundreds of miles to see.

Outstanding Stands.
And this added to really artistic stand

layouts focuses attention on individual,
Thee. exhibitons seem to achieve a vital
personality that is lacking at Olympia,
except in a few outstanding cases,

Who could help noticing the Ferranti
stand in the City Hall ? This is a bright
medley of glittering sparkles against a full-
bodied background of tints.

Then, again, there is Cossor, with a blue,
gold and cream scheme, and -,Varley in
restful green, with cunningly illuminated
window effects.

G.E.C. with very bright blue and Lotus
with bright greens " get over" with con-
siderable artistic forcefulness. But Edi-
swan, with more sombre browns, is just as
effective in its way, and the stand con-
structed in Cubist form is holding visitors'
attention.

Plenty of Valves.
The Graham Amplion show reveals, a

burst of colouring giving just that happy
blend of the futuristic and orderly that marks
the master hand at this kind of thing.

Marconis have let themselves go on valves.
Their stand is absolutely studded with
them. Valves are used as liberally as
buttons on a pearly king's barrow. I am
sure few amateurs will have seen so many
valves before in one place.

The Foride display has a character
entirely of its own. In the centre there is a
huge pylon and at the corners of the stand
are gigantic replicas of Exide cells.

R.I.'s play on their " Nickel Age "
slogan, and their imitation road safety
signs strike a novel note.

I said last week that the stands at the
(Continued on next page.)
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WHAT I SAW
AT MANCHESTER
(Continued from' previous page).

Manchester show are, usually on the small
side. I now stand corrected. This year they
are of generous dimensions all round, and
far from being " pocket " duplicates of the
London stands, they are in many cases just
as large.

The whole of the ground floor is packed
with stands. You have the main hall and
from that you pass first through one large
annexe-a small exhibition in itself-to
another large annexe. And in neither is
there an overflow of " small fry," but
both hold their shares of exhibitors, large
and small.

Unbounded Enthusiasm.
There is a gallery after the style of

Olympia, and up there are located demon-
stration rooms. A full-size talkie outfit is
being exhibited. I spent a few minutes
in this theatre and the results were ex-
cellent. The pictures are brilliant and the
speech and music as good as anything I
have heard.

In the other demonstration rooms models
of various Sets are being put through
their paces by urbane young gentleraeri

point of real importance strikes one, and
that is that the display is arranged to be
just as attractive from above as from
ground level.

The roofs of the stands are gaily coloured
and you get the
effect of a sea of
people swirling
round brightly -
tinted islands.

The floral decor-
ations are lavish
and this contri-
butes greatly to the
attractiveness of
the scene.

There is music
from scores of loud
speakers working
from artfully -
placed amplifiers.
And altogether it
is a show ,that
makes one feel there
is unbounded en-
thusiasm behind it.
Olympia is the big-
ger show, but hon-
estly I think Man-
chester is by far the
better show as an
exhibition.

And isn't it packed ! The public are
backing it up to the extent it deserves.

I am sorry to see that the home con -

THE BIGO-ST TWONALVER SHOWN

This huge model or
also

a two -valve set which- was exhibited at Olympia, is
to be seen at the Manchester Show.

extolling the virtues of the various pieces
of apparatus.

Standing on the gallery, looking down
on the stands in the main hall, another

structor is rather
badly catered for. It
is true that plenty of
components are being
shown, but the trade
must b e concentrat-
ing, very largely on
complete sets. A n d
this applies to all the
exhibitions.

But at Manchester
they are not giving
the mains sets quite
as much prominence
as they did at
Olympia.

In general, though,
I think the exhibits
follow very much on
the same lines as
those at the National
Radio Exhibition.

You know by now
what was shown
there, and in this
regard I think, you
can say Manchester
follows London in
fashion as in data

Good Grouping.
However, there arc

concerns exhibiting
that did not go to
Olympia, although I
have seen no gear
that is peculiar to the
City Hall.

There are about 130
stands as against
Olympia's 200 odd.
The grouping is
rather similar. There

are the- smaller stands around the sides of
the main hall, and those stands occupying
the centre are broken into convenient
blocks by " avenues."

The " avenues " are narrow and, of
course, there is no lavish outlay of "walk-
ing " space anywhere.

When I paid my visit it was hard to
Make one's way round. And I went in the

SHOW -TIME AT VIENNA

Huge crowds invaded the Radio Exhibition recently held at Vienna.

afternoon-, when by all precedents it should
have been only partially filled with visitors.

What it is like in the evenings when the
Mancunians descend on the City Hall in
full strength I hesitate to imagine.

" Go To It ! "
However, crowded or empty (which it

never is), it is a wonderful show and I am
sure no one will regret having visited it. *

By the time you see these words the,
Exhibition will have only a day or two to
run. My advice to all those who possibly
can is to find time to go along to the City
Hall.

The " Evening Chronicle " and its
collaborators are to be complimented on the
best show they have put over to date.
And that is saying a good bit !

RECEPTION WRINKLES. t
* *

Some cone loud speakers are inclined to
over -emphasise the high notes, so a pentode
valve should not be used with these unless it is
provided with- a pentode output transformer.

One way of making a valve " soft" is to
employ far more H.T. than the makers
recommend for it.

*

To get the maximum amount of power from
a crystal set both the aerial and crystal circuits
should be tapped into the tuned circuit.

* * *

A sure way of shortening the life of an H.T.
battery is to place it in warm quarters like a
cupboard backing on to a fireplace or a shelf
with hot-water pipes underneath it.

As atmospheric disturbances generally come
from a definite direction it is sometimes possible
to minimise them by using a frame aerial.

* * *

Although the joining of a .25-meg. grid leak
across the secondary windings of an L.F.
transformer is apt to cut down the strength a
little, it is often very efficacious in stopping a
slight tendency to instability.
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Here are some interesting notes to i
supplement the constructional details
of one of the sets described in the +

blue prints giyen away last week.- I
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" CELECTIVITY," how tired we are all
L..) getting of that word ! It can't be

helped, though, for " Regional "
conditions have come to stay, and sharp
tuning has become the first essential in all
sets to be used in many large areas.
, How to get it, too, is no easy question
to answer where the simpler kind of set,
is concerned, At least, it is not easy if the
set is te stay simple. Anyone can add

J_ IIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIt

THE PARTS YOU WILL NEED.

= Panel, 8 in. x 12 in. (Paxolin, or
=_ Lissen, Trolitei etc.).

Cabinet with baseboard, 7 in. deep, to
= fit (Pickett; or Cameo, etc.).
= 1 -0001-, -00013-, or -00015- mfd.

differential reaction condenser (Ready
E Radio, or Lissen, Igranie, Lotus,

J.B., Formo, Dubilier, Wearite,
= Magnum, etc.).

-0005-mfd. " Brookmans " condenser
Ready Radio).
-0005-mfd. variable condenser (Lotus, r="

or Lissen, J.B., Ormond, Dubilier,
= Ready Radio, Formo, etc.).
E 1 Slow-motion dial if condenser not of

slow-motion,type (Igranie, or Lissen,-

-Ormond,
-Ormond, J.B., Ready Radio, Lotus,
oto.

YOn-off switch (Igranic, or Benjamin,
Lissen, Lotus, etc.).

7E1_

 1 H.F. choke (Lesvos, or Lissen, =71

Varley, Dubilier, R.I., Ready Radio,
Telsen, Lotus, Wearite, Magnum, gi
, Parex, etc.).

 1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Dubilier,
or Lissen, Ediswan, Ferranti, Mullard,
Igranie, etc.).

= $ Single -coil holders (Wearite, or Lissdn,
Bulgin,- Red Diamond,- Igranic, etc.). F-

3k2r/Sprung valve holders (Benjamin,
or Lissen, Lotus, Igranic, W.B.,

jelsen, Bulgin, Dario, Junit, etc.).
.0003-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
or Lissen, Dubilier, Ediswan, Mul-

rd, Ferranti, Igranic, etc.).
F. transformer. (Lissen, or Fertanti,

R.I., Lewcos, Varley, Igranic, TeLsen, =
= /Mullard, Lotus, etc.).

ermitial strip, 12 in. x 2 in. E
Terminals (Belling and Lee, or Eelex,
Igranic, etc.). g.

= Screws, wire, flex, plugs, etc.
= mom i mount inuna wow maila I n

another tuned circuit with some sort of
loose coupling, but that means an extra
dial, a- certain amount of difficulty with the
reaction arrangements, and almost certainly
rather awkward handling..

The kind of set we have in mind is the
detector and one or two low -frequency
stages, and the extra -dial method is ob-
viously barred here if the receiver is to

keep_ the ,simplicity which is one of its
c.eatest attractions.

ExPerienee of a tremendous variety of

circuits working under all sorts of different
conditions hss shown us that much can be
done to' help these sets . to cope' with'
" Regional " conditions with the_ aid of a
very simple deviee.

Simple But Effective.
Most readers of experience will know that

a series condenser of suitable size in the
aerial lead produces a marked increase in
selectivity- with the majority of circuits.
The difficulty is, -as a rule, to find just -the
right capacity, for if it is too large the
selectivity is not improved sufficiently, and
if it is too small there is an undue sacrifice
of volume.

A condenser of fixed capacity is obvi-
ously not an ideal method, for' you really
want different capacities on different aerials,
and even in some cases at different peints
on the tuning scale on the same aerial.

A fixed condenser may be satisfactory
with :w fairsized set,. particularly if it has
the, advantage of the greater
selectivity inherent in two tuned
circuits, but for the smaller type
of " det. L.F." you really' want
an adjustable capacity foi- the
best -of results.
Need For Close Control,

The point is this :
really require is the
reduce the capacity
%only just far enough
to get the selectivity
'you must have for
any given occasion.
In this way you can

-avoid going too far
and losing strength
.unnecessarily.

One expedient
which is sometimes
used is to provide
an adjustable. typo
of condenser, such
as the compression

' variety, and put it
on the baseboard
near the aerial ter-
minal: This; again; 
is -a method. more
suitable for the larger type of set than the
smaller. With a set having a good reserve
it is easy enough -to hit upon a setting for
the condenser which represents a good com-
promise for the whole of the tuning range.

With -a small set, on the other hand, a

what you
power ,to

The " Sharp -Tune" Two
uses a rather unconventio
out in the detector eireui
worlut oat very nicely in p
the unusual position of

compromise method doesn't go so well.
Here you really cannot afford to lose any
unnecessary power, and so it is advisable
to adjust your series capacitypretty exactly
to the needs of the moment, and even alter
it for different parts of the tuning range.

This is likely to become a bit of a nuisance
if you have to open the cabinet and grope
inside every time. It is evidently desirable
to have it on the panel in the case of the, -,e,

smaller sets. Given this location, you have
it right under your hand, and can reset it
with ease to meet exactly the conditions
you find at any particular point on the
tuning range.
Perfect Control of Selectivity -

This last really means the nearness of the
wave of the station you are trying to receive
to that of the local station. If it is very
close you will have to cut down the capacity
very considerably, but with care you can
take it only just far enough, and so avoid
any more loss of volume than is inevitable
when you try to extract the last drop of
selectivity from a small set.

AS SHARP AS A NEEDLE !

nallny-
t which
ractice. Note
the H.F. choke.

Then when the station you want is further
away on the dial from the local you can
bring up the capacity again and get better
volume once more. (You won't be needing
so much selectivity then, of course.)

(Continued on next page.)
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THE
" SHARP -TUNE" TWO.

(Continued from previous page.)

This idea of a real panel -operated control
of selectivity is one of the main special
features of the "Sharp -Tune " Two, the
very attractive little set you see illustrated
in the photos on these pages, and of which
complete constructional details appear in
the sheet of blue prints given away with
last week's issue. It may seem a small
point, but you have only to try th6 set to
discover what a surprising and impressive
difference it- makes. -

A Valuable Feature
The way a correct setting of this control

can sharpen up the tuning is most extra-
ordinary, and you need not be alarmed
about its effect on the volume. As a matter
of fact, you can reduce the capacity of
this condenser quite a lot before it begins to
have any serious effect on strength so long
as you make judicious use of reaction.

It is particularly ,easy to do this last in
the case of the " Sharp -Tune," of course,
because it uses one of the best forms of
dtfferential reaction, just as do practically
all " P.W." designs nowadays.

KNIFE-EDGE SELECTIVITY

To identify the condenser in question just
observe -that it is on the panel immediately
underneath the reaction condenser. Its
control knob is therefore the lower one on
the left as yo -a look at the front of the panel.

The general scheme of -the circuit is other-
wise extremely straightforward, as a glance
at the diagrams on the blue print sheet
itself will show you. Here you will recognise
all the well -tried features of a modern,
efficient design. There is differential reac-
tion in one of its best forms, a separate
aerial (primary) coil to give a rough adjust-
ment of selectivity by the choice of different
sizes, and a quite normal transformer -
coupled L.F. stage.

There are some miscellaneous points about
the circuit which we had better attend to
before we go any further. These are rather
matters of detail, for you will get the general
idea elsewhere.

For a start, there is the matter of the
detector grid leak. Its connections may look
a little peculiar at the first glance, but they
are really normal enough.

Why It Was Done
If you will examine the circuit diagram on

the blue print (No. 57) you will discover that
the leak is wired between the grid of the
valve and a point on the L.T. circuit be-
tween the L.T. switch and the L.T.+ ter-
minal. More often, of course the leak
would he wired straight to a point on the
L.T. circuit close to the detector valve
itself.

- It makes no difference how the con-
nection is made, really, so long as it
reaches the positive side of the L.T.
circuit somewhere or other. In the
present case the position of the grid
leak (dictated by layout considera-
tions) made it better to adopt the

connection we have

Here is the finished set, all
ready for work. The neat " lining -up "

of the parts gives it a very pleasing appearance.

Why has this excel-
lent system of selec--

t ivity control not been more largely employed
in small sets ? It was probably a matter of
cost until quite recently, but now we have
available the solid -dielectric type of variable
condenser at very reasonable prices, and
this objection vanishes.

This is the kind of condenser we have
used in the Sharp -Tune " Two, and it
only means a very small increase in the
cost of the set which we think you will
agree is well worth while, in view of the
wonderful things it enables you to do. It
really gives you a degree of selectivity when
required which is far above the -usual level
for a set of this type.

mentioned.
A glance at the,

wiring diagram on the
blue print will show
you why. Just note
how nicely the wiring
of the grid leak
(marked " 2 meg.")
works out with the
scheme we have used.

The reaction circuit
may look a trifle out
of the way to those
accustomed to the
older form of Reinartz,
and again there is a
matter of detail which
might be the better
for a little explana-
tion.

In this type of cir-
cuit, familiar enough to regular readers (it
was used in the famous " Magic " Three)
the reaction coil is included directly in series
in the anode circuit of the detector valve.

Observe that the steady anode current of
the valve passes through the reaction coil,
then the H.F. choke, and finally the primary
winding of the L.F. transformer in order to
get to the H.T. positive terminal on its way
to the battery.

Those Detector Currents
Next remember that when signals are

being received there is what is called an
H.F. component in the anode current, as
well as the L.F. currents which are passed
on by the transformer to be amplified by the

next valve. These H.F. currents cannot get
through the choke, so they make their' way
down to the filament circuit through one or
other half of the differential reaction con -
denier.

Which way they go depends on with which
set of fixed plates the moving ones are
chiefly engaging. Refer to the circuit
diagram again, and you will see that when
the moving vanes engage completely with
the " F8 " fixed ones the H.F. currents pass
straight from plate to filament without
going through the reaction coil.

How Reaction Is Obtained -
In this position you get no reaction, but

a plain by-passing effect .ithich improves
the sensitivity of the valve. Then when the
moving- vanes engage with " F1" the H.F.
currents pass through't he reaction coil before
getting down to filament by way of the " Fr
-M " path in the reaction condenser.

In this case you get full reaction and the
set will oscillate. By choosing various in-
termediate settings for the reaction con-
denser you can get any desired amount of
reaction, the currents dividing up and pass-
ing through both the pays we have
explained.

There, new you kndw hoW your reaction
circuit works, and when you turn the .(.)13

you will be able to imagine what -is happen-
ing inside the set:

You will probably have gathered that the
" Sharp -Tune " Two will work on short
waves, and a few notes on the necessary
adjustments may be -welcome. Well, it's
really very simple, and requires little more
than the substitution of suitable sizes of coils,

On Short Waves
First, though, you should set the selec-

tivity control (00 almost to its minimum
(moving vanes right out). This is not be-
cause you want exceptionally high selec-
tivity, but because the aerial circuit behaves
rather differently on sho: t waves.

Now you just want the coil sizes, and then_
you are ready to have a try at the short
waves. Here they are for the interesting
band of wave -lengths between 20 and 50
metres : L1, No. 4 ; L2, No. 4 ; L3, No. 6 or
No. 9,

*-4-0---4.-.1.--4-*---.--4--4--e---e- e- -e---o --o- e -----a- ---*

ROUND THE I

STATIONS
*......_---10-4.- ----4.--4.--4---------...-*

Barcelona has two radio stations, one on
349 metres and the other on 268 metres, the
latter being the more powerful.

* * *
Belgrade, working on 432 metres, can often

be identified from the fact that it employs a
metronome which beats 60 times per minute.

* * *
" Achtung," the German call, means

" attention."
*

Most of the German broadeasting stations
close down with " Deutschland Uber Alles,"
which is set to the familiar hymn tune (by
Haydn) called " Austria."

* *

A tune on a musical box is the opening signal
of the Berne, Switzerland, station which works
on 403 metres.

* *

Bratislava, Czeeho-Slovakia (wave -length
279 metres), has- a lady announcer and an
interval signal of the four musical notes CEGG.
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THEORETICAL diagrams are the simp-
lest possible things to understand pro-
viding you know exactly what all the

various symbols indicate and providing you
have some idea as to the work the com-
ponents symbolised have to do, and how
they do it.

Perhaps you think that the " providings "
infer too much. Well, in the course of three
or four articles I hope to show that there is
a fairly quick way to the acquisition of
sufficient knowledge to enable you both to
understand and appreciate diagrams.

And I am writing these articles so that
they should prove useful and interesting to
a very large number of readers. The

"=regular reader will find them a helpful
refresher, and the new reader a nice high
stepping -stone to a fuller appreciation of
radio and all its possibilities.

Photographic Diagrams.
The constructor who does nothing but

assemble and operate receivers is missing a
great deal of the real fascination of his
hobby ; circuit reading, to mention only one
further aspect, is much more absorbing than
cross -words

However, all this will be so very obvious
to the " old hand that I had better get
down to brass tacks.

A glance at the accompanying illustra-
tions will show you exactly what line I am
-going to take. Each illustration comprises
a theoretical diagram and a photograph of
the actual parts symbolised. And these

' parts are connected up in accordance
with the diagram.

Before I describe the actual circuits there
are one or two important things you should
note. The symbols used are quite standard
and are not liable to change in form except
in very unimportant details, But com-
ponents of different makes are sometimes
very different in appearance. However, you
will soon learn to recognise the purpose of a
component by its main structure and, in any
case, their names at least, are fairlystandard.

What Tuning Is For.
Thus a condenser is never called anything

else, although-- there are several kinds -`of
condensers in general use, viz., variable,"
" fixed," "differential," etc..

The relative phYsical dimensions of
components form no safe guide as to their
electrical values or dimensions. One coil
that looks much bigger than others might
not tune to such long wavelengths and so on.

. N_ ow for the circuits.. The first one shows
an aerial tuning circuit which- comprises a

coil and a variable condenser, and you will
have no difficulty in identifying the symbols
for these in the theoretical diagrams.

The purpose of the aerial tuning circuit is
to adjust the wavelength of the aerial to
that of the station you want to receive.
You will notice that the aerial wire can be
joined to either one of two points on the
coil. These are known as tappings.

Connecting the Coil.
The earth lead, a wire from a metal rod

driven into the ground or from a water pipe,
is connected to the one end of the coil.
The particular coil shown in the photo. is of
the X " type.

An " X " coil is one that has two tappings
placed well down towards one end of the
winding. Connection to these tappings is
via the two terminals that can be seen fixed -
to the sides of the coil, while the ends of the

THE FIRST STEP

Before anything else can happen you have to tune your aerial
to the wave -length of the station which you wish to receive.
Here is a simple tuning circuit shown both theoretically and in

pictorial form.

windings are connected to the Phi 4,
socket which fit into the coil holder, ,t
two terminals of which are clearly to be seen
in the illustration.

The lower down on the coil the tappings
are taken, that is the nearer to the earth, the
greater will be the selectivity. That is to
say, the more sharply defined will be the
various stations to which you tune. There
will be a smaller tendency for any of them
to overlap. But you must riot have your

1

.

By " PENTODE."
A popular " P.W." contributor

. shows you, in a short series of
articles, how easy it is to read and
understand diagrams. His novel

' and fascinating system of diagram
pictures should prove most, inter-
esting and helpful to all classes of

radio enthusiasts.
91. SELECTING THE STATION. t
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tappings too far down the coil, otherwise
you will lose in sensitivity (the amount of
energy you are able to derive).

The two tappings on an ordinary " X "
coil are admirably disposed to provide a
compromise between fiese two conditions,
and you have the chd ce of two degrees of
selectivity.

The larger the coil the more you step up
the wavelength of the aerial. The variable
condenser- gives you an adjustment of
wavelength which is very smooth and very
gradual, from the minimum imposed by the
coil used, up to a maximum depending upon
the capacity that the variable condenser
adds to the circuit.

Capacity is reckoned in farads, but a
farad being a unit that represents an
enormous amount of capacity, for practical
purposes it is divided into millionths, and so
we get the microfarad (a millionth of a farad).

The maximum capacity
of a variable condenser
such as is generally Used
in an ordinary taMing circuit
is .0005 rards. (microfarads).
A variableconden,ser la -belied
thus, (0005 lairds.) provides
you with a variation of
'capacity from  a certain
minimum up to that value
of .0005 infds.

"Fixed " and Moving.
The: mininium capacity

will depend 'upon the con-
struction of -the condenser
and it is generally about a
tenth of the maximum:

YOu will 'see that' the
letters "F" and" 1\1"
occur in reference to this
condenser. ". These denote
"Fixed " and Moving "
vanes respectively. -

Although 'you do not
often see such letters in a the-. 
oretical diagram they assume
considerable importance

when it comes to -a wiring diagram. From a
theoretical point of view it does not
matter a scrap which way the condenser
is joined in circuit, but in an actual set
it -is often very much better to join
the moving plates -to earth, because these
vanes are electrically connected to the
metal framework of the condenser and
thus provide a kind of shield over 'the
fixed vanes. -

(Continued on theme page.)
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* -
By the way, if you find that you are not

able to follow closely anything I write here,
do` not get disheartened, and turn to some
other article. I am aiming to get over the
few essentials and` I think you will absorb
these almost without knowing_it. At least,
I hope so.

We have got our aerial wire going direct
to the tuning .circuit, and you will notice
how the wire is insulated from the mast by
means of aerial insulators.

Tuning the Circuit.
By adjusting the variable condenser we

can tune in a station whose wavelength lies
within the .range covered by our coil and
condenser combination. When a station is
tuned -in in this manner it develops high -
frequency electrical current, which flows
round that circuit comprised by the coil and
condenser.

High -frequency currents are so called
because they flow backwards and forwards
at terrific speeds, the actual frequency
(that is, the number of times per second they
flow first in one direction and then,in the
other) depends upon the wavelength and can
be discovered by dividing the wave -length
in metres into 300,00Q,000.

When you tune in a station of, say, 300
metres, a current flows backwards and
forwards one million times per second. This
current is of little use to us, . owing to its
rapidly alternating nature.

Very Rapid
As you can see,

t h e s e reversals
occurring a terrific
number of times per
second, from ordin-
ary points of view,
almost constitute
a wipe-out. The
H.F. currents would
never work a loud
speakeror telephone
receivers, because
such devices would
not be able to re-
spond to them.

A loud speaker
might try to start
operating while the
current was flowing
in the one direction,
but before it could
get going, the H.F,
would be off in the
other, direction,
with a completely
cancelling effect.

The simplest way
to use the H.F. is
t9 employ a simple
crystal detector, for
a crystal detector allows current to
flow through it only in the one direction.

Tlie Reclifier
Put a crystal detector and a pair of

telephone receivers across the variable
condenser in our tuning circuit and every
time the H.F. goes off In the one direction, a
little of it would be able to filter through the

phones-deteetoy path. Of course, in the
other direction the current would find that
path barred to it owing to the " one-way "
properties of the crystal detector. (We
have said nothing yet about modulation !)

Another way of dealing with this H.F.
current is to employ the thermionic
So let us leave our aerial circuit with its
H.F. energy oscillating " backwards and
forwards in it, and build up some suitable
valve apparatus.

Our second illustration shows two new
items-a valve and an L.T. battery. In the
photograph the valve is stood in a holder,
the holder does not appear in the theoretical
diagram and there is no reason why it should,
for a valve holder is merely a terminal
adapter. It provides the terminals for the
valve and enables it to be connected to the
other parts of a set.

The L.T. battery in this particular
instance is an accumulator,' although there'
is no reason why it should not be a special
type of Leclanche battery.
Note the Marking

Take careful note of the markings on the
accumulator ; you will see that there is a
+ and a - sign and, these stand for positive
and negative respectively. The positive
and negative terminals of batteries represent
important points in a circuit, and you must
not join a negative where the positive should
go, or vice versa.

You will see that the L.T. battery is
symbolised by small strokes, two long and
two short. A long stroke denotes a positive
terminal and a short stroke a negative
terminal.

Thus the symbol really indicates two cells
-the negative terminal of one cell being

"LIGHTING" THE VALVE

L.7: ATrERY 11.11

Al888

The filament (an L.T.) circuit of a valve. There is a slight discrepancy
between the theoretical and pictorial representations. Can you spot it I)

Don't trouble to write, it will be explained next week.

connected to the positive terminal oe tha
other cell, the two remaining terminals,
denoted by the + and - signs on tlu
diagram, being connected to the circuit.

I have purposely introduced a slight
discrepancy between the theoretical diagram
and the practical hook-up in the illustration.
Can you spot it ? I will explain what it is
in my next article.
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H.T. FROM THE
MAINS.

FOLLOWING the successful application
of nickel iron in the cores of. L.F.
tranaformers, comes its application

to H.T. mains units.
First in this field of radio research,

Radio Instruments, Ltd., have produced'
two alhinsulated H.T. units in which the
advantages of compactness, small size, and.
low wet, conferred by nickel -iron cores
are strikingly demonstrated.

NICKEL
NOW !

The first H.T. mains unit
to employ a nickel -iron
core for the smoothing

chokes.

They are intended for use with self-
contained and most other receivers of up
to five valves. The A.C. model, which retails
for £4 15s. is for mains with voltages from
200 to cycles.

Adequate current and voltage are avail-
able from the three output tappings, one of
which is marked S.G. ±, and gives up to 80
volts for S.G. valves. The detector tapping
is variable up to 150 volts, and approxi-
mately 3 milliamps can be taken from it.

The " power " H.T. positive terminal
gives 140 volts at the 20.millianaps, and as
the unit measures only 9 in. x 5 in. x 3 in,
there is no donbt that the claim for 'com-
pactness is amply substantiated.

Pleasing Appearance
Moreover, there are no projecting plugs

to bother about and get in the way, for
these have been cunningly recessed so that
they are protected when in use. The
variable H.T. control imob also is recessed
into the body of the instrument.

A particularly pleasing external appear-
ance has been obtained by making the case
of handsome bakelite, and when tested on a
large four -valve set taking 18 milliamps
there was not the slightest trace of hum,
motor -boating, or any other of these
troubles often associated with mains units
supply.

A Westinghouse metal rectifier is in-
corporated in the A.C. model, and ample
ventilation has been arranged for, the whole
instrument being quite a triumph of compact
efficiency.

The D.C. unit is even smaller than the
A.C. model, measuring only 6 in. X 4 in. X
3 in., and although nominally able to give
the same output as the A.C. type, the
milliamps available are nearer 30 than the
20 claimed by the makers.

Here, again, the voltage of the detector
is variable from 0 to 150. The price of
the D.C. model is £2 12s. 6d., and up-
keep costs are hardly worth considering.
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tECKERSLEN't
UEIZYOQNER.

AERIAL FOR A FLAT-DWELLER-
DECOUPLING VALUES - SILENCING

A RADIOGRAM MOTOR.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain. P. P. Eckersley, M.LE.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.C.C, and now our
Chief Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to

Captain Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

Aerial for a Flat -Dweller.
M. A. (Ilford).-" I have been told that

the regulations require the Metal, casing of
house lighting wiring to have no greater
resistance to earth than two ohms. '

" If this is the case, it seems that connect-
ing, the earth terminal of. a wireless set-to
this metal casing would provide an-eiceellent.
earth for flat -dwellers and others to whom
the provision of an earth is a problem.

" Would so doing be safe ? Or is it
similar to earthing to a gas -pipe, which I
hive been told is unsafe ? "

If you earth to the electric conduit of
house -wiring, it is true that you are con-
necting the earth through a low resistance.
But suppose you are in a flat, 30 ft. above
the earth level, then you will see that you
are really connecting your earth to a very
effective aerial because the waves get picked
up by the casing ; and the easing is, from
the point of view of high -frequency cur-
rents, alive.

HOW MANY OHMS ?

This diagram illustrates the reply to A. R. B.
(Chichester).

If you are on the ground floor, you are
tied on to a considerable aerial system ; but,
of course, the path to earth is shorter and
you will not, in all probability, get dele-
terious effects.

As a matter of fact, frequently when I
am confronted with this problem I do not
use any earth at all, and use the earth
conduit of the electric -light wiring as an
aerial. So it comes to this that if you are

on the ground floor, use an aerial on to the
aerial terminal and the earth on to the
conduit; that should be quite satisfactory
in the majority of cases.

If you are high up'in a flat, do not use an
earth at all, but put the aerial terminal on
to the conduit. If you are in a flat high up,
and you connect an indoor aerial to the
aerial terminal, and the earth terminal to
the conduit, you will find that you get less
signals than if you take off the earth, but
the best signals if you put the aerial on to
the conduit (at least, this has been my
experience in twa or three cases).

Decoupling Values.
A. R. B. (Chichester).-" What deter-

mines the value of a de -coupling resistance
for the anode circuit of a detector valve,
assuming the question of reducing the H.T.
voltage is of no importance ? I notice the
value normally given is 20,000 to 25,000
ohms."

I have drawn the two valves of a low -
frequency chain as V, and V2. Now
points X and Y must be at A.C. earth
potential, otherwise V, is going to affect V2
spuriously, and more particularly V2 is
going to affect V,.

So if we merely parallel points X and Y
by a common condenser, this condenser has
to be enormous to be an effective A.C.
" short" to earth. - So we take resistances
and condensers R, C, and R2 C2 to make the
current from V, and V2 go
straight back to earth.

Thus the impedance of_ R,
must be much greater than
Cl, and R2 much- greater than
C2. At the worst "condition -
(lowest frequency), C, at 4
mfds. has a resistance of 1,000'
ohms, so R2 has to be great
compared to 1,000. 25 to 1 is -
a good ratio, so 25,000 ohms
is usually about right. But,
if it's not, instead of increas-
ing R, do as shown at B.

* *

Silencing a Radiogram Motor.
R. W. T. (Hackney).-" Is

it possible to purchase a D.C.
electric motor for driving a
gramophone turntable that
does not cause trouble by
' sparking ' after some few
weeks use ? Alternatively,
assuming such a motor is not
available (I have not yet

come across one), can you, please offer
suggestions for definitely overcoming  the
' interference from sparking ? "

Well, you know there is. quite sparkless
clockwork. I am not particiflarly know-
ledgeable on the whole subject, but if, as
you say, you have not found a D.C. Motor
which is electrically Silent, I should think
it was -hard to come by one.

GETTING RID OF HUM

A method of mid -point earthing.

It's so difficult, too, to know if the
brushes on a motor initially Silent will stay
put without endless trouble. Of course, I
assume you have tried shunting your D.C.
motor by condensers, and been careful to
see the motor is not earthed also ? And pa-
haps tried inductance in the way shown ?

Really; if rWere you, I'd use clockwork.

ENSURING A GOOD FIT

When fitting the panel to the baseboard put it in the new cabinet
before drilling for the fixing screws if you want to make sure of a

good fit.
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LATEST BtkOADCASTING NEWS.

DR. BOULT'S DEBUT.
SCOTTISH PROGRAMME
PLANS-A SOCCER COMMEN-
TARY-" MEDICINE AND THE
STATE "-LORD RIDDELL ON

CAREERS-ETC., ETC.

DR. ADRIAN BOULT makes his first
appearance on the concert platform
since his appointment as Music

Director of. the -B.B.C., when he conducts
the opening concert of the 1930 season at
the Queen's' Hall on Wednesday next,
October 22nd. This will also be the first
opportunity the public will have of seeing
the full B.B.C. orchestra of 114 players.

Scottish Programme Plans.
Mr. David Cleghorn Thomson, the

Regional Director for the B.B.C. in Scot-
land, is quite convinced that there are
occasions when something should be done
to make himself and his Work known to
listeners. The policy of the B.B.O.
generally is that programme_ builders and
other high officials of the Corporation
should stay rather in the background than
push themselves into the limelight.

Although this may be a .perfectly sound
ruling on most subjects, there are, never-
theless, times and places when a little more
of the personal element would help listeners
to better appreciate the problems of those
who direct the vast machinery of broad-
casting.

So Mr. Cleghorn Thomson has decided
to tell Scottish listeners all about their
forthcoming programmes and his plans for
Scottish broadcasting dnring next year.

The " Aberdeen Press and Journal " has
recently published a series of critical
articles which have no doubt caused the
Scottish Regional Director to think a bit,
so that here is an opportunity for him to get
a little of his own back. In any case, his
talk will no doubt be as interesting as it is
unusual.

A Soeeer Commentary.
No running commentary on an Associa-

tion Football Match has been broadcast
to London listeners this season, although
several have already been included in Scot-
tish programmes.

This fact of itself must therefore accen-
tuate the importance of Mr. George F,
Allison's description of the game between
Arsenal and West Ham which is to be
relayed from Highbury on Saturday,
October 25th.

"Medicine and the State."
Another new series of talks of outstanding

importance is due to begin next Monday,
October 20th, when Sir George Newman
will speakop. " Medicine ,and the State,"

The series is intended to acquaint the
layman with, medical subjects under the
general heading of " The Future of Medi-
cine," and several of our leading authorities
on the science of health will contribute
talks, among thernbeing Dr. john. Mellenby,
Sir Norman Bennett, Professor Russ, Lord
Moynihan, Dr. John Freeman, and Sir
Humphry Rolleston.

Lord Riddell on Careers.
The series of talks dealing with Careers

is to be brought very much to the forefront
on Tuesday, November 18th, when Lord
Riddell speaks on " Salesmanship."

'Lord Riddell takes the view that people
should, not be allowed to drift into a 10
without proper preparation, -and he will
show how the adolescent may be trained
expertly -for skilled employment.

* * *

" A Sister to Assist 'Er."
Few items were more popular with

music -hall audiences of prewar_ days than
the humorous sketch by Sydney Fairbrother
and the late Fred Emney entitled " A Sister
to Assist 'Er," which is to be included in a
vaudeville programme for London Regional
listeners on Saturday, October 25th.

It will be played by Vernon Watson
(in the part in which he succeeded Fred
Emney) and Fred Raney's- daughter,
Doris, in Miss Fairbrothef,s

.

*- * *

L. du G. Up North.
Amateur theatrical societies in the

North may consider .themselves lucky,

inasmuch as their members are to have an
opportunity of hearing a series of four talks
by Mr. L. du Garde Peach on Play Pro-

, ducing.
L. du G. besides being a writer of

distinction, has his own little theatre at
Great ilucklow in Derbyshire where per-
forMances are given by a company of
villaers. Mr. Peach is a member of the
COuncil of the British biama League and
his talks should be Valuably informative to
a wide audience. -

* *

Huddersfield Choir.
Yorkshire is a county of famous choirs,

but none has a, greater ,reputation than that
of- the Huddersfield Choral Union, whose
performance of Handel's " Solomon " is
to be 'relayed from the TOWn Hall, Hud-
dersfield, for North Regional listeners, on
Sunday, November 2nd.

This 'choir, which is -under the direction
of- Sir Hepry Coward, is _well=lmown on the
Continent. It visited the Hague in 1928
when the Dutch press acclaimed it as the
best ever heard -in. that -country,

NEW LONDON HEADQUARTERS FOR THE B.B.C.

"

Having outgrown Savoy Hill, the R.B.C. is building a new headquarters in Portland Place, London, W.,
and this illustration shows the building in pro ,
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TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. Roberts, Finst.P.

CHANGING OVER to THE MAINS
Re -Wiring the Set-Modern Receiver Design-Background Noise-Dual

Purpose Amplifiers.

AM often asked by readers of these notes 'tension mains unit, which is not the general
IWhether it is a difficult 'natter to con- practice now) you are under the necessity,
vert a set which is working on batteries for all practical purposes, of changing your

so that it Will ,work direct on the electric 'Takes and substituting the indirectlylight supply. heated. A.C. type.
Of course, any set can be made to derive InaSimich_as there are the usual -three-

its H.T. current -from the electric light by electrodes, anode, grid and cathode (I usethe 'very simple process. of using an the word. " cathode " as a substitute formains . unit. This inVolves no interference " filament " in the ordinary valve) and as,with the set ; it merely means substituting in addition, there are two terminals requiredthe H.T. unit for the H.T. battery. for the heating element, it means that there
are five terminals altogether instead of the
usual four.

This involves using a five -pin holder,
and also, of course, the low-tension heating

(Continued on page 309.)

Re -Wiring the Set.
When it comes to the low-tension supply,

however, as I mentioned in these notes a
week or two back (unless you use a low-
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A BIG
DR
IN VALVE

PRICES
from

DETECTOR AND
GENERAL PURPOSE

41"/
-

=

1/

NEW PRICES.
H.210 5/6
H.L.210 5/6
L.210 5/6
P.220 7/3
P.X.240 8/-
S.G.215 12/6
P.T.225 12/6
P.T.240 1 6/-
4 volt and 6 volt types

also reduced.

//////Come in and
SUPPORT
BRITISH/

issE
VALVES

and join us in the
FIGHT

/or
HOME

MARKETS
ASK YOUR DEALER AND INSIST UPON
HAVING ALL -BRITISH LISSEN VALVES

AT THESE NEW PRICES.
LISSEN LIMITED., Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

Pages 278-279 are missing
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FULL -WAVE RECTIFIERS

Type Filament Fil. Max.R.M.S. Max.

Volts Amps Anode Output PRICE
Volts Current

UU.30/250 4 1.0 250 30
UU.2 4 1.0 250 60
UU.601250 4 2.0 250 60
UU.120/250 4 2.0 250 120

_HALF -WAVE RECTIFIERS

12/6
19/6
17/6
2216

Type
Filament Fil.

Max.R.M.S. Max.

Volts Amps Vol t
Anodes

Current
Output PRICE

U.30/250
U.75/300
U.60/500
U.65/550
U.120/500

4
4
4

7.5
4

1.0 250 30
2.0 300 75
2.0 500 60
1.25 550 65
2.0 500 120

151-
14-
17/6
17/6
22/6

Your H.T. will cost less if you use the
Amazing Mazda Rectifying Valves
A Mazda Rectifying valve is the generating station for
your Radio equipment. There is a Mazda Rectifier for
every purpose; from the small battery eliminator to
the power supply unit of a public address amplifier.
Designed to take care of the voltage variations which
exist on all supply mains, these valves are fitted with
the famous Mazda indirectly heated Cathode, thus
ensuring extremely long life and preventing the pos-
sibility of a short circuit due to a burn out under overload.

THE AMAZING

RADIO VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
inrorPorating thePliringSupplies,Lighting Engineering,Refrigcr-
ation and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.

Radio Division
1a Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISIVAN V.83
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By P. R. BIRD.
A helpful article on the operation of
different types of receiver, with special
reference to the sets described in the
Blue Prints given away in last week'sit p.w.

WHEN that new set is finished down
to the last screw, when you have
connected up aerial . and earth,

when the loud -speaker leads are on and you
have proved that the set sounds all right,
does your heart sink a bit when you come
to tackle tuning ?

The " old hand " never gives a second
thought to it. He simply ropes in the
stations. But how about the man who has
just built or bought a set and does not know
how to handle it properly-what is the
easy way for him to firing in foreign pro-
grammes ?

Invaluable Book.
Obviously " The Key to' the Ether

P.W,'s " gift book presented with this
week's number -Lis going to be invaluable
in such a case. Especially to those who
have not, an experienced friend at hand
to help them with tips on tuning..

But some people will tell you that every
set is different from every other set, and
the only way to learn to handle it
properly is to keep on trying until
you get the knack. That is not
true.

Although different sets have little
peculiarities of their own, all the
popular present-day sets fall into two
or three different classes, and once
you have had experience with any
particular class of set you can handle
the whole tribe.

Suppose you have just built the
" Sharp -Tune " Two, from "P.W."
blue print No. 57. What.is the right
'way to handle it?

One of the Sets.
The " Sharp -Tune." Two :belongs

to the detector and low -frequency
class. That is to say the aerial is
fed into the detector's grid circuit,
and there is no high -frequency am-
plifying valve stage in front of the
deteCtor, such as has been employed
for the " Three -Coil" . Three or for
the " Maxi -Power " Four (blue prints
Nos. '59 and 60 respectively.)

In, sets which do not employ an H.F.
amplifying stage, the ,reaction control is
very:important for long-distance work. As -
soon as you look at the panel Of the " Sharp-
Tune " Two you see that the tuning con-
denser is the big one in the middle, and you
know that turning this alters the wave-
length to which the set is tuned. To the

HA

left of it are two other condensers, the upper
one being the aforeSaid reaction control,
and the lower one (C3) a selectivity control.

Selectivity" Control.
The chief function of C3 is to prevent your

aerial being " overpowered " by the local
station. As you know, a big aerial erected
very close to a poWerful broadcasting
station cannot pick up many foreigners
because the strong local signals monopolise
it.

Proper adjustment of C3 will have the
same selectivity -increasing effect as short-
ening your aerial, so that a point can be
reached where the local station is not too
troublesome, and yet it is still possible to
receive the foreigners, though not quite so
strongly as before.

If you adjust C3 " all in " you get maxi-
mum power from the foreigners, but too
much maximum power from the " local."
Correct adjustment of C3 reduces foreign
stations slightly, but nevertheless you will

NDLING THE "SHARP -TUNE" TWO

This is a very easy set to handle, the tuning being "backed up " by
cation when necessary, and the selectivity control left alone after

it has once been set to cope with the conditions prevailing.

hear them far better because the new Cs
adjustment has " narrowed down " the local
Station so that it does not interfere with the
foreigners.'.

So you see- there is nothing to worry
about in the selectivity adjustment. In
practice C3 does not need constant readjust-
ment, but when the set is first installed

it has to be adjusted to bring the powerful
local station's programme within a reason-
able margin on the dial.

If your local station is within a few miles
you will need Cs set towards its all-out
position, and you should use a small coil
in L1. At greater distances the larger
coil may be used and the C, capacity in-
creased, as recommended in the blue print..

Reaction Co ntrol.
Once the degree of selectivity required

has been adjusted by Cs, this condenser
can be considered as finished with, and the
handling of the set resolves itself into the
correct operation of C1 and 02 (tuning and
reaction). You will find all about how to
handle reaction and tuning in " The Key.
To The Ether " which " P.W." is giving
away this week.
- Read it carefully and then take the trouble
to baVe halt an hour's practice in oscillation -
control, etc., at some time when the local
station' is not working, training yourself

to keep the set sensitive, but not
oscillating as you alter the tuning.
Once you have mastered this you
can handle the "Sharp -Tune" Two
or any other detector-L.F. set in a
way that will seem amazing.

Worked in this way the " Sharp -
Tune" Two will probably give you
a dozen stations on the ordinary
broadcasting allowed in any one
evening without the slightest diffi-
culty, and it will be surprising if
some readers do not tune in thirty,
forty or even more stations in one
evening !

Two Important Dials.
Turning to blue print No. 58, The

" Easy -Change " Three, -We find that
this also is a detector and L.F.
set. True, it has two low -frequency
stages, instead of one. But this does
not affect the main point' mentioned
before-namely the abseime of the
high -frequency amplifying valve be-
tween the aerial and the detector.

So in this set, as in the " Sharp -
Tune" Two, the two really important dials
are the tuning dial (CO, and the reaction
condenser control (C2). When you can
handle these two in unison, as explained in
" The Key To The Ether," following up the
tuning and the reaction and keeping the
set sensitive all the time without oscillating,

(Continued on next page.)
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TACKLING TUNING.
(Continued from previous page.)
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you can be sure of a steady stream of foreign
stations pouring out their programmes
from the loud speaker.

And, of -course, they will be really loud,
for here you have detector, two low -fre-
quency amplifying stages (R.C.C. unit and
L.F. transformer) giving much greater
poyzer than a two -valve set -can -possibly
provide.

Remembering how important reaction
is for long distance work with all detector -
L. F. sets, you will appreciate the fact that
to get good long-distance results -you must
set the L, socket properly on the base-
board if you are going to get plenty ,of
foreign programmes. It is 'very easy pro-
vided you follow the blue print instructions.

Coil Adjustments _

If you line up the three coils close to-
gether you will probably find that although
reaction is " beautiful " on long waves-
coming up stronger and stronger as you -
move away from zero to more and more
capacity on the reaction condenser, and
giving you plenty of oscillation when full
in-the. medium -waves: do not., at first,
give such good control.

You may find that even when the reaction
condenser is turned right off, the set still
oscillates, or has too much reac-
tion and is too near the oscil-
lation point. So swing the coil
holder round on its screw, get-
ting it further and further away
from L1, until it gives just as
good reaction control on the
medium waves as on' long, and
then you can screw it securely
to the baseboard.

Do not forget that in order
to obtain this desirable state of
affairs it may be necessary to
readjust the wander plug which
goes from H.T. +1 terminal on
the battery, and that different
sizes of coil for Ll will have a
marked effect on reaction re-
sults, the larger size giving
stronger r ea c tion than the
smaller.

Here is another tip about the
tuning of this particular set that
will interest you if you have
built it, or intend to do so. On
the blue print it states that for
medium waves the panel plug
goes into No. 1 socket, and for long waves in
No. 2.

Unusual Effect
The change -over of the flex on, the

panel and alteration of L2 is simple enough,
to be sure, but you may find that for
5 X X it is not even necessary to do,this.
In some localities 5 X X will come in
strongly 'if you open`S2 butleave the aerial
on the No. 1 terminal and simply retune
on the main tuning condenser (Cr) !

If you get good reception of 5 X X in
this way there is no objection to doing it,
but much will depend upon local conditions,
so you may find it necessary to do, as
explained on the blue print when changing
over from short to long waves. It is just

_a matter of aerial distance; and luck, etc.

Now we come to the other main class of
receivers, namely, those in which a high -
frequency valve is employed. Both the
" Three -Coil " Three and the " Maxi -
Power " Four use an S.G. high -frequency
valve, -ands with these, as _with the older -
fashioned neutralised stages, the reaction
control has to " take a back seat."

Keep in Step
It still plays a big part in programme -

getting, of course, but with all high -
frequency receivers, the- great thing is not
so much to keep aerial and reaction in °loge
co-operation with each other, as to keep the
aerial and the high frequencytuning "in
step." It is absolutely vital that you do
this for if you do not, you might as well
throw your high -frequency valve away.

Just to make it perfectly clear, let us
suppose you haye the " Three -Coil" Three
in action: - There are two training dials Ci. -
and Cr, and one reaction dial, O. The
latter is now comparatively unimportant.

With this receiver, with the "Maxi -
Power " Four, or with any other receiver
employing an H.F. stage, you must keep
the two tuning dials in step, even if you
have to neglect reaction: And keeping the
two tuning dials in step is quite an easy
matter if you will only give your mind to it.

Once you have mastered it you will find
it is so easy that you Wender however
anyone could light-heartedly just twiddle
knobs about, and listen for stations. But
-unless you knew the trick you Might twiddle

THE KEY TO THE CONTROLS
OF THE " MAXI -POWER "

But if L2 and C2 combination are out of
step with the Li. and Cl combination,
nothing happens except perhaps the owner's
sighs and lamentations. For if the Cr
adjustment is bringing in one station and
the C2 adjustment is bringing in a different
station, the net result is not worth listening
to.

They ?nag be set to receive the same
wave -length. They must be " in step."

This does not necessarily mean that when
_one dial is reading ten degrees the other
must also read ten exactly, or when one is
reading twenty-six the other must also read
twenty-six. True, that would be the ideal
plan, but unfortunately coil sizes, etc.,
vary, and it is impossible except in a set
made under stringent factory conditions.

Even in such -a set the tuning gets a little
" out " usually, as wave -lengths are altered.
But- there is no need for you to put up
with wrong tuning, for you can easily tell
exactly when the circuits are in tune,

The Best Method
liere is the way to do it. Prop the loud

speaker up close to your ear, and choose a
quiet moment when every sound from it
can be- heard distinctly. It must be quiet
in the ether, too, so a Sunday morning is
ideal.

What you have to do first is to listen to
the effect of tuning.- So turn your first
tuning dial, Cr, somewhere near the middle
of its travel, say about 80° and clear of
any signals, turn the reaction to -zero, and

then bring your H.F. tuning
dial C2 slowly round from zero
to maximum.

Listen intently as you do this,
for although no station may be
sending, the set will probably,
just in one place, sound suddenly

alive " and perky. With Cl
set to, say, 80° you will find that
there is just one position of C2 ---
it might be 83°, or perhaps 79°
-where the loud speaker sounds
lively.

The " Lively " Position

Plenty of control is afforded, and yet there is no confusing complexity on the
panel. The main thing when searching with a set of this type is to keep the two

tuning dials " in step." All the other controls are subsidiary.

the dials for hours without getting much
from the set, so be sure that you understand
the following hints upon how to keep two
tuning dials in step.

The, underlying idea is simplicity itself.
The first condenser (in this case CO is tuned
to receive a -certain wave -length or station.
These signals are to be amplified by the
H.F. valve, and passed on to the next stage,
which consists of the condenser C, and
the condenser coil L2.

Now if this second coil and condenser
(L2 -C2) are tuned to exactly the same wave-
length as the other coil and condenser
(L1-05) the foreign station signals go
straight through from aerial and land on the
detector dial With'a bang t All other Signals
are excluded because the circuits are out of
tune with them,

Make a note of the two read-
.: ings ,on a piece of paper, and

then turn the Cl dial round
towards the bottom of the scale,
say 20°, and find a corresponding
" lively" position on H.F. dial
for that reading. It may be
exactly 20°, or it may be a little
more or less, but it will be some-
where near that, so make a note
of that reading, too.

Finally go up to the topof the
dial (somewhere, about 90 on a.100 dial, or

160 on a 180 dial), and see if you can get the
same result up there. There should, of
course, be no real oscillation, but if you
listen, carefully you will soon tell when the
circuits are exactly in tune because of the
tiny little noises that always occur then.

But let us suppose that you cannot be
sure when the set is " in tune," because
really4 seems to make very little difference.
This is where reaction conies in !

You advance the reaction condenser a
few degrees, taking care not to make the set
oscillate, and then try bringing the H.F.
dial into step -with the other dial again.
With a little reaction you will soon find
quite unmistakable signs of extra liveliness
when the two circuits come exactly into
step,
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Constant, clearer reception- the Exide

High Tension Battery gives you the programme full and faithfully . . . it

adds nothing, no background of buzz or crackle, no harshness . . .

. it makes your set more stable.

Improved selectivity- the Exide H.T. Battery

helps to cut out interfering stations . . ifs voltage does not fluctuate or

fall. It gives silent, steady service to the end of ifs charge . . . and it

can be easily, cheaply recharged m no new batteries to, be bought . .

you listen at less cost with the Exide H.T. Battery in your set.

Make sure it is an Exide - keep in mind that nine out of every fen Britisht  tl
ships rely for their wireless on the XI C Battery

Prices per 10 -volt unit: W.J. 2,500 milliamps 5'. e W.H. 5,000 milliamps 6.'3  W.T. 10,000 milliamps 12;=

From Exide Service Stations or any reputable dealer. Exide Service Stations give service on every make of battery

Exide Batteries, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Branches at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol and Glasgow
Lxsa

Pages 284-285 are missing
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SIMPLICITY is a term which can mean much or little when
applied to a wireless set. It may only mean that the designer
hasn't taken the trouble to include any of those little refine-

ments we all like, and that is just what most people suspect it does
mean when used as a description of the maw feature of a set.

Then, again, there is the kind of simplicity which is the result
of the designer having taken not less but much more trouble than
usual over his work. In these cases he has spent lots of time and
care in obtaining the results he wants from really simple means
rather than the usual more complicated ones.

Instead of taking the easy way in getting his effect by elaboration
he has done it by dint of perseverance and ingenuity with quite
simple schemes.

Points About the Design.
That kind of simplicity is worth having, for it means that you

get the sort of performance you want at a lower expenditure of cash
and work in building, and with less trouble in operating the set
This is the only kind of simplicity xvhich we tolerate in " P.W."

Looking babk over the last year or two we cannot remember any
set which was quite such a good example of this worth -while kind
of simplification as the "Three Coil " Three which We are just going
to describe. It is a really outstanding bit of work.

dust look at the photos. Isn't it obviously one of the simplest
possible " threes " of the H.F., detector, and L.F. type ? Yet just
consider what it is and does : it is a highly sensitive long-range
receiver, it gives you real selectivity, it is beautifully easy and
pleasant to operate, and it has those desirable refinements of
differential reaction, efficient volume control, adjustable selectivity,
and so on, which make such a difference to a set.

Simplicity, Economy and Performance.
To get all this and yet maintain such wonderful simplicity and

economy in first cost fnote the use of entirely standard components,
many of which you will have) meant a lot of hard work and scheming.
As a matter of fact, we probably spent more time over the design
than any of the others in this year's batch of blue print sets, with
the possible exception of the Maxi -Power " Four.

Of course, similar efforts in the direction of what we may call
rational simplification -Were made in all four of these receivers, but
it was in this one that the greatest difficulty was met. Itls almOst
always in the H.F., detector, and L.F. type of three-valver that the
temptation to elaboration is greatest, and it is just here that it
should be most carefully resisted. This is, above all sets, the average
man's ideal of a general-purpose receiver.

We feel sure that even the most casual glance at the photographs
will convince you that we are justified in our claim to have sue -

RESULTS GUARANTEED

Really neat and simple wiring is only possible when the layout is a good
one, and it is one of the best possible guarantees of efficient performance.

Popular Wireless, Octob

Here are some interesting general details (intended to supplement the fa
of the finest "threes" ever designed. It is a set which gives you real sin

and adjustment, yet the

DESIGNED AND DESCRIBED BY TI

eeeded in giving the set real simplicity of the best sort. We are
even more sure that if you build the set you will soon confirm also
-our claim that we have at the same time achieved a- most excep-
tionally fine performance.

We have the utmost confidence
that you will, because the original
set gave extraordinarily good
results, and the - circuit is one
which can be guaranteed to give
the same performance every time
it is made up.

Absolute Reliability.
It is one of the most reliable'

of all types of circuits, and it is
delightfully free from any kind
of preliminary adjustment calling
for any degree of skill on the
part of the user to ensure proper
results. All you have to do is
to make a reasonably good copy,
refrain from taking any serious
libertiea use goed parts and
accessories (especially the valves
and coils), and the result- is as
near to a certainty as anything
can- be in radio.

This is a set which you can
confidently expect to bring you
in a real string of foreign stations
any night after dark so long as

PLENTY OF PUNCH,,

Selectivity without other qualities is useless,
addition to wonder

= HERE ARE THE PARTS THAT YOU
1 Panel, 18 in. x 7 in. (Lissen, or Paxolin, Goltone, Igranie, Polar,

etc.). 1 Filament switch
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard, 9-:n. deep (Cameo, or Ready Radio, Benja

Pickett, etc.). 3 Sprung type valve 1
2 -0005-mfd. variable eondensers (Ready Radio, or Lissen, Bulgin, Tels'

1-..; Lotus, Lissen, J.B., Ormond, Igranie,- Dubiller, 3 Single coil holders
Formo, ete.). etc.).

2 Slow-motion dials, if condensers not of slow-motion 1 .01-mfd. fixed condi
type (Lissen, or Igranie, J.B, Ready Radio, Ormond, Dubilier, Ferranti3
etc.). 1 -001-mfd. (max.) ed!

= 1 Filament rheostat (Gecophone or Igranie, Lissen, or Lissen, Leweos4
Wearite, etc.). 2 Il F

1 -0001-, .00013-, or .00015-mfd, differential reaction
Lisse.n,kToeieses (Van)n,Lot

Loth
E condenser (Ormond, or Lissen, Dubiller, Lotus, J.B., Magnum, ete.).=
...kitt11111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111811111111M1111111111110mininnimmuninumm11111111111111111
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VER AND PURITY

ignificent " three " has colossal power in
I high selectivity.

ical instructions on last week's blue print sheet) for building one
of the best sort:; easy and economical construction, simple tuning

possible results.

'.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

you, can give it anything like- a decent. aerial. Once yOu have got the
hang of the dials- it ,should bring them rolling in one after another.

On the long waves it should even do it in daylight, andgive you
programmes from, at any rate,
Hilversum, Kalundborg, Eiffel
Tower, and Huizen. We must
be careful not to 'mislead you,
though; we are assuming an,
outdoor aerial of. just reasonable
efficiency. Neither -this nor any
other normal " three " can be
expected to do a great deal on
the foreigners on an indoor
aerial.

Extra Power.
On such an aerial you really

want at least- a " four " to get
the foreign stations really well
and reliably. A good deal, of
course, can be done by using a
pentode instead of an ordinary
power or super -power valve for
'V3 in the -present set, and this
is worth remembering. Such an

output " valve will -bring it up
somewhere near to the level of
a four-valver.

The blue print gives you all
the practical information you
really need to build the set.

D TO BUILD THE "THREE -COIL" THREE.
Wearite, Magnuin, etc.). 1 .001-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, or Lissen, Edis-

r Igranie, Lissen, Bulgin, wan, T.C.C., Mullard, Ferranti, etc.).
otus, Red Diamond, etc.). 1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Graham-Farish, or
(Lotus, or Igranie, W.B., Lissen, etc.).
I., Magnum, Wearite, etc.). 1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Graham-Farish, or

Lissen, Igranie, Bulgin, Lissen, Igranie, Dubilier, Ediswan, Mullard, etc.).
1 L.F. Transformer (R.I., or Ferranti' Lissen, Varley,

U.C.C., or Mullard, Lissen, Igranie, Telsen, Lotus, Lewcos, Mullard, etc.).
t, Goltone, Igranic, etc.)._.. 1. Fuse (Magnum, or Bulgin, etc.).
in -type condenser (Formo, 1 Standard " P.'W." screen, 10 in. x 6 in. (Wearite,
LI., ete.). Paroussi, Ready Radio, Magnum, etc.).
liatmel, or Lewcos, RI, 1 Terinlnal strip, 18 in. x 2 in.
leriReady Radio, Wearite, 10 -Terminals (Igranle, or Belling & Lee, Eelex, etc.).

-Screws, wire, ilex, etc.

There remain, _however,quitea. few general matters to tell you
about. For example, there is the question of wave -change switching.

Here. the reader may be inclined to wonder whether we have not
taken our simplification too far, and sacrificed something worth

Well, granted that the set is not one having wave -change

switching, just consider whether what you gain by its absence is not
in some cases a -.sufficient compensation for- the lack of this

convenience.

Only Three To change.
The point is that wave -change switching inevitably puts up the

cost of a .set, and means. at any rate, .a slight increase in the con-
structional work involved. Note that the present instrument uses
entirely standard plug-in coils, which most people already have.,
and:you will realise.how much the cost has Comm down-as...a result
of our decision. to naake it non -wave-change. -

Naturally, the set -will not suit everybody, and some will feel that
they_ would prefer to face the expense and;extra work involved in
one pOsSeising wave-change switching.. All the same, we felt that
very many would. appreciate a set in which economy and simplicity
had been taken to even this length.

:Von-wave change.it is, then, but part of our simplifying effort
was directed to reducing as far as possible the inconvenience of coil -
changing 'on going over to long waves. Accordingly we took pains
to limit the number of coils requiring to be replaced, and you will
see that we have got it down to only three. -

A look over the circuit diagram will show, you. how we have done
it. Really, it is a matter of the judicious eiriployment- of the ever-
useful ." X " coils.

The Final Flex -Lead Adjustments.
These are used in both tuned circuits.. In the first place, one pro-

vides the tuned grid circuit of the H. -F. valve and at the seine time
takeS care of the aerial coupling arrangements. -,The second forms
the detector tuned grid circuit, with the "X" portion of the coil
giving us our intervalve coupling.

Now, just a. point or two about the selectivity adjustments, and
then we have finished. First, there are the flex -leads to thelapping
points on the "X" coils. In general you will find it best to put the
one for the second coil (L2) on the point which gives the best volume,
and get your control by -means of the one . to

The compression -type condenser in the aerial lead is meant
entirely as a supplementary control. Keep it at maximum (knob
screwed right down) if you can, and only reduce it'if you must.

WONDERFUL SIMPLICITY

Here is the H.F. end of the set, and the first thing you- will notice
is there is hardly anything to be seen! That's just another proof
of 'the care and ingenuity expended on the design, for simple as it is

the results are wonderful.
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RADIO EAST. AND WEST
!By OUR AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT.

Having been present at the opening of the London Radio Exhibition, our
correspondent immediately left for New York, where he was able to attend I
the Radio World's Fair at Madison Square Garden. Below he contributes
exclusively for " PW." an impartial comparison between the two shows.

AI -

AS the "Aquitania" steamed out of South-
ampton, bound for New York, it
occurred to me that I perhaps would

shortly be the only person who had actually
been present at both the London and New
York Radio shows.

Although the, shows ended concurrently,
the London one opened three days ahead
of the New York counterpart, otherwise it
would not have been possible by present
methods of transport to reach New York
in time to be at Madison Square Garden,
before the show closed on September 27th.

As it was, however, we steamed into New
York Harbour with a good few hours in
hand, and I was able to view in comfort
the exhibits at the Radio World's Fair (as
my compatriots prefer to call it !).

Plenty of Portables.
I was asked after I had visited Olympia

what struck me most about the British
exhibition. My reply was : " The over-
whelming popularity of portable radios."
In New York there never was a vogue for
portable sets, and to find every firm in
England manufacturing one sure is strange.

In America we are now perhaps nearer
than we ever were to the portable set, for
automobile manufacturers are incorporating
compact, . yet powerful, receivers on the
dashboard. - At first this was a luxury,
but it was soon, taken up, and at the show
in New York there were to be seen many
components specially, designed for auto-
mobile radios.

Among these are several patterns in
midget dynamic speakers which are quoted
as beina equal to their parents in quality
of repr&luction.

An- interesting outcome of the demand
for automobile radios is the resultant entry
into the ordinary radio set manufacturing
field of General Motors, who supply a most
efficient line of multi -valve receivers.

They guarantee that if future develop-
ments call for the redesign of their receivers.
such receivers will be built upon a standard
chassis already incorporated, thus it will
not be necessary to discard an expensive
cabinet which perhaps harmonises with Its
surroundings, and may even have been
chosen for this reason.

Artistic Sets.
It was disappointing to find so much

" junk " at the Wireless Exhibition -in
LondOn, but presumably this is to cater
for a)arge community who are able to afford
a very small minimum for their radios.

In New York we do not have nearly so
many of these extremely cheap outfits, the
most popular type of radio being the artistic
upright cabinet 'containing a mniti-valve
radio of six to ten Valyes.

For this type of receives the price is
perhaps loWer .than in England, a Bruns-
wick, Panatrope radio -gramophone, for
example, costing but $185.00 (E37), or an

ordinary carved walnut upright cabinet
affair, $139-50. These are average prices,
which can be exceeded or undercut.

Better Cabinet Work.
Cabinet work, although perhaps hybrid

in -character, has reached a much higher
level in New York than in London, in so
far as the radio industry concerns itself, and
I must admit that probably the best-
looking- receiver housings at Olympia were
those of a firm which originated in America.

I am told that the necessity for selec-
tivity in receiver design is just as acute in 

VERY NEAT !

The smallest two -valve portable seen at the
National Radio Exhibition. Including the loud

speaker, it is only eight inches square.

Europe as in America, yet there were- very
few so-called armoured, or all -metal, chassi,
to be seen. Why is this ? Their useful-
ness has been proved by American manu-
facturers, yet your people do not seem to
have "cottoned -on " nearly so quickly as
they- might have done. -

A general survey: of the New York show
denotes it to be 'an exhibition of refine-
ments. I-There:are no radical deVelopmentS,
but rather a general tendency to perfect

and elaborate upon existing and tried
circuits.

The super -heterodyne seems to be in its
element once again ; there is universal

 adoption of. the screened -grid valve-; there
are so-called " fading eliminators" whose
fpnction is to -control volume. -automatically
so as to render fading unnoticeable; _the
midget Set, calculated to simplify ; the
selling of two or three radios to a family,
makes its bow ; -the A.C. tube, appears in
a more perfected pattern: -

The -development of screened -grid tube
receivers has come on with leaps and
bounds, their inclusion in ten -tube -super-
heterodynes being common practise. Inci-
dentally, it is to you Britishers that -credit
must be given for the. popularising of the
screened -grid valve, for I, personally,
remember receiving my first valve of this
pattern from London before they were on
the market in New York.

The pentode is still on probation over
here, and whether it will be universally
adopted remains to be seen. ,

There were the usual novelties at the
New York show, such, for exarriple;:as the
Wurlitzer radio, which embodies a time -
clock device for automatic tuning. The
receiver may be set in the morning to switch
itself on and off for any number of desired
programmes, and it will be found to accom-
plish its duties in most worthy, style.

,

Talkie Demonstrations.
For those interested (and this included,

the majority of persons present) a demon-
stration of talkie film producing was given,
an attraction which might very well have
been presented at Olympia. -

As it was, all I saw among the -British
exhibits which bore witness to the existence
to this closely allied business was .a talkie
film projector which. attracted considerable'
interest.

The arrangements at Olympia I found
worthy of commendation, the. demonstra-
t ion salons being sufficient to excite the
envy of 'any American exhibitor.

Gadgets for making one's, own records,
electrically recorded, have appeared in New
York as well as London. Their main
purpose, it appears, -is to make permanent
the broadcast of a favourite artist as it
is received over the air. The first question
-that arises in my mind is, What will the
artists say to this new form of competition
to the legitimate record business, which is
going to affe3t their royalties ?

In summing up, the London and New
York exhibitions may be -.-compared as
follows : Whereas the New York Show
devoted most of its space to the exhibition
of completed multi -valve sets in elaborate
cabinets and rarely of less "thansix valves_
apiece, the London Show catered for a
leaner purse, and as adequately to, the
home constructor as to the fan 'interested
solely in the purchase of. a completed set.

High Standards.
.Cabinet work on the whole ,was definitely

better at the New York show arid, for the
elaborated type of receiver, the prices
tower.

Bearing in mind, however, that America
entered the field of radio construction for
home use some- time before Britain, the
- difference between the standards of the
rrianufactur' ers ',Of -_,both countries . is sur-
prisingly little. I shall look forward to a
flying visit ie London again next fall.
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"THREE -COIL" THREE
£ S. d.

x Drilled ebonite panel, x8 >: 7 ins. 6 0
x Hand -polished oak cabinet with so -in. base -

2 ReadiRad 0005 variable condensers .. ..
2 ReadiRad duograph slow motion dials ..
z ReadiRad differential condenser, 000r5 ..
x ReadiRad on -off switch.. :. .. .. ..
x ReadiRad filament rheostat.. .. .. .. 2
3 Benjamin Vibrolders .. . .. .. .. N 4
3 ReadiRad single coil holders .. .. ' 2
a Formodensor type G .. .. .. . 1

/ T.C.C. ox fixed condenser ........3
x ReadiRad oor fixed condenser .. .. .. 10
x ReadiRad 0003 fixed condenser .. .. 10

x Varley H.F. choke .. .. .. .. .. ..9 6

x ReadiRad " Hilo " H.F. choke .. .. .. 4 6
a ReadiRad 2-meg. grid leak and holder 1 4

x R.I. Hypermu L.F. transformer .. .. .. I 1 0
1 ReadiRad H.T. fuse and holder .. 1 3

a ReadiRad Standard screen
a Drilled.terminal strip, x8 >,,; 2 ins.
/0 Engraved Belling Lee terminals .. ..
2 Lewcos coils, No. 6oX. .. ...- ..
a Lewcos coil, No. 5o C.T. .. ..
2 Lewcos coils, No. 250X..
1 Lewcos coil No. coo C.T.
3 Valves as specified...; ..
a Set ReadiRad Jiffilinx ..

Screws, plugs, etc... ... 1 5

1 10 0
9 0

13 0
5 0

10

6
6
6
0

2
2 0
2
9
3

13
4 6

1 19 0
2 6 '

"SHARP -TUNE" TWO

x Drilled ebonite panel, 2 X 8 ins. ..
 Hand polished oak cabinet with 7 -in. base -

a ReadiRad 000/5 differential condenser ..
x ReadiRad 0005 Brookmans condenser ..
 ReadiRad duograph slow motion dial..

0 x ReadiRad 0005 variable condenser ..
x ReadiRad on -off switch..
a ReadiRad " Hilo " H.F. choke ..
I ReadiRad 2-meg. grid leak and holder ..
3 ReadiRad single coil holders ..
2 Benjamin Vibrolders
x ReadiRad 0003 fixed condenser
a Lissen super L.F. transformer ..

Drilled terminal strip, /2 X 2 ins.
9 Engraved Belling Lee terminals ..
a Set ReadiRad Jiffilinx
a Lewcos coil, No..to..

6 Lewcos coil, No.- 6o..
6 Lewcos cOil, No:5o..
6 i Lewcos coil,_No. coo
0 . Lewcos coil, No, 25o

 Lewcos coil, No. 15o
2. Valves as specified ..

Screws, ilex, plugs, etc. ..

TOTAL (including valves and cabinet) £9 16- 0

£ s. d.
6 0

19 0
5 0
3 6
6 6
4 6

10
4 6'
1 4
2 6
3 0

10
19 0

1 6
2 3
2 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
4 6
4 6
4 6

19 0
1 3

TOTAL (including valves and cabinet) £6 7 0

ANY OF THE ABOVE COMPONENTS CAN BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY IF DESIRED.

KITA less valves and X6  7 6cabinet .. ..
or 12 equal monthly payments of 11;9.

KIT B with valves less £86:6cabinet - -

or 12 equal monthly payments of 15/8.

KIT C wibineth valves and 19.16-6cat .. ..
or 12 equal monthly payments of 181-.

KIT A- less valves and
cabinet .. 14:9:0

or 12 'equal monthly payments of 8,3.

KIT B cabinet .. ..
£5:8:0with valves less

or 12 equal monthly payments of 10/-.

KIT C

OFFICIAL BLUE PRINT SUPPLIED

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
All your goods are very carefully
sacked for export and insured,

all chargei forward.

Immediate
Dispatch

with valves and £6.7-0
cabinet ..

or 12 equal monthly payments of 11/9.

FREE WITH ALL KITS

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

Telephone:Hop5555(Pnuate Erchsnge) Telegrams; READIRAD, SEDIST

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS
Your goods are despatched post

free or carriage paid.

Cash or Easy
Payments

ADVERT. OF READY RADIO (R.R. La), 159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET. LONDON. S.E.1
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The Complete range of
" MAGNET"

Wireless Batteries
includes :
TRIPLE CAPACITY

TYPE
L.4903. 60 volt 1316
Price ..
STANDARD UNIT

TYPES
L.492o .. Co volt
Price .. 7/ 1 1
L.4922 Ioo volt
Price .. 12/ 1 1

GRID
BIAS BATTERIES

L. 6095 .. 6 volt
Price 1/3
L. 6096.. 9 volt
Price .. 1 /9
L. 4908.. .. 16,1 volt
Price .. 3/3

EVERY
BATTERY BOUGHT

gives gotta
FREE MONTHS

H.T. SUPPLY

BADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless dealers.

A MAGNET Triple Capacity Battery at 13s. 6d. is
equivalent in capacity to three standard unit batteries
at 7s. 11d. each. This means a reduction in H.T.
cost equivalent to at least a whole month's supply
absolutely free of charge. All modern high -power
receiving sets make a heavy demand on H.T. current.
This is why the new wonder battery means so much-a
real economy and months of steady power and vigorous
life, even under strenuous usage.

Use also MA G NE T Lou) Tension Accumulators.

TRIPLE CAPACITY
H.T. BAT T E RY

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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5 MAINS HUMMING
INEVITABLE?

SOME of you may consider that such, a
question is entirely unnecessary. But
I assure you that that is far from

being the case. Within recent weeks I
have had the opportunity of examining
quite a few mains sets in operation in Various
districts. Some of these are commercial
and some home-made receivers.

In very few instances were there silent
" backgrounds." For the most part the
"humming " was quite distressingly pro-
minent. That is, at least, to me. Curiously
enough, the ears of the owners of these sets
seemed to have become rather " blunted"
to the persistent interference. When I
referred to the noise, " Yes, but you do not
notice it much when the music is on," was
the kind of reply I received.

It Can Be Eliminated
But if I now make the statement that

with practically any public power supply
both L.T. and H.T. can be obtained suffi-
ciently free from ripple not to cause
hum I do not want you to think that the
question raised by the title of this article
has been answered. It hasn't.

If modern valves are used properly, a
string of even three will givei considerable
amplification. The smoothing necessary to
silence mains hum is a somewhat costly
business in comparison with the Com-
ponents used in the set.

And here we arrive at the crux of the
matter. And that is bound up in another
reading of this article's title : should a
degree of mains hum be tolerated on the
grounds of apparatus economy'? and if so,
how much ?

Hum is a Fault
Pursuinct the points further, should any

hum at all, even though it is barely audible,
be permitted ?

I feel it would be impertinent .for me to
answer that, because it is up to the individual
listener to set his own standards. From
a purely personal point of view, I must _say
that I am unable to tolerate any hum at all,
for I regard its presence as indicating a

fault, and a fault that can nearly always be
removed these days.

I think the makers of the laetter-class
mains sets and units mould their policies
around, such a view.

Any 'attempt to build a mains device
" down to a price is almost certain to
result in inadequate smoothing. You must

A RADIO ROBOT

The Hon. bfrs. VictOr Bruce and.hei two-seater
'plane. This is fitted with a complicated automatic
radio transmitter, wh'oh is able to send out pre-

arranged sequences of signals.

have nice big chokes and plenty of " micro -
farads " before you can smooth out the
ripples completely.

Any move towards the toleration of hum
on ecohonaic grounds on the part of manu-
facturers is bound sooner or later to lead to
disaster for very sound psychological and
physiological reasons.

- I mentioned just now that I have noticed
that listeners tend to get " hardened " or
" blunted " to persistent interference.

Even if it is not, must a degree of
hum be tolerated in circumstances
where economy is essential ? And
if so, can we lay down a scale of
hum percentages ? This chal-
lenging article, by one of the
world's most eminent set designers,
raises and answers many such vital
queries in relation to radio power

from the mains.

Well. I might have addtd then that it is a
well `known fact that the cars will adapt
themselves almost to anything.

During the war we were afforded ample
proof of that. I remember that when I
was with an artillery battery, one got so
used to continuous bombardment that one
hardly noticed the terrific noise ! And
workers in the noisiest of factories will tell
you that they do not find the deafening din
unbearable, and that they can converse quite
freely through it, although visitors are nearly
deafened and have to shout at each other.

Of course, it takes some considerable
time to get one's aural nerves acclimatised
to such conditions.

Easily Unnetieed
To revert to our mains apparatus makers.

If their testers once tolerate a certain
amount of hum they will eventually get
quite distorted views as to what constitutes
a " tiny hum." Remember, it is a per-

' sistent interference and one that generally
has a constant frequency. With such a
noise ringing in their ears all the time,
how can they possibly retain an impartial
criticism of its intensity ?

You might say that it would be
enough to measure the intensity. It is
fairly easy to do that, although I have the
idea that few concerns in this country
carry their tests to such conclusions.

Regarding the listener's attitude to the
question, I am afraid that there is a very
marked tendency to accept a certain amount
of hum with mains sets as being quite in-

. evitable. And that is why I wrote this
article ; it is an attempt to kill that idea.
Should Be Silent

Modern mains working should be every
bit as silent as when the best of batteries
are used. If you pass a certain degree of
" hum," then you should do so with a
complete realisation that it is a fault that
should not exist fn any modern high-class set.

It is very hard indeed to classify " hum-
naing." Broadly speaking, any hum at all
is lia,d, technically, although a " hum "
that can only faintly be heard by

(Continued on page 307.)
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I RESISTANCE REALITIES.
Some interesting notes about a very vital factor in radio reception.

THERE are many factors which influence
the resistance of a material. - Its
temperature, its physical structure,

and its degree of purity, for instance, all
influence a metal's conductivity.

Silver is the best electrical conductor we
know of. Then comes copper, and, after
copper, in decreasing order of conductivity,
gold, zinc, iron, platinum and mercury, to
enumerate only a few of the better-known
metals.

The physical structure of a metal influ-
ences its conductivity. A bar of metal
which is crystalline in structure will have a
resistance considerably higher than a bar
of -non -crystalline metal.

Increase in Resistance.
This fact is one of very great importance

because, in time, all wires tend to become
more or less slightly crystalline in nature,
and, therefore, to increase in resistance.
An aerial wire, for instance, which for many
years has been subjected to the inclemencies
of the weather gradually takes upon itself
a slight crystalline structure. It becomes
brittle, and eventually it breaks.

If you examine the fracture under a
microscope or even a strong hand -lens, the
crystalline cross-section of the fracture will
be apparent. It is, of course, very possible
that slow changes of this nature may have
a lot to do with the gradual decrease in
signal -strength experienced by many crystal
users, although, of course, there are many
other greater factors which work together
to produce the same effect.

Another factor which influences the
resistance of any material is temperature.
Generally speaking. the hotter a wire or a
her of metal is. the higher its resistance
becomes.

The Effect of Heat.
The explanation of this fact is not difficult

to grasp. When we put heat into a material,
what we really do is to increase the energy
of its vibrating molecules, and, more

INCREASING RESISTANCE

Here are two similar specimens of metal rod-
the one on the left has the greater resistance

because the metal has crystallised.

usually, a stream of electrons finds it more
difficult to push its way through a maze of
molecules which are in o, state of violent
agitation, than it does when the Molecules
are in a less rapid state -of movement.

Some materials, notably carbon; however,
decrease:. in resistance with increase in
temperature.. A red hot bar of carbon,
therefore, has a 'smaller resistance than a
similar bar at normal temperatures. This,
however, is one of the few exceptions to the
general rule.

What happens, you may ask, to the
resistance of a wire when it is very greatly
cooled ? As you would expect, the resis-
tance of the wire is lowered with decreasing
temperature. This, of course, because of
the fact that as we lower the temperature
of a metal, or of most materials, for that
matter, we decrease the vibrational energy
of its constituent molecules, thus providing
a freer path for the electron stream of the
current.

Elimination of Resistance.
If a metal rod or wire could be cooled

down to Absolute Zero, that is, to 273
degrees centigrade below the freezing point
of water, all its constituent molecules would
he at rest. There would be a perfectly free
and frictionless path for the electric current
to traverse, and so, one assumes, a current
started in a closed circuit, cooled down to
Absolute Zero would flow round and round
the circuit" indefinitely, thus constituting
a species of perpetual motion.

But no. one has ever cooled a wire down
to Absolute Zero, although a temperature
only a few' degrees above this point has been
reached. At such a temperature a current
started in a closed circuit has been found to
be present many hours after its commence-
ment, the resistance of the wire at that
temperature having become vanishingly
small.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES

By W. L. S.

T APPEAR to have been properly " caught,.
1 out " concerning my flourish of trum-

pets about the return of good conditions.
Conditions, as such, are negligible again at
the moment, and all the promise, of DX
reception has gone once more.

I am not so conceited as to imagine that
it is all a conspiracy against me, as was one
amateur to whom I listened one Sunday
morning, but I admit myself fairly beaten,
and retire from the uneven contest. Hence-
forth condition" do not interest me, and
I will do without them. If I hear a DX
station, so much the better if I dOn't, then
I have a pbor receiver. But'" conditions "-
neyer !

A Truly Crowded Band.
Surely 40 metres, in London, -on a Sunday

morning, is the most congested spot of
ether that one can find. Just before writing
this I have heard upwards of thirty British
stations on telephony, all fairly loud, inter-
mingled with two South London stations
using the most awful notes, dOiens erf
Frenchmen slightly (but not much)

interrupted C.W. from an unknown source,
spark from somewhere or other, and a
general confusion of noise described by a
visitor as sounding " like Hacks on a Bank.
Holiday.", The only thing for a modest,
unassuming person like me to do is to
withdraw and leave it until there is a little
more room.

I wonder whether it is possible that at
the two ensuing conferences (at Copenhagen
and Madrid) the amateur will be allowed a
little more space to work on ? It is only the
spirit of incurable optimism that keeps him
alive with the narrow bands he is allowed
at present.

Introducing- Short -Wavers.
A station I recently heard, namely

S -T 2 C, in the Sudan, probably has the
distinction of having introduced the first
short-wave itransmitter into that country.
He is, as a matter of fact, a British amateur
away from home, which makes it all the more
interesting to hear him. - .

Another enthusiast, this time from India,
also ' had whet I belieVe was the honour
of introducing the first short -waver into
British Somaliland, with the Anglo-Italian
Boundary Expedition. No transmitter was
used, but some very useful work was done.

Two or three readers have reopened the
rather puzzling business about hand-
capacityeffecfs occurring when the receiver

, completely: screened in' a metal box.
I em still of my former opinion that the

whole thing depends upon the length and
character of the earth lead. -

If one loses a signal by approaching the
box, then a variable condenser in series with
the earth lead will be found capable of
tuning it to a position where the trouble
completely stops. Unfortunately, the setting
vi 1 I need altering for different wave -lengths.

A Cure for Hand -Capacity.
I have found a more satisfactory- scheme

for this, which . consists of introducing
a 0005 compression -type condenser into
the short -waver, and not connecting the
filament supply to the metal box at all.
Instead, it is taken to the metal in series
with this condenser.

For some reason it will generally be found
that a value for this can be arrived at which
gives immunity from .capacity-effeets. at all
frequencies. The circuit arrangement, if
you think it out, is, not the same as that
produced by, the external condenser, since
the box is earthed but the -filaments are not.

An Essei reader, wants to' know tine
whereabouts of G F W D, who was heard
calling the B.B.C. on 23.25 metres or some-
where in that region. Telephony was used.
The same reader has a single -valuer that
works perfectly, and yet gives trouble with
threshold howl when an external B.C.
amplifier is coupled up. Probably an H.F.
choke in either or both of 'headphone
leads. WoUld cure this, E. E :It is -Worth
trying.
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"EASY -CHANGE"
THREE

 Drilled ebonite pane), 18 X 7 ins.
x Hand -polished oak cabinet with ro-in. base -

a ReadiRad 0005 variable condenser ..
x ReadiRad 000x5 differential condenser
2 ReadiRad on -off switches ..
3 ReadiRad single coil holders ..
3 Benjamin vibrolders
x ReadiRad 000,3 fixed condenser ..
 ReadiRad 0002 fixed condenser ..
a ReadiRad 2-meg. grid leak ..
 Lissen R.C.C. unit with and x- or 2-meg.

a ReadiRad " Hilo " H.F. choke ..
x ReadiRad fuse and holder
x Igranic type J L.F. transformer..
a Terminal strip, x8 X 2 in. ..
co Belling Lee engraved terminals ..
x Lewcos coil, No. 6oX
 Lewcos coil, No. 2.5oX
x Lewcos coil, Ion
3 Valves as specified.. ..
a Set ReadiRad Jiffilinx
a ReadiRad duograph dial

Screws, plugs, etc. ..

oW

sl

"MAXI -POWER" FOUR
 Drilled ebonite panel, 21 X 7 in... .

a Hand -polished oak cabinet with base-board... .. , .

s. d zReadiRad 3 -point on -off switches ..
a ReadiRad variable condensers, 0005..

6 0 2 ReadiRad duograph slow-motion dials ..
 ReadiRad differential reaction condenser,

 Wearite-filameni4 6 rheostat, /5 ohms ..
 ReadiRad on -off switch..
6 ReadiRad single coil holders ..
4 Benjamin vibrolders

ReadiRad -.0002 fixed condenser ..
x ReadiRad oopl fixed condenser ..

- a T.C.C. ox fixed condensers ..
x ReadiRad oox fixed condenser ..
x ReadiRad 0003 fixed condenser.. ..
2 T.C.C. r mfd.
2 ReadiRad 2-meg. grid leaks and holders ..
I R.I. H.F. choke
x ReadiRad. " Hilo " H.F. choke ..

17 6
a Varley TOo,000 ohms resistance and holder
I Ferranti A.F.3 L.F. transformer .. .

x ReadiRad H.T. fuse and holder
cx-Belling Lee engraved terminals.. ..
 ReadiRad Standard screen, io x 6 in.

- ReadiRad G.B. clip
4 6

..
I Terminal strip, zx x 2 in.
2 Lew'cos coils, No. 35 ..

.Lewcos coils, No. 6o ..
a Lewcos coil, No. 25oX
4 Valves, as specified..
a Set ReadiRad Jiffilinx

Screws, flex, plugs, etc...

1 10 0

5 0
1 8
2 6
4 6

10
10
10

4 0
4 6
1 3

1 8
2 6
4 9
6 6

.. 1 7 6
2 6
6 6
1 8

TOTAL (including valves and cabinet) £7 2 0

ANY OF THE ABOVE COMPONENTS CAN

KIT A
eleasbsinveativei and £4: 4: 6

or 12 equal monthly payments of 7/9

KIT B eat_nlves
less £5:12:0valves

or 12 equal monthly payments of 10/3

KITC

cWiagluVe£:11/09 and 111: 2:0
or 12 equal monthly payments of 13/-

£ s. a.
8 0

1 10
3
9

13

0
0
0

5 0
1 6
0 10
5 0
6 0

10
10

6 0
10
10

5 8
2 8
7 6
4 6
7 0

1 5 0
1 3
2 9
2 0

6
2 67 0
7 0
6 6

2 7 6
4 0
1 6

TOTAL (including valves and cabinet) £11 5 6

BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY IF DESIRED.

KIT A less valvesves and £7: 8:0
or 12 equal monthly payments of 13/6.

KIT B cwiallinveatives less £9:15:6
or 12 equal monthly payments of 181-

-ives andITC cabinet £1 1 : 5:6
or 12 equal monthly payments of 20,9

OFFICIAL BLUE PRINT SUPPLIED FREE WITH ALL KITS

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured,

all charges forward.

Immediate
Dispatch

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

Telephone: Hop 5555(Pthiate Exchange) Telegrams: READIRAD, SED/ST

293

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS
Your goods are despatched post

free or carriage paid.

Cash or Easy
Payments

ADVERT. OF READY RADIO (R.R. Ltd.), 159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON. S.E.I
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FROM TIlE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested
Found-.

NEW SIX -SIXTY ACTIVITY.
AN interesting development is announced

by the Six -Sixty Radio. Co., Ltd., of
17-18, Rathbone Place, London, W.1.

The many users of their valves will be
interested to hear that Six -Sixty are
marketing a complete range of grid leaks
this season. \ They are available in 14
different resistances from O1 to 20 meg-
ohms and sell at ls. 6d. each. A neat
bakelite holder for use with them retails
at ls.

These new Six -Sixty grid leaks arc
said to be remarkably silent in operation
and extremely accurate, and constructors
should make a point of seeing them. -

FOR RADIO -GRAM ENTHUSIASTS.
I recently received a

gramophone records, and I have been trying
these out on a radio -gram outfit.: I find
them quite good, and the following seem to
be particularly suitable for electrical repro-
duction : List No. 240, " On the Sunny Side
of the Street " (University Sync,opators),
" Waiting For You " (Dixie Rag Pickers),
and List No. 245, " I'm Needing You "
( White Way Serenaders), " Climb Through
the Clouds" (University Syncopators).

The Goodsons are, of course, those
flexible, unbreakable records, Seven of them
weigh no more than one ordinary record.
They seem to be well recorded, and there is
a brightness and a healthy bass that are
associated usually only with the expensive
recordings.

I had heard that Goodson's were
" scratchy," and tended to " pull up "
ordinary motors,, but I don't find that the
vase on my instruments. Perhaps they were
earlier faults that are now eliminated.

NEW SQUIRE LOUD SPEAKER.
We recently received a Model 21 " Syl-

phone " loud speaker from Fredk. Squire
& Co., Ltd. Squires were early in the field
with moving -coil loud speakers, and we
have watched their progress with great
interest.

The model 21, their latest, shows in con-
crete form what concentrated specialism
can do. Its special features include a new
form of diaphragm support, a diaphragm
centring scheme that is almost  completely
independent of the diaphragm's lateral
movements, a coil of patented design which
has no former and is remarkably light, and
a scheme for the reduction of air resistance
in the vicinity of the moving coil,

The "Sylphone" avail-
able for either A.C. or D.C.
mains, or battery operation, -
in unit form, and it is
designed so that 'it can be
fitted to any type of baffle -
board or cabinet. The
Squire model -21 is sensitive
and it has . a "particularly
even response.

A VOLUME CONTROL.
A volume -control potentiometer, above

all other types of, variable resistances, needs
to have an absolutely efficient action. . A
faulty contact may Mean loud crackles :and -

scrapings while, 1 if the resistance is not
evenly spread out, a. satisfactory adjust-
ment of volume may be hard to obtain.

One .of the most satisfactory potentio-'
meter -volume controls that I have tested
for. some time is the Super - Rotorahm
volume control; ,due to the Rotor Electric
Ltd. It retails at 7s. 6d and the: type H
has a resistance of 25,000 ohms.

A disc -rocker contact proVi des  an - ex-
ceptionally.,Smooth adjustment. The com-
ponent is most robust in character and ithe,
finish is high:class. IA large milled knob -
.with . an engraved indicating arrow- is pro-
vided and the device can be mounted" on a
Panel by meansof one hole:-

together with an instruction card showing
how a small connector can easily be cut
from the large one.

The connector takes the form of a flat
lead strap with four holes cut in it. The
-marking is very plain and the material

_ easily cut.

NEW BATTERY CONNECTOR.
When, coppling up' Exide H.T. 10 -volt

units two different sizes of connectors are
teqriired. 'A' 60-vblt assembly, for instance,
necessitates three large connectors and two
small ones.

But in future the. Chloride Electrical
Storage Company, Ltd., are going to supply
one large connector with each 10 -volt unit,

A view of the Amplion Plirtable Receiver.

EBONITE COMPONENTS. 

sent me a selection of their new productions.
These include 6 -contact coil formers and

The British Ebonite Co., Ltd., recently

ases and choke formers of various sizes.
The he Becorinulti-contact formers are

greatly Unproved and are superior to the
original patterns-7-Tgood though those were.

 Alsp the price is' now only 7s. ,6d. for the
former and base instead of 10s.' dci: You

!iIIIIII11111 III II II 111111111 11

E -
Manufacturers and traders are invited

=- to submit radio apparatus of any kind
for review purposes: All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."

E Technical Department; with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super-
vision of the Technical Editor.

We. should like -to point out that we,
prefer to receive .production I samples

.pieked from stock, and that we cannot E
guarantee their safe return undamaged,

E-- as it is our practiee thoroughly to ,dissect
much of the gear in the course of our E --

;_j investigations
And readers should :note that the g:

Subsevquent" reports appearing on this
page. are. intended as guides to buyers, =E-

-ar and:are therefore framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities,

= unnecessary for that immediate purpose.
=

can obtain either part separately for 3s. 9d.
Both four and six -contact Becol formers

and bases are available.
All these British Ebonite lines seem to

me to be particularly robust mouldings,
and the ebonite is of a. high grade and much
superior to some that is on the market.

THE AMPLION PORTABLE.
The Amplion Portable set is built into a

real -hide ease and is of the suitcase type.
It employs two screened -grid H.F. stages,

a detector, and one L.'F.
The loud speaker is contained in the lid

and you can see the disposition of the valves
and batteries from the accompanying photo,
which shows the set with the neat cover
removed.

I have recently had an opportunity of
testing one of these Amplion portables and
I must say I find its performance impressive.

It is very selective and it is sufficiently
powerful easily to bring in a number of
Continentals in daylight.

Also, its quality is unusually good for a
portable.

The controls are easy to handle and
altogether it is an achievement.

CONCERNING MOVING COILS.
Messrs. Rotor Electric Ltd. recently

issued the Grassman Moving -Coil Booklet
which contains interesting notes on moving -
coil speakers in general and the Glassman
Dynamic in particular.

RADIO CABINETS.
The Carrington Mfg. Co. Ltd. are now

distributing a 24 -page catalogue describing
their " Cameo " Cabinets.
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2 volt - P.M. 252
4 volt . P.M. 254
6 volt - P.M. 256

& 256 A

Price 13/6 each.
A low impedance Valve for use as the output valve in battery -operated receivers, type
P M. 252 is the " super -power " valve of the Mullard 2 -volt range. The large permissible
grid swing permits the valve to handle big signal voltages while as a result of ifs low
impedance (2,600 ohms) and excellent mutual conductance (2.1 milliamps per volt) it will
give a large undistorted output sufficient for operating the average domestic speaker or
radio gramophone.

The P.M. 252 is very economical in operation, the filament consumptiOn being only 0.3 amp
at 2 -volts. It can therefore be employed in portable receivers without imposing too great
a load upon the low tension accumulator.

Mullard
THE  MASTER.  VALVE

Advt. : The Mullard Wireless Service Co, Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Arks.
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GREATEST RADIO SENSATION
NEW 3.VALVE SET OBTAINS OVER 50 STATIONS ON
LOUD SPEAKER WITH DAVENTRY 5 GB WORKING

This is the new Northampton Plating Co. Super Selective 3 -Valve Loud
Speaker set, which is now offered to the public. After.months of careful
research a circuit has been designed superior in selectivity to a screen grid
set, and yet remarkably simple. It can be used, not only for cutting out
the local station, but for other disturbances such as Morse. It is the
simplest, cheapest, and most selective in the world. No soldering required
or coil changing. Experts have declared it absolutely unique. Over
fifty stations have been obtained on loud speaker with acrial 20 feet high,
using cheap valves, including Cardiff, Paris, Madrid, Manchester, Stuttgart,
Toulouse, Hamburg, Glasgow, Frankfurt, Rome, Langenberg, Berlin,
Brussels, Hilversum, Kalundborg, Konigswusterhauscn, Radio Paris.
These were obtained 3 miles from Daventry while 5 G B was working.
Thousands of novices with no knowledge of wireless have built the old
Northampton Plating Co. Super 2 and 3 in all parts of the world, and have
been astounded by the results even with cheap components, but the new
Super Selective 3 makes other sets old fashioned. and marks the greatest
improvement in valve sets for years. Orders have poured in from all
parts of the world, including America, Turkey, Gold Coast, and Nigeria.
In order to give everyone the opportunity of testing out the new circuit,
two 6d. Blue Prints, one for new Super Selective a and one for Super
Selective 3 Valve. will he supplied for 3d. each.

NEW SUPER 4 -VALVE PORTABLE SEPARATES TWO
BROOKMANS PARK STATIONS UNDER THE AERIALS

This is the latest model circuit by the Northampton Plating Co. offered to the public
for the first time. It has been specially designed to satisfy the requirements of the
new regional stations. Owing to its wonderful selectivity, it requires no wave trap
and obtains under favourable conditions a large number of Continental Stations at
loud speaker strength, including Toulouse, Hilversum, Eiffel Tower, Konigswuster-
hausen, and Radio Paris. At less than half the price of a high-class portable set,
it is acknowledged under severe technical tests to be far superior. In order to show
what marvellous results can be obtained the set was placed between two aerials at the
entrance to Brookmans Park, and the two programmes were easily separated. The
set was also taken on 1.000 -mile motor -tour over England and Wales. On the South
coast and East coast many stations were easily obtained on loud speaker at good
strength. Even in Wales, where reception is difficult, excellent results were also
obtained. In order that everyone may be able to construct this unique portable set,
a full size shilling Blue Print, with full details and instructions, can be obtained from
Northampton Plating Co. for 6d. Letters must be fully stamped. NAME AND
ADDRESS IN BLOCK LETTERS.

TRADE SERVICE AGENTS WANTED.

ARE YOU TROUBLED
with Brookmans Park? Test Report on New
Brookmans Park Station, from Palmer's Green,
about four miles from Station, by our own radio
engineers. Using the Northampton Plating Co.

Super Selective Set, with the addition of a Type F
Formodenser (Price 1'6) in earth lead, it was
found that by careful adjustment of set the local
station was absolutely cut out. Many British and
foreign stations were easily obtained at loud speaker
strength, including 5 G B, Radio Toulouse, Radio
Paris, 5 X X. Konigswusterhausen. This is a mar-
vellous achievement since the set used is the cheapest
in file world.

SPECIAL WIRELE

READ THE LATEST REPORTS BY THE LEADING RADIO EXPERTS OFTHE DAY :-
I refer to the receiver marketed by the Northampton Plating Co. as a kit set at aprice that is more than reasonable. I had a pleasant surprise when I first operated

it. I found there were 12 or I3 Stations easily brought in at loud speaker strength
on the medium wave in addition to 5 G B. The set has remarkable qualities of
selectivity and sensitivity, two characteristics rarely coupled in any one receiver.
It must be set down as a definite advance.

( NOTTINGHAM JOURNAL," December list, 1929.)
Those who are too far from a station to use a crystal and are deterred from

wireless by the present high cost of valves, will find it best to make a set front the
Northampton Co.'s blue prints for two or three valves, price 3d. each. If theycannot afford a !dullard, the same company supply excellent valves at .ms. lid.
which give. admirable reception, though so cheap. A thoroughly good two valve
set ought not to cost more than £2 Dos, including everything, and a three valveabout urs. more. (" REYNOLDS' NEWS," January 12th, 5930.)

REAP THESE TESTIMONIALS.
I have had your Super 3 since Sept., 1929, and have had wonderful results, about 50stations at full loud -speaker strength, and can get most of these any night of theweek, chief among them being : Paris, Eiffel Tower, Budapest, Prague, Belgrade,Stockholm, Madrid, Toulouse, Stuttgart, Barcelona, .31araystra-Ost ra, Rome,Algiers, Langenberg, Oslo. Lahti and Emmaus. Wiahiug you every success.- W. T.Dilworth, Hants, 17/1/30.
I must write and tell you I am more than pleased with your three valve set Ihave just made.
It is the most wonderful bargain I have ever known in wireless, and it is all thatyou claim of it. I wish to reeounuend it to my friend who is a keen wireless enthusiast.

W. P. T., Derby, 16/1130.
I have now built up your Super Three 'Valve set, and, independent of price, I have

never heard or seen a set to beat it.. We are still getting fresh stations, and up to thepresent have logged 20 at full loud speaker strength. As I ant writing we are hearing
an Aria from Rome. My last set cost me about £25. Your Super Three has cost muless than £5, including accumulators. W. A. P., Norwich, 3/2/30.

Referring to the 3 -valve set recently supplied, I have pleasure In informing you bowsatisfied I am with it. I recently put up au expensive 4-valver, and had such hadresults. I may say I have had many circuits in use up to 5 valves with very goodresults -that means quality of reception, volume and distance. I purchased yourSuper 3 really for local use. As you will see. I am on top of the Brookinans ParkTransmitter. The results I am getting are equal to my best with 4 and. 5 valves.I can still have my Continentals on the loud speaker, and with perfect quality, Wish-ing you every success. -Yours faithfully, .V. Cheshunt, Herts.
I feel I must write and congratulate you on a wonderful circuit. I have now hadyour "Northampton 3 only two nights, but in those two nights it has fully justi-fied itself. I have the poorest of poor indoor aerials, and I have in 10 minutes logged16 stations on the Loud Speaker. I have had to insert a volume control becauseof the power of the local station (Bournemouth, 70 miles away) and 50B. I havejust received Oslo, Paris (2), Hamburg, Berlin, Budapest. and many others. Your" 3 " gives 90 per cent better results than you specify. Wishing your sets the bestof luck in the future. -Yours very satisfied, C. D. N.
1 have examined the above testimonials, and am satisfied that these are genuine

communications. --Advertisement Manager, " News -Chronicle."

SS AND CYCLE BARGAINS.
Usual Price. Sals Price Usual Price. Sale Pri ce.
10/- Latest Type Cabinet 17;6 New Cossor Type Long

12 x 8 .. .. 411 Wave Coils, pair .. 9' 6
5/- Ebonite for same, 12 x S 3,'- 7/6 Volume Control .. .. 3 11
5/11 Transformer 3/6 7/6 H.F. Choke .. .. 3 11
4/6 .0005 Variable Condenser 211 2;6 Daventry 5 G B Coil 1 3
2/- -002 Condenser 1/3 10;6 6 Volt Amplion Valve .. 3 11
1/6 -0003 .. 10d. 12/6 Cone Unit . 6 11
1/- Grid leak 2 meg. 10d. 12/6 Cone Speaker Cabinets .. 7 11
1/- Anti-Mic. Valve Holder .. 9d. 2/- 12in. Cone Speaker Frets 11 d.
2/3 Rheostat .. , 3/- 15in. Cone Speaker Frets 1' 11
2/- Indoor Aerial .: : 7/6 Old Cossor Type Coils .. 3, 115/- _ Earth Tube .. 1'6 15/- Old Cossor Type Cabinets,
10/-, Guaranteed Phones ',.. .. 4,11 7/11
310 S.M. Dial 1/11 Ebonite for same .. 3/11

Usual Price. Sale Price.
12/6 Mullard' Type Cabinet,

18 x 7 .. .. .. 6/11
7/6 Aluminium Panel 18 x 7 3/11
17/6 Dual Coil for M.M3 .. 12/8

Triotron Dull Emit ter
Valve .. .. .. 4/11

5/- Cycle Tyre 2/6
2/6 Cycle Tube .. .. 1/3
6d. Panel Transfer .. .. 3d.
6/6 Double Reading Voltmeter 3111

Triotron Super Power
Valve .. .. .. 6/6

15/- Titan Coil .. 9/11
91- 6o Volt H.T. Battery .. 4/11

Usual Price. Sale Price.
12/6 100 Volt H.T. Battery 8'11
5/6 2 Volt Accumulator .. 3 82/- Accumulator Carr. .. 11d.
4/6 Neutralising Condenser 2'114/- Reaction Condenser .. 2 65/- Diff. Reaction .. .. 2 112/- Loud Speaker Cord .. 11d.2/- 'Phone Cord 11d.
6J- S.L.F. Condenser 311
£2 Loud Speaker 15:-
S3 Super Telefunken Type

Loud Speaker ..
30/- Cone Speaker .,

'Phones Repaired..
New Cycles, Guaranteed, 59:11 ; with 3 -speed, 79!11 ; with Dunlop Tyres, 10/- extra.Parts supplied for all sets at Reduced PrideS. Send now to avoid disappointment. Cash with order or C.O.D. Special terms to those making sets.guaranteed and exchanged it not satisfactory. Enquire for anything you want. Trade supplied. Send for our wonderful Bargain Price List P.W.

Owing to the

.. 29!11

.. 9/11

.. 2,11

All goods

Trade Service Agents Wanted all over the World.
enormous number of enquiries and orders, write clearly Name and Address in Block letters to the firm that made Radio Popular.Letters must be fully stamped.

NORTHAMPTON PLATING CO. (RADIO and Cycle Manufacturers), NORTHAMPTON
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TWONOLTERS
0

To Ag(la
THOSE of us who can look back to

radio experiences in the days before
broadcasting began in this country-

not so very long ago when you come to
think of it-are able to appreciate to the
full the tremendous advances which have
been made in all phases, not excluding the
design of valves.
_ in those " early days," as we are wont to
call them; the only valves available for
radio reception were the ordinary bright
emitters of the R. type, and valves of the
V.24 and Q.X. class for high frequency and
special detectors. Not so very long after

FOR H.F. AMPLIFICATION

The Nartoni and Coisor S.q. 'two -volt valves-
both excellent amplifiers.

others appeared, but at the beginning of
'broadcasting the chief valve of British
manufacture was the ordinary R. type
osting about 17g. 6d. and consuming .75

amp. of L.T. current._

The Old -Timers, -
Shortly afterwards the Mullard Ora came

out, and prices dropped to somewhere round
15s., and then experiments were made with
the D.E.R. type, the first " dull " emitter.
ThiS, took goed quarter of an= amp., and -
was not a particularly great success when
viewed in the light of present-day achieve -

One of the most interesting de-
velopments in modern radio has
been the growth of the valve-
especially the two-volter. It has
been an extremely "rapid advance
and valve -set owners will be in-
terested in this brief description of
the present hapPy state of affairs.

By K. D. ROGERS.
*

ments, though in those days it was hailed
as a great wonder. -After.that valves rapidly appeared. Dull
emitters became more general, and we got
to the .06 current valve. This was not really
a particularly good valve, and it was not
very long before it was superseded, and
now it is 'right off the market with the ex-
ception, perhaps,. of some old stock which
I believe is being disposed of at extremely
low prices.

But all this time, although detectors were
coming along very well and H.F. valves
were not too bad, we had little choice
in the way of a power valve, and unless
One used the D.E.5 or the L.S.5 types of
-valve, L.F. amplification and loud -speaker
reception was rather a precarious business.
Quality was not particularly worried about,
and, indeed, it would have been little use
to worry.

Dull Emitter Brightens Up
The dull, emitter, then found its feet

properly, and the design Of valves was gone
into more 'closely than ever. At that time
also, 2 -volt dull emitters began to show
that they were going to be the most popular
valves among the British public. The valve
makers had found a filament which would
give a reasonably giSod emission at 2 volts
without a high current (.1 amp. being
the general rule), and the results were equal
to those obtainable with 6:volt valves,
except on the low -frequency power side.

So we got dull -emitter valves which
needed only .2 filament wattage and held
their own against the 6-volters. But we
still were up against it from: the point of
view of quality, for unless we used 6 -volt
power valves we were unable to get really
good power amplification for loud -speaker
reproduction. At that time the moving -
coil speaker was coming into prominence,,
and from the 2-velt User's point of view in
many cases things began to be rather
awkward. But once again the valve designer

rallied, and the result has been very marked
during the last eighteen months.

The old days when we used to say that
if we used 2 -volt val.es for H.F. and de-
tector we should still require a 6-volter for
power work have gone, and unless we want
super super power the 2 -volt valve will
give all we need. Whereas a few years ago
nothing in the way 'of a power valve of the
2 -volt variety having an impedance less
than about 6,000 ohms was available, now
we have valves having impedances well
below 2,000 and incidentally-which is
much more to the point-having magnifica-
tion factors which give' a mutual conduct-
ance of 2 or more.

2-Volters Throughout.
The result of all this is that for all ordinary

purposes and even loud -speaker work, there
is no reason why 2-volters should not he
used throughout a set. Two -volt screened -
grid valves of to -day are rarely surpassed
except by the mains types, and the H.F.'s,
detectors, and L.F.'s of the 2 -volt class can
hold their own among any competition.

Power valves are also excellent and super-
power valves such as the P.220A., the
P.240, the P.M.252, the Marconi and
Osram P.2., and so on, are valves capable

(Continued on next page)

TWO OF THE LATEST

On the left we have the newest Osram valve-
the HZ a 2 -volt valve baying an impedance d
about 85,000 ohms. On the Dglit is the famous

Mazda P.220A.
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TWO-VOLTERS OF t
TO -DAY.

(Conlin.ued frail& previous page.)

of givinggiving really superb results. It is only
when you come to the P.X.4 class arid the
L.S.6A. that one really notices -any differ-
ence between 2 -volt valves and their 4- or
6 -volt brothers.

The 2-volters of to -day are nothing like
the 2-volters of two
years ago in perform-
ance. The majority
of them have mutual
conductances of well
over one and in the
power valves usually
over two, so that
whenever we use a
low impedance power
valve in the last
stage of a fairly large
set we can be sure
of -getting good
rriagnifieatipn out of
i t, 'a thing which was
impossible with the
2-volter. of two years
ago..

`Mazda's have done
a great deal to popu-
larise 2 -volt power
valVes, .- and . their
P.220A., which has
recently been placed
on the market, is an
example of the ex -

untiring efforts they

CHEAP & GOOD

One of the Lissen 2 -volt
series.

tensive research and
have displayed.

High Output for Small Input.
Marconi's and Osram have the P.2, a

really remarkable power valve on the
market, while Mullards at the same time
paid attention to the Peptone valves. These

THE OUTPUT END

A couple of 2 -volt valves in an up-to-date set.
The last valve is a P.2.

5 -electrode valves (commonly called pen-
todes) have done a. great deal for the man
with the small set, and the P.M.22, which
has an amplification factor Of 82 and an
impedance' of 62,500 ohms; result of

the Mullard efforts to bring out a really
good pentode valve.

Other valve firms followed suit so that
not- nly in the screened grid and the power;
but in the pentode as:well have we reached
a high degree of excellence.

It is true that pentode valves will not
carry the same input as the super -power
valves, but it will give an extraordinarily
high output for the small input.

Really Remarkable Figures.
A comparatively short time ago every

valve user became enthusiastic about the
A.C. power valves brought out by Metro -

Vick, and which had an amplification
factor . of something like 10 with an im-
pedance of 2,500, thus giving a mutual
conductance of 4. But since then Mazda's
have been at work with the 240 super-
power 2-volter, which is a battery -operated
valve, and they have now developed it,
until"it is comparable with that A.C. valve
which we welcomed so gladly. The P.240
ha's an amplification factor of 7 and an
impedance of 1,900 ohms, giving a mutual
conductance of 3.7, really remarkable

MEMBERS

Some two-volters of

OF A POPULAR FAMILY

well-known manufacture. These are
of various types.

figures for a battery valve, let alone a 2-

colter having a filament wattage of only .8.
And when we mention these valves we

must not forget the fact that quite recently
super -power valves have been reduced in
price, the P.240 is now 13s. 6d., while the

ordinary "- valves are only 8s. 6d. Ex-
cellent 2-volters are also obtainable in the
Six -Sixty, Dario, and P.R. types, while
Messrs. Lissen, Tungsram and Triotron have
several valves well worth consideration.

"P.W." Sets.
The position of the user of the 2 -volt

valve of to -day is an extremely happy. one.
He is thoroughly well catered for, and
in my opinion there is nothing in battery
valves for ordinary purposes to beat the
2-volters.

There is no reason for supposing that the
4- or 6 -volt valve-except, of course, in
very exceptional cases, is any better than
the 2-volter of to -day. That is the reason
why " P.W." sets are invariably tested
with 2 -volt valves as well as with those
of other voltages, and you will see in the
photographs of our sets that they often
have 2-volters placed in their valve
holders.

Set tests with this type of valve are
made because the Research Department
feel that not only is it a most popular valve,
but it is rightly popular. It is efficient and
economic, the two main factors which all
set designers and all valve designers try and
combine in their products.'

Dario valves

t RADIO REMINDERS
Round the Stations-Reception

Hints-For the Constructor...

The German station at Breslau (325 metres)
sometimes uses a metronome, time Interval
signal, ticking 60 timesper minute.

A fast -ticking metronome (160 beats to the
minute) is -the sign that you are listening to
Bucharest, Rumania, on 394 metres.

* *

Budapest, Hunggry, has an opening signal of
four musical notes, repeateeand followed by
the inital note, G sharp, B AB G sharp B A B G
sharp).

* *

A chime of five bells from the Cologne studio
is the interval signal used by that station on
227 metres.

* * *

A SLEIGH -BELL SIGN
Crakow, Poland (on 244 metres), has both

men and woman announcers, and frequently
uses sleigh bells or a
gong as the interval
signal.

* *

If you are using a
screened set which has
copper foil covering the
baseboard, be sure to
avoid creases and in-
equalities in its surface.
as these are a fruitful
cause of shorts.

* * *

The pentode valve used
instead of an ,ordinary
output valve will often
give a pleasing " brilli-
ance " to moving -coil
loud-sPeaker reproduc-
tion.

There is no need to use a flashlamp bulb of
uncertain rating for a fuse in an H.T. circuit,
as proper fuses guarant6ed to blow at the
required limit can be obtained quite cheaply.

* *

Although the B.B.C. stations are now shown
with increased power rating (London 45 kw.
instead of 30 kw., etc.), the alteration is not
in the actual power of the stations, but in the
methods of computing their outputs.

* * *

Leaving the set switched on while you alter
the position of the negative grid bias plug of
the power valve from one socket to another is a
sure way of shortening the life of the valve.

* * *

Poor selectivity on a set using an X -coil for
aerial coupling is often due to the coil holder
being connected up the wrong way round.

5 5

X -COIL CONNECTIONS
Normally the pin of the aerial coil -holder

containing an X -coil should be connected to the
earth terminal of the receiver.

* * - *
Power valves normally have rather low

amplification factors, but that for the new A.C.
indirectly -heated pentode valve comes out at
about 100.

Although the earlier pick-ups used to have in
many cases an adjustment for 'volume control,
most of the modern instruments are " set "
before being sold, and this adjustment shoUld
not be altered.

* *

Failure in soldering is often due to a dirty
iron, to an iron which is too_cool, or to dirty
wires or terminals.
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SAVE TIME!
" EKCO " Units are easily and quickly fitted in

three minutes and then forgotten, for ever. Com-

pare these with the hours spent on fiddlesome,

messy, acid -staining accumulators with their

constant shop renewals: Once an " EKCO "
Unit is fitted, all you have to do is plug the
"EKCO" adaptor into any electric light or

power socket and then switch on - that's all I

Buy " EKCO" and save time.

punomme-,;>)\--"

WArea
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SAVE TROUBLE!
EKCO " Units assure smooth CONTINUOUS

reception with a constant voltage. No need

now to worry as to whether you will hear all

the prograrrime. "EKCO" guarantees silent,

HUM -FREE reception with INCREASED

VOLUME. Buy " EKCO " and save trouble.

There are also "EKCO" All -Electric Receivers,
radio's supreme two and three valve sets, and

"EKCO "H.T. Units, eliminatine all batteries.

Plug-in-

SAVE MONEY!
" EKCO " Power Supply Units completely

do away with batteries and accumulators.

All who use these troublesome accessories

know how costly they are to renew and

to keep charged. " EKCO'S " first cost

is practically the fast. The same "EKCO"
Unit serves on for ever at a negligible
cost of upkeep. If you average three

hours use of your set a day, " EKCO "

in one year will definitely save you
pounds. Buy " EKCO and save money !

ei';/// /sa,(/'v.illy1111111

All:Power Unit Model A.C.C2.A.
(shown above) Provides:

(a) H.T. 3 Tappings of: S.G. for the H.T. supply to
S.G. Valves. 60 and 120/150. Output 20 m/a.

(1.,) L.T. 2-6 volts from .2 amp. minimum to .5 amp.
maximum, so being suitable for any combination
of valves of the same filament voltage, provided
that the sum total of current consumed by the
filaments does not exceed .5 amp. e.g ; up to 5
-.1 amp. valves, or 2-.1 amp. valves and 1-.25
amp. power valve, or 3-.1 amp. valves and
.15 amp. power valve etc., may be used.

(c) G.B. 5 Tappings up to 12 volts.
Price £10 . 17 . 6

All:Power Unit Model D.C.C2.A.
broody as descr;bed above except that LT. Maximum is '35 amp.

Price £5. 17.6
All:Power Unit Model A.C.C1.A.

(shown on left) Provides:

(a) H.T. 4 Voltage Tappings of : S.G. for the H.T.

supply to S.G. Valves : 0-120 var., 120/150 and

POWER. Output 60 m/a.
(b) L.T. 2 6 volts from .3 amp. minimum to t amp.

maximum, so being suitable for any combination
of valves of the same filament voltage, provided
that the sum total of current consumed by the
filaments does not exceed 1 amp. e.g., up to 10-
.1 amp. valves., or 2-.1 amp. valves and 1-.8
amp super -power valve or up to 5-.1 amp.
valves end 2-.25 amp. power valves, or 4-.25
amp. valves, etc., may be used.

(c) a B. 7 Tappings up to 21 volts.

Price £17 . 15 . 0

That's all/

Write for details of above and particulars of Easy Payments to L. K. Cole, Ltd., Dept. A., " Ekco " Works, Southend-on-Sea.

424
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All Editorial communications be- addressed .to the Edit -or,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tanis House, TalliS Street, London, ECA.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects aPpertaining to wireless
work. The Editor cannot -accept responsibility for Manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken' to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. Ali
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John 1.1. Lile, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London; E.C.4.

The constructional articles which appear front time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the Vechnigue of wireless reception, -As much of
the information given the columns of this paper concerns the most recent

of
in the radio world,

some of the -arrangements and specialities '-described may -I2e the subject of Letters Patent, and the aniatenr
anti the trader Would.. be well-advised to obtain: permission of the patentees to use, the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

TESTING FOR A BREAK.
F. L. J. (Gillingham, Kent).- " How do you

test a coil or a transformer for a break with a
pair of 'phones ? -

Faults of tiffs kincl, as well as defects in the wiring
of a receiver, may be detected, by a very simple series
of tests with a pair Of 'phones and a dry cell.

One tag of the 'phones shoubd be connected to one

terminal of the dry cell, and two ilex leads shbuld be
connected, one to the remaining 'phone tag sand the
other to the remaining terminal of the dry cell (a
flaih-lamp battery is quite satisfactoiy, or an old
G.B. battery).

If these two flex leads are now touched lightly
together, they will prOchice strong_double click in
the 'phones --one click when they make contact with
each -other, and another when =they separate again.
They may thus be used for testing for continuity
in leads, etc., since -the loud .clOuble click is ample
evidence that everything is satisfactory.

Any break is quickly shown up: 'A fault in a coil
holder, for instanbe, such as a break between the
terminal and the plug or socket to which it isconnected,
may now easily be detected, since, if one flex lead is
connected -to the terminal and the other to the side
of the holder to which the terminal should make.

Popular Wireless, October 18th, 1930.

connection absence of the double click is positive
evidence that the component is faulty.

You can test for shorts as welL Tf one of the flex
leads is connected to the socket of the coil holder and
the other tothe Nag_and a double click is then heard
there is obviously a short-cireuit across the holder.

'Similar tests may be made with valve holders,
both for testing for a connection between each
terminal. and its socket and for testing for direct
short-circuits between the sockets. .

Variable. condensers may also be tested by this
method, a -short-circuit between the plates giving
rise to the usual double click, which should not be
present in the usual way.

It is; of course, essential to see that all leads are
removed from the components under test, and also
that no coils are in position in the coil sockets when

--these are tested.
The wiring of complete circuits may be tested in

this manner. For example, if the A.T.C. is in, parallel
vrith the A.T.T., in a simple tuned aerial circuit, one

(Continued on page 302.)
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F.; HOW IS THE SET,
= GOING NOW ?
 Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
 and Is spoiling your radio reception ?=-
E one of the batteries seems to run down much
--A faster than formerly ?-0r you want a Blue
- Print ?
= Whatever your radio problem may be,
 remember that the Technical Query Depart -
 merit is thciroughly equipped to assist our
a readers and offers an unrivalled service.
= Full details, including scale of charges, can

be obtained direct from the Teclinical Query
= `Dept.; PolvicAlt WiaELEss, The Fleetway
= House; Farringdon Street, London,.E.C:4.
a A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an
 APpliesttion Form will be -sent to you -free
= and post free immediately. This -application
= will place ycafmider no obligation whatever,
= but having the form, you will know exactly
ES what- information we require to have before
9 us in order to'solVe your problems.
E LONDON READERS PLEASE. NOTE
 In,quiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
E: in person -at Fleetway Ho -use -or Tallis HoUse.=

THESE NEW
OUSE RECTIFI

ARE ON SHOW -ON STAND 66
MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW

H.T.5 - 1510 H.T.6 - - VP* H.T.'7 :-

120 volts. 20 m.a. 175 volts. 25 m.a. 200 volts.

When asking for METAL rectifiers, specify WESTING-
HOUSE, and do not be put off with so-called metal
rectifiers which depend upon: electrolytic action and so have
a limited life.
Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers are purely electronic in action.

ERS

21
28 ni.a.

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82, York Rd., London, N.1

Send 3d. stamp for
"The All -Metal Way
1931," now enlarged
to 4o pages, a valu-
able book for mains
users, giving circuits,
technical instruc-
tion, and corapo-
nents for all types

of A.C. Units.
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INCLUDING OSRAM VALVES,
GECoPHONE COMPONENTS
AND POLISHED HEAVY OAK
CONSTRUCTOR'S CABINET.

HIRE PURCHASE TER145.
You can either buy our "OSRAM
MUSIC MAGNET 4"for cash or on
these attractive HIRE PURCHASE
terms: gl. 3. 6 deposit and 12

monthly payments of 18/6.
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

The "Osram Music Magnet 4" Instruction Char,
Please send Instruction Chart to

Name

Address

The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2 P.W.

Cut out coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in
unsealed envelope. Halfpenny postage in either case.

ELECTRICAL

AtifIGRaw

MADE IN ENGLAND
r

Stop wondering what to buy
-THIS IS THE SET FOR YOU!

SEND COUPON TO -DAY FOR POST FREE Constructor's
Instruction Chart. It is full of information-hints and tips-
results of practical tests, and full-size Assembly Charts.

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.Z
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 300.)

flex lead placed on the aerial terminal and the other
on the earth terminal will give a certain test for con-
tinuity between these points.

It will be seen from the foregoing that this method
may be extended to tests for almost any component
or circuit.

THE SILENT AMPLIFIER.
P. M. A. (Kent).-" Being perfectly satisfied

with results, I thought I would put the set
and the extra valve into one big cabinet to
smarten it up a bit. So I made up the set
inside, just as it was, and added the extra
wiring for the amplifier alongside it, the whole
being out of sight when the cabinet was
closed. It looks fine, but now the amplifier
will not work.

" All the parts and connections are as before,
except a new valve holder for the amplifier
to replace the old one, which I broke in re-
moving. When using the set only it works
like it used to, but on joining up the amplifier
I cannot get anything at all from the loud
speaker, not even the clicks as the H.T. is
plugged in and out. The valve lights up all
right.

" Do you think it is the new valve holder Y
Yes, probably the valve holder is causing the

trouble. It. looks as though it had a disconnection
inside. Possibly the socket for the plate of the leg of
the valve is not making proper contact with its
soldering tag or with the terminal to which it should
be internally connected. You can easily check this
by examination, or by a 'phones and dry cell test.

See the answer to F.L.J. (Gillingham).

A SUDDEN FAILURE.
C. M. M. (Brighton).-" The set cost over

£3, and has been perfect until this week, but
when I switched on yesterday it was silent.

And since then nor a sound has come from it.
What shall I do ? "

In such a case, the first thing to do is to look over
the set carefully and make sure that, no lead has come
off. If they all appear to be in order make sure that
the telephones themselves are working, either by
comparison on another set or by testing with one of
the methods described in " Radiotorial " from time to
time.

if the telephones themselves prove to be O.K.,
and the set itself has not been tampered with and
appears to be normal in every way, the next thing

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.21
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Here are the connections for the simple two-valver,
the " parts " for which were given in last week'sp.w.,,

to do is to examine the aerial and earth connections
outside. If the aerial wire is touching on a roof or
waterpipe,.or if the aerial or earth lea& have become.
disconnected or broken you will hear no broadcasting.

Remember, also, that the earth lead may be broken
right underground, out. of sight, so this test should be
a very thorough one ; if you cannot find any trace of
a broken wire the only likely cause is a break in the
wiring inside the Set, or faulty contacts, if it is acrystal set,

Incorrect connections of the batteries would be
sufficient to cause silence, and of course a similar

result would accrue from a broken battery lead.
Generally speaking, any broken contact will disclose

-itself if gently investigated with the finger by the
noises it sets up in the telephones or speaker, but
remember if a Valve set is being used very great care
must be taken not to allow the high-tension wiring
(which . includes everything . connected to
positive) to come into contact with the low tension -

(which includeseverything connected to the filaments
of -the valves).

Unless great care is taken the batteries may be
shorted or, worse still, the valves may be burnt, out.
If you carefffily go over the set on the lines indicated
we think it is certain you will come across a fault,
but in the unlikely event of your not doing so we are
afraid it means you will have to have expert advice
to determine the cause of the failure.

By " expert advice " we do not necessarily mean a
highly -paid- or -.highly skilled technician, for, as a
matter -of fact,. it- is practically certain that anyone
who has used a valve set for a few months, and who is
interested in it, Will be- able to suggest 'where your
fault lies after an inspection of the receiver and of the
aerial and earth, etc.

WON'T OSCILLATE.
v. H. (Aniersham CoMmOn):-" Why do

you think I can never get a short-wave set to
oscillate 11.  I've tried three different compo-
nents, but never get reaction effects." ;

.We should suspect you have been up against
the old fault of coupling the aerial too tightly.

.

For successful short-wave work it is essential -that
the coupling between the aerial and the grid circuit
should be really loose, and we do not doubt that if
you remember this in your next short -waver you
will have no difficulty in getting oscillation on very
low wave -lengths. .

If your set has to employ a separate aerial coil,
remember that if you place a coil of too many turns
in this coil holder you will be coupling the.aerial too
tightly to the grid coil, and this is quite sufficient
to prevent reaction effects. Consequently you must
use a few -turn (say two -turn) coil in the aerial and
do not put up with unsatisfactory reaction effects
without trying alterations in the size:Of the coil, or a
ranchshorter aerial. -

If the act has an aerial lead terminating ima clip,
for putting- on to- one -of the turns of the grid coil,
remember that loose- coupling is obtained if this
clip is adjusted nearto the -earth end, and not, to the
grid end of the coil:. By varying the position of
the clip, you .will soft -learn to obtain -just the right

(Continued on page 304.)

SOMETHING
FOR

NOTHING!
If you had carefully col-
lected all the catalogues
at the recent Radio
Exhibition at Olympia
and had them bound into
one huge volume you,
would not then have as
good a guide to all that

is latest and best in the wireless industry as
the new stupendous 1931 catalogue issued by

WILL DAY LTD.
The first edition has been entirely disposed of, so do
not fail to secure at once a copy of the second

edition.

ENTIRELY FREE TO CALLERS OR POST FREE 6d,

WILL DAY LTD.
(The Best in the West)

19, Lisle St., Leicester Sq., W.C.2
Telegrams :- Titles, Westrand, London.
Telephone :- Regent 0921 & 0922.

THE SQUIRE I
101

This Squire speaker is one of
the most successful double -
diaphragm models yet produced.

Full value is obtained in the
lower register with an entire
absence of drumminess, while
the high -frequency response is
remarkably clear and crisp.
This speaker, together with the
other Squire single diaphragm
chassis, will be on. view at_ the

Manchester Radio Exhibition
Stand 115 (Gallery)

as- will also the new Sylphone
Moving Coil instrument- the
ideal of all keen listeners..

The Squire tot-Double
Cone Speaker Cradle with
double floating suspension
(takes Blue Spot, Hegra,

Ormond, etc., units).

Price 39/ -
(Plus 3/- Royalty)

FREDERICK SQUIRE, LTD.,
KING'S WORKS, 10, LESWIN PLACE,

STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16
Telephone : CL1SSOLD 0334 (M.C. 8)
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74,W ACC? value foignioneg
mind supefiofpefformature
resPective of price, the 35/. Wates Star Unit has always been the acknowledged leader
essy type of reproducer. To -day at the reduced price of 25;- and the fact that it gives,
ithout exception. the most accurate, true-to-life reproduction of music and speech
at 'has ever been achieved, picks it out as the rupreme Unit for performance and
irei value for money.
20 Secret is in the doable poles and magnets with patented twin adjustment for armature
Id magnets-exclusive to this instrument. Hear it yourself against all others
articularly when tilted to the Wates Universal Chassis) at any good dealer's-you
ill buy it at once.

mucetito STAR UNIT
17N

mine 36ra

Catalogues from :
The STANDARD BATTERY CO.

Dept. P.W.
184;188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

SPARE -TIME ZZ's
For Enterprising Men!
Start a Profitable Business With
THE MACHINE THAT
BM A. IK E S IV/ 0 INT E

Supply the WEEKLY demand for printed mate-
rial in your own District and make LARGE PRO-
FITS in your SPARE TIME. The Possibilities are
enormous-the market HUGE. Tradesmen,Cinema
Proprietors, Dance and Concert Organisers, etc.-
all MUST Have a regular supply of Printed Material
from Week to Week. YOU could easily produce this !

If you own a Business, SAVE MONEY by doing
your own Printing ! Produce your own leaflets,
Circulars, Notcheadings, etc., and put thePrinters'
Profits into your own Pocket.
EASY PAYMENT TERMS
BY SMALL INSTALMENTS

My Machine (as illustrated) will print anything
from a CHEMIST'S LABEL to an ILLUSTRATED
MAGAZINE. Fully Illustrated Instruction Book
included FREE. No Previous Experience is neces-
sary. Many men, knowing nothing about printing,
who started with a 45/- Adana, now own Profitable
businesses. Why not YOU ? SEND AT ONCE
for Full Free Particulars, samples of Actual Work
Produced, and Details of my Special Offer of Easy
Payment terms by small instalments. Every
machine guaranteed. Don't hesitate-Let
me tell you all about it. Write to :-

D. A. ADANA
(Dept. P.W.4), 17, Church St.,

Twickenham,
Middlesex.

The Marvellous
Adana" All -Steel

Super I 9 3 o Model
Automatic Self -Ink-
ing Printing Machine
. . . . especially
designed for Commer-
cial Use in all Large
and Small Printing
Establishments. Price45,

THE NEV TO ALL STATIONS!!!
Take your choice of any programme, even though you
are absolutely underneath your local station. The heart
of this modern circuit is the coil-knife-edge selectivity,
enormous volume. A real station selector-never reached
before by any set. Any night you can lose your local and
get Paris, Hilversum, Rome, Berlin, Buda Pesth, Milan,
Kalundborg and half a dozen other good programmes on
your loudspeaker. Complete outfit, including cabinet,
but without valves or batteries, ready to assemble, £3 3 0.
No Soldering. Anyone can assemble in an hour.

SPECIAL OFFER
WIRING PLAN ONLY AND FULL
INSTRUCTIONS, POST FREE 9d.

P.R. PRODUCTS (Dept. S), P.R. HOUSE, nnh

P.R. SIMPLEX ," 3"NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
(Opp. G.P.O. Tube Stn.) Phone City 3788.

PURATONE" %°%)*4AP
VALVES

H.F., L.F., net. or R.C. 3/9
Power - 5/3
Super Power - 6/3

2, 4 or 6 volts.

SCREEN -GRID VALVES 716
BRITISH MADE and FULLY GUARANTEED

Ask your dealer or write direct to the makers:

EUBON Ltd., 189 New Kings Rd., London, S.W.6.
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RADIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued front page 302.)

degree -of coupling to give satisfactory reaction effectsover the whole tuningaange.
Finally, if this set should be used with a smallvariable condenser Letween the -aerial lead and theaerial terminal, to vary the coupling, this condensermust be set towards its minimum_m order to giveloose -coupling effects, as if a fairly long aerial isemployed and the aerial 'coupling gondenser is set" all in" the set may refuge to oscillate, even thougheverything else is in perfect order.

-Remember also that the H.T. applied to the'detector valve has an important effect upon theoscillation control, which is to some extent also depen-

- 5-21111111111111114111H111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111filL

WHAT WAS WRONG?
= _ Last week's was a rather difficult question,.because there are several possible causes of such E- -trouble. Among. the, common ones are wrongE relationship of connections to'primary windingsE (reversal will 'often cure a hum), a not veryE.- efficient output filter, a de-coupling or by- E= Passing- circuit that is not functioning properly,= or an imperfect earth.
E- In this case the'eaith wire was broken under-E ground, and gave no trouble with batteries, but= caused a hum with a mains unit.

i:i111111H1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111HININIIIIHININIff

dent upon the value of the grid leak, and upon theposition of the slider of the detector's potentiometer,if the set incorporates one of these.

INTERFERENCE BETWEEN INDOOR
AERIALS.

T. M. (Earls Court).-" I still have in usethe " P.W." blueprint set Det.-L.F. No. 11,
and although it has been satisfactory for many
years, I am now in difficulty with it.

" The point is that I pernaded my neigh-
bour who lives in the next flat to build one,
because he had heard mine and was greatly
impressed with it. He did not think that hecould do without an outdoor aerial, so I

showed him mine, whiph is eight wires along
the ceiling of the long, hall which runs rightfibm the front`to the lAck of the flat.

" With my help, he .niade up the set verysimilar to mine,' and put up the same kind of
aerial. Now either set alone goes splendidly,
but they refuse to work properly together."If I switch on and tune in, it takes his
programmC-right out, and the same sometimes,when I am listening, if he switches in, it blots_

out mine. What can we do about it ? "
When interaction of this kind takes place thegreat thing is to try and remove one aerial as faras poSsible from the other, and especially to avoidrunning them parallel, as this is the position formaximum interference.
Your best plan would be for one of you to try atotally different kind of aerial, such as, for instance,

a wire zig-zagged-across the ceiling of oneroom asfar away from the neighbour's aerial as possible.Another tip which is worth trying,if the flat has a metal window, is to
endeavour to use thisas an " aerial,"
for very often there is quite sufficient
pick-up on a window -of this kind,
which, if experiments indicate it islikely to prove satisfactory, can easilybe drilled for a terminal shank.

You might also try one of the
indoor type " sausage " aerials,arranged so that it lies at right -angles to the neighbour's aerial ; inwhich case it would not matter somuch if it had one end running close toit, with only the wall dividing them.

Failing all this, you may have totake the other aerial down, and bothof you try different aerials, one run-
ning, say, from front to back of the
house and the other from side to side,or diagonally across the largest room.The probability is that if you experi-
ment in this way (with a quarter of apound or so of D.C.C. wire, beforeputting up the aerial permanently)
you can both find positions where the
sets will not interfere noticeably with
one another, unless too much reaction
is applied to one of them. The dotted lines above show how the "components "given in "P.W. "This latter, of course, would be No. 435 should be connected to give a straight Det. and L.F. circuit.fatal, for it is impossible to overcome The potentiometer return for the grid -leak ensures good reactionthe ill effects of strong reaction. We control, and greatly assists in long distance reception.are afraid it may take a little time and

patience, but we think if you tackle the job alongthe lines indicated you should be able to find asatisfactory solution which will enable either of youto listen to the desired programme without inter-fering with the other.

FITTING A DIFFERENTIAL REACTION
CONDENSER.

H. L. P. (Didsbury).-" Being interestedin the reports of improved reception with a
differential reaction condenser as comparedwith the old two -vane type, I thought I
would alter my set, which has- reaction noton the aerial, but from the detector plateto the grid circuit (following a stage of S.G.
amplification).

" I worked out the connections carefully,but am very disappointed with resUlts. 1 find
(Continued on next page.)
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 SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO LONDON LISTENERS!
YOU would doubtless like to enjoy the advantages of

High Tension Accumulators-and so be'spared the
expense an unreliability of Dry Batteries. The
problems of initial cost and re -charging need no longer
trouble you. Our unique service offers you the famous
CAV High Tension Accumulators fully charged and
ready for immediate use. They are delivered to your
door (anywhere within 12 miles of Charing Cross) at
convenient intervals; and at an inclusive charge which
represents 'a vast -saving over your present expenditure,
and definitely guarantees better reception than partly
discfiarged Dry Batteries.

ItEC;$TERED TR ADZ 1:1ARIC

EBONITE
PANELS

- ARE STILL IN " FRONT "
SAFETY FIRST

APPEARANCE SECOND
IMPERVIOUS AND LASTING.

I: WOOD PANELS MAI APPEAR ALL RIGHT
BUT "SAFETY FIRST" ==

. The. BRITISH EBONITE 0o., Ltd., HANWEL-Li LONOONT.W,

-.:1-1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111110

Over 10,000 London listeners testify to
the excellence of this unique High and
Low Tension AccUmulator Service.

Write for interesting Price, List NOW.

RADIO SERVICE
(LONDON), LTD.,

105c, TORRIANO AVENUE,
KENTISH TOWN," N -.W.5:

Telephone : NORTH 0623.

AW TH I S
BORN CABINET
LYM PIA riigG

N o9.
°21g9 , 2'

R2a°widoer ando O'r muop uoTh
e

Cbaabtitneestr
and loud speaker compartneents are at the bot inand are partitioned off Size o' the baffle "bellthe fret is 24'--s 24° Metalli fabric for the (-front is included. Opening at the top and be. .This cabinet will take a panel ft. x 9 ins or smit/ler.

Ready to Assemble:
Oak 65f.. Mahogany 70f-. Walnut 501..

Assembled Ready to Polish:
Cak 85/, Mahogany 90/, walnut 100f-.

Assembled and Polished:
Cak 105/-. Mahogany 120/.. walnut 135/..

CHAS. A. 0913011N (Dept P.W.).
Tna REGENT WORKS, ARLINGTON $T

. , LONDON, 111.I.'Phone : Clerkenwell 5095. And at 21, Essex Rd..Islington, N.1 'Phone: Olerkenwoll 5634.AU model. carriage paid. Send, for 56-page-alus-trated entnlonne Send 3d in etnnum

STAND Nos.
166 a 162.

Nonni LONDON
EXMBITION,

ALEXANDRA
PALACE,

Oct. 15th -25th
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RADIOTORIAL
C JESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from previous page.)

ti not only is reaction not -half so good as
f4 icily, but I have completely altered the
',.; tuning, which is now extremely flat and
.1 ether unsatisfactory. In fact, I might
r as well work without an S.G. stage at all.

Unfortunately, I spoiled the old condenser
ing it out, and before getting another
of the same kind I should like to know

trying to apply a differential reaction
enser to a detector following a S.G.
e, or whether it makes- an improvement
where the detector is the first valve."

he advantages of the differential scheme of
r Lion, as compared with the older type, are just

'11111111111111111111111111111111011111111011100111111111111111111110E

I E.

- "INSIDE" INFORMATION

=

Above you see the theoretical sign for an
L.T. Battery (consisting of alternate plates),
and above that a sketch of a 6 -volt battery,
showing that each cell contains one negative
and one positive group of plates.

Below, part of the contents of a 4 -volt
battery have been sketched in, from which
it will be seen how the theoretical diagram
does really convey the essential idea under-
lying battery conat uction.

iminum mum im imam num inmummummomo

applicable when it is used following an S.G. stage
when the detector is the first valve.
Evidently, in your case, you have failed to connect
properly, and we think that there is no doubt, if

an overhaul the connections and get them correct,
an will find that your differential reaction condenser
yes far better results than the older method.
he usual plan is to have the moving vanes of the
ifferential condenser joined to the plate circuit

the valve between H.F. choke and plate, with
le set of the fixed vanes coins to the non -earthed
ad of the reaction coil. The other fixed vane goes
earth,
Or -you could use the method of correction shown
-Popular Wirelds, No. 20.
Perhaps you have taken one of your sets of fixed

:Ines to the H.F. choke and plate?

READERS' ADDRESSES.
P. F. (Salisbury), C. C. S. (Belfast), A.-srp

SAms0."--Sorry, lmtweregret that it is quite
inpossible to accede to your requests. It
vould not be fair to other readers,

Send COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER KIT.

10/- 4931 Model, S.G. Detector and Power.
Cash .26 :17 :6

only. Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/6
Send 1931 OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET KIT.
23/6 2 S.G., Detector and Power.Cash £11:15:9

only. Balance in 12 monthly payments of 18/6
Send MULLARD 1931 ORGOLA 3 -VALVE KIT.

14/8 S.G., Detector and. Power.
Cash £8 :0 :0

only. Balance in 11 monthly payments of 1418
Send MULLARD 1931 ORGOLA 4 -VALVE KIT.

32/6 2 S.G., CaDshetec£1tor3:12
and

:6
Pentode.

only. Balance in 11 monthly payments of 241
Send LISSEN S.G. THREE KIT.
12/9 S.G., Detector and Power.

Cash .S6 :19 :0
only. Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/9

'Send DYNAPLUS SCREENED THREE KIT.

10/6 Cash £5:14:6S.G., Detector and Power.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/6
McMICHAEL  SCREENED THREE %IT.
S.C., Detector and Pentode. Provision

for Short Wave Reception.
Cash £12:14:0

only. Balance in 11 monthly payments of 23/4
STANDARD WET H.T. BATTERIES.

Send 144 volts, 20,000 luta.

'7/6 Other voltages and capacities avaffable;
. Cash £4:2:0

detailed prices on application.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/6
EXIDE 120 v. W1I. TYPE ACCUMU-

LATOR, in Crates.
Cash £4:13:0

only. Balance in 11 monthly payments of 816
REGENTONE W.5 COMBINED M.T.-
ELIMINATOR & TRICKLE -CHARGER.

Send 1 Variable and 1 Fixed Tappings for
H.T. L.T. Charging for 2, 4, and 6 v.

For A.C.' Mains.
Cash £5:17:6

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/9
EKCO 3F.20 H.T. ELIMINATOR. 20 mla.
Tappings for S.G., 60 v. and 120/150 v.

For A.C. Mains.Cash £3:19:6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/4

All goods Sent Carriage Paid. Everything

offers you every known
Component

305

Radio Receiver or
with

IMMEDIATE -DELIVERY TO APPROVED ORDERS

EASY 'FERNS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

only.

Send

23/4

only.

Send

8/6

10/9
only,

Send

7/4
only.

Send CELESTION D.12 LOUD SPEAKER.

9/2 An entirely New Model in Oak.
Cash £5 :0 :0 :

only. Balance In 11 monthly payments of  9/2
ULTRA MODEL U.99 LOUD SPEAKER,

Send Incorporating 14 in. by 14 in. Double
Linen Diaphragm Air Chrome Chassis, in

Oak or Mahogany Cabinet.
Cash £4:10:0

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/3
BLUE SPOT- MODEL 99K. CABINET

SPEAKER.Cash £4:4:0
Balance in 11 monthly Payment§ of 7/9

FARRAND INDUCTOR sriAkEn'
for Perfect- Reproduction. Unit and

Chassis complete ready mounted.
Cash £3:10:0

Baiance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5
EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET

SPEAKER. Type B.4. -
Cash £4:10:0

Balance in 11 monthly payments at 8/3
B.T.II. R,K. PERMANENT MAGNET

SPEAKER.
Unit only.

only. Cash £6:15:0
Balance in 11 monthly -payments of 1214

,

B.T.H. ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR. 

An entirely New Model.
. Cash £3:3:0

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 11/ -
'ULTRA CABINET MODEL -LOUD -

Send SPEAKER,
incorporating the famous Ultra K.
Chassis Air Chrome. 14 in. by 14 in.'

only. '.Oak, or Mahogany.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/3
B.T.H. PICK-UP, TONE ARM AND

VOLUME CONTROL COMPLETE.
. Cash £2:9:6

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 8/ -
Send UNDY 8 -POLE  DYNAMIC SPEAKER,5/. including Coneanda Chassis0 readya

35f-
only.- Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/
available for cash if preferred.

8/3
only.

S7/

only.

Send

6/5
only.

Send

8/3
only.

12/4

Send

11/.
only.

5/3

Send

9/:

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
contains 40 large pages profusely illustrated and with detailed descriptions of
the 1930/1 products of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS. Reeeivers, Components,
Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc. all are dealt with ; in fact, you will find the
new Easy Way Catalogue a veritable guide to Radio. Get your copy now.

PETOSCOTT Tlec°D.
FIRST IN 1919 -

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified
Engineers at our Shops :

77, City Road, London, E.C.1
'Phone : Clerkenwell 9406-7-8

62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
'Phone: Chancery 8266

4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
'Phone : Central 2134

33, Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Man-
chester. 'Phone : Chorlton-cum-Hardy 2028

- FOREMOST TODAY
Mail coupon in tinseeded envelope ander id. stamp:

COUPO N
Please send me your new 40 -page Illustrated

Catalogue,

NAME

ADDRESS -

P.W.18/ro
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We make no
extravagant
claims for the
new Graham
Farish Speaker.
If simply tells
the truth - without
distortion. We only
invite your com-
parison with any other
Speaker near the
price, or treble the
price if you will --we
will let your ear de-
cide. You will agree
that never before was
such value offered of
such reasonable cost.

Driven Ity adjustable .4 pole
unit, the Graham Farah
Speaker is obtainable in
three distinctive finishes,
mahogany, walnut and oak.

Price 42/,

BRISTOL'S
WIRELESS WEEK.

N'w"-D4RE is there closer co-operation
between civic authorities, the B-.B.C.,

, and the wireless trade than at Bristol,
where, for the fourth successive year, one
-of the finest radio weeks of the whole country
is due to taketplac&-bet*feen-- October 26th
rand -November 1st.

tvery day throughOut -the week the
. Cardiff programmes will include something

emanating from or relating to Bristol,
beginning with a concert by the Bristol
City Police_ Band, an oratorio programme
in ,whibh May ,Middleton, a Bristol. soprano,
will take part with the National Orchestra,
and a -service relayed from St. Mary Red-

, cliffe Church, Bristol, on Sunday, October
-26th.

The Flying Fox
On the same evening :the., Lord Mayor

of Bristol, Councillor .Walter Bryant, will
appeal to listeneraon behalf of his Wireless.
for HOipitals Fund, which 'has, up to date,

.
.

"EICC019 POWER -E
SUPPLY UNITS

Messrs. E. K. Cole, Ltd., ask us to
announce that an error appeared in

= their advertisement in POPULAR
WIRELESS; September -27th, 1930.

In this . the price' of the H.T. Unit
A.C. Model 1V.30 was given as
"12 19s. 6d." (which. is the price
of the- B.C. MOO instead of as
a 15s; ,.-(wh!oh, is the- correct price 'of
the A.C. 1V.30);

"

Mes-sis. :E: Ccile Ltd., offer ,their
apologies for any: inconvenience --.which
may have been. -caused; especially as
hundreds of encp.fries. -have: been- re-
ceived -in answer tti the ad-vertisement-
a tribute to the 'pulling -power of
"P.W." as an advertising med:urn.

5ummuunnummunimunununnumlimfoluni7

brought in more than E2-,500 Lind over £.500
worth of material. All hospital sets in the
city have been reconditioned and brought
up to date during the past year at a cost of
£500 raised by a house -to -house collection,
and no expenses have ever been charged
to the fund.

On Monday, October 27th, a feature
programme will; -be,- relayed from the
R.N.V.R. training ship, "Flying Fox,"
which is moored in, the Bristol Channel,
when life aboard Will -be -potti-iryed by a

- description- of a-- gnn-loading competition,
and band music; -songs -and choruses
contributed by men -of the-R.NN.R.

.==

Famous Men of Bristol. -
The commanding officer of the vesselwill

also speak about the work of the R.N.V.R.
Dennis Noble (baritone), a native of

Bristol, is taking -'part in the National-

Orchestra of Wales concert at --Swansea on
Tuesday; October 2&th, and oathe following
day -the prOgraninies- contain a concert-

 organised by- the BristolChildren's Concert
Society, whichis.to take place at the Central

. (G"ontiniced on -next- page.) .

BROWNIE
DOMINION

AINS Stte3
A\ UAW' superb all -electric 3 -valve receiver
in a  handsome, ,richly polished solid walnut
cabinet-that's the wonderful new Broftnie
Dornin'oh Mains B.G.-3-the moinset for the
connoisseur! Just switch ft on-then sit back -

and enjoy the cream of the, world's programmes
at brilliant loudspeaker strength I

YOUR DEALER will DEMONSTRATE
Your dealer will be delighted to demonstrate the
Brownie Dominion Mains S -G..3. In any case
send now for illustrated catalogue of the corn.
Pints Brownie range of battery and mains,
operated receivers. Prices from 50/,

P.RIC,E
including
royalty and

valves

£18 10
on\

Brownie Wireless Co.
B.), Ltd., Dept V.

Nelson Street Worlds,
London, N. W.1.

r ----SENSITIVE

MICROPHONES
LATEST- IMPROVED TYPES ONLY.-

(NOT Government Surplus)

for DEAF AIDS, DETECTAPHONES,
PUBLIC ADDRESS, SPEECH .& MUSIC
TRANSMISSION, HOME - RECORDING
of GRAMOPHONE RECORDS, ETC.

ALL ILLUSTRATED. LISTS FREE.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,

27 Fitzroy St., Londtin, W.1. Phone: Museum 8329

15,000
SUCCESSES.
is the record of

- The T.I.G.B.
If- you, too, wish to --
advance to a well -paid
post in any branch of
engineering, T.1. 0. II:
home - study trainingoffers you the surest
means of achieving t te
success yob desire.

ENGINEERS

N.

124
PAGES

This 124-pp.book furnishes the most contMete informal ionever published about the many professional qualificationsopen to engineers, such as A.11 Inst.O.E.,
'

etc.; describes nearly 200Courses, the widest selection of engineering courses inthe world;.,a.nd is crammed with 'matters -of interest toevery engineer. If you are ambitious. TheT.I.G.B. can _hell you-write TO-NIGHT foryour -FREE copy of "The Engineer's Guideto Success,!' stating. branch, post, or qualifi-cation- that interests you.
-

The Technological Institute of Groat Britain
listablisha 1917.

26; Temple Bar House,. London, E.0.4

PLEASE. "'POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TCGADVERTISEIVIENT3,
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IRISTOL,'S WIRELESS WEEK
(Continued front previo2ts' page.)

fall, Bristol, under the chairmanship of

)r. Ludford Freeman, Director of Educa-
ion fOr the city. 7 f -

Thursday brings an organ recital by Mr.
lowland Shilei -at St: Nicholas Church,
3ristol, when vocal items: will be eon-
ribitted- by George "Winston,- a boy
oprano, and the Rev. J. M. D. Stancomb
baritone) who was formerly Precentor of
3ristol Cathedral.. That evening a variety
n'ogramme will. also be -relayed from the
3ristol Musical Club. -

There" are talks by Mr. Ben Tillett,
I, native of Bristol and a well-known,
_rade- unionist among dock workers, who.,

m Saturday, November 1st, will desCribe
ft day in dockland, and by Dr.- F. W. Rixon,
who, the same evening, will attempt to
arophesy what Bristol, will be like in A.D.
3000.

re Which County ?
On :Friday evening there is a debate

between Mr. W. Irving- Gass and Mr.' Fred
A. Wilshire entitled Somerset versus
Gloucestershire which will revive the age-old
problem of whether Bristol belongs to one
or other county. ACtually, the River Avon,
which flows through the city, is the
geographical dividing line,- but the town
vas constituted 'a county of itself by a
Charter of Edward III granted in 1373.

Special programmes for the children will
also be broadcast throughout the week,'
one of which will be relayed from the
Zoological Gardens, Clifton. There are, too,
plays by West Country writers and a
feature- programme arranged by Mr. Room
Tyler entitled " A Trip, Round Bristol."

Finally, there is dance music on Saturday,
November 1st, relayed from the Grand Spa
Hotel, Clifton.

IS MAINS HUMMING
INEVITABLE ?

(Continued from page 291.1

" unaeclimatised " ears when there is no
speech or music to drown it is, I suppose,
passable in the case of the smaller, cheaper
apparatus.

When the " humming " can be picked out
by critical ears during a transmission, then
that is a sign that the smoothing is very
inadequate.

The cost of " smoothing " rapidly in-
creases as with increases in the size and
complexity of a, set. There is some excuse
for the presence of a small hum in a five-
valver using two screened -grid valves that
derives both its H.T. and L.T. from the
mains and perhaps even the field current
far a moving -coil loud speaker.

Use a Tested Condenser.
With such gear the suppression of hum

does, in fact, become a very, difficult affair
indeed. Nevertheless, it is .possible, al-
thOugh in cases special measures have to be

When it is a question of deriving only
H.T. from the mains and that for a more or
fess straightforward two-, three-, or four -
valve set, there are no real problems
f'n&untered. An absolutely silent back -
;round with complete freedom from
humming is not at all difficult to get, and the

(Continued on next page.)
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BUILD TOIJI/
MAINi
THE

Regentone A.C.
Power Box _

No. 1. Price 62 . 10 . 0
Output when smoothed

120 volts at 20 m.a.
No. 2. Price f3 . 10 . 0
Output when smoothed

16o volts at 5b m.a.

Regentone Filter
Compact
No. I. Price £1.12.6
No. 2. Price f2 . 5.0

British Patent- No. 3o87.
In two types, covering a
wide range of values.
Price Us. 6d. and lls. '6d.
Terminals allow use as a
Potentiometer or Series Re-
sistance., Resistance value
ranging from 5"oo ohms to

18o,000 ohms.

fEi

WAX

IT'S simple to build an A.C. Mains
Set if you use the Regentone Power

Box and Filter Compact. Instead of 8
or 9 separate components to build into
your mains drive, there are only two.
Both are completely screened, preventing
interaction between the mains portion
and the rest of your set.

Two connections only, and the Power
Box and Filter Compact become a com-
plete H.T. and L.T. Eliminator for A.C.
Mains, with two positive H.T. Tappings.
An additional variable H.T. Tapping can
easily be obtained 14 adding a Regentstat
and a g-mfd. dedoupling condenser.

The Power Box contains a Regeiitone
Transformer and a Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier-no delicate Valves to break or
wear out. Two tappings deliver L.T. for
A.C. Valves -4, amps. at 4 volts. The other
two give the H.T. Output, which is smoothed
in the Filter Compact.

The Filter Compact is a complete smoothing
unit. It contains a bank of high-voltage -
test condensers and a Regentone Choke of
generous, dimensions. Though designed for
use with the Power Box, the Filter Compact
is equally suitable as a complete smoothing
unit for, other rectifiers of similar output.
In the same way the Power Box may be
used with any good smoothing unit.

The new Regentstat is the only TOTALLY
WIRE -WOUND variable Resistance of high
ohmic value capable of handling power.
Wire is the only resistance element used.
The resistance element is wound in spiral
formation, preventing excessive rise on load.
Variable spring -loaded arm does not ride on
wire resistance element, thereby eliminating
risk of breakdown. Special separate Nickel -
Chrome contacts are provided for variable
contact arm.

Remember, too, that in addition to saving
yourself labour, you are getting the best
components that money can buy-the
components used by Regentone in their own
Mains Units.

Write to -day for your FREE copy of our
new Art Catalogue.

REGENT RADIO. SUPPLY CO.
Regentone House, X21, Bartlett's Buildings,

Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4.
Telephone : 8745 (5 lines).
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The passenger -carrying aeroplanes
of to -day are models of precise -
workmanship. Just the same stan-
dard of eraftmanship is put into
Heayberd Power Transformers and
Chokes. It is this that makes them
better than any them
models of efficiency, dependability
antis of lOng life. Robustly con-
structed yet perfect in detail. That
is why everybody is using Heayberd
components in eliminators.

HEAyBERD
COMBINED CHOKE

and
TRANSFORMER -

The new component which
is actually_ two in one.
For all mains. State vol-
tage and periodicity when
ordering. Prices for com-
bined model from 26/6.
Write for lists.

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.

10, Finsbury Street, E.C.
'Phone; Metropolitan 7516.

AGENTS WANTED to sell Wireless goods, all
makes in sets, components and accessories. Cash
or Easy terms. Liberal commission. NEW AUTO
SUPPLY CO., 241, Park Rd.,ASTON, Birmingham.

MICROPHONES
If you are not a Micro experimenter you are
losing a lot of pleasure. Your present valve
set will enable you to work in an entirely
new field of " talkies " and we stock " mikes "
within the reach of all. Prices range from
1/- to £20, and we can supply a fine sensi-
tive pendant made in solid metal case (not
a thin stamping) with brass front for only
4/6. Pulpit Pedestal, 12/6. Transmitter's
Hand Mike, 15/-, Announcer's P.A. 65/..
Micro -Transformers, 3/6, 5/-, 716 and 10/..
If you prefer a separate Amplifier we have
these in portable type £2 15 0, or mains
model £3 10 0.

Send stamped addressed envelope
for our new Sale Bargain List.

THE

DIX-ONEMETER
It has Two Clear Scales with Mirror for Accurate
Reading'; only 6 Terminals, but 50 Ranges.

- NOW
ONLY

50/-
A remarkably
low price for
a meter worth

£10

FOR
NOVICE

OR
EXPERT.

TEST
B

FREE.

ELECTRADIX- RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, EX.4

Telephone :_city -,01.91.

PLEASglie sure to mention `,.Popular Wireless"
when communicating -with Advertisers. Thanks!

IS MAINS HUMMING
INEVITABLE ?

_ (Continued from previous page.)

gear required is .relatively extremely simple
and inexpensive.

But even here there is a limit below which
it is -not wise to go In lowering the quality
of the smoothing chokes and the number of
" microfarads " or hum will surely creep in.

If you happen to have one of those not -

too -good units that does contribute hum,
I would advise you to add a little extra
smoothing. One good smoothing choke
designed especially for mains units such as
are sold, by the R.I., Wearite, Varley, and
other such people, and one 4-mfd. fixed-
condenser, marked as tested at a voltage
about twice that of your mains, will be
necessary.
 The choke needs to have a low resistance
and a hefty inductance at moderate currents.
It is in such details that so many chokes fail.
Of course, such an item costs a pound or so.
Watch the Detector

You should first try connecting the choke
in series with the H.T. lead that feeds the
detector valve connecting the fixed con-
denser between the valve side of the choke
and: H.T. minus. The detector is naturally
very susceptible to " hum " in that all its
energy, complete, with all its mush, is ampli7
fled further by the succeeding L.F. stages.

Alternatively, the choke can- be con-
nected

_

in series with one or other of the
mains input leads and the condenser joined
across these leads at the unit side.

But I -am not going into this extra smooth-
ing business any further, otherwise I shall
spoil the moral of -this article, which is, any
good H.T. unit or for that matter any good
mains set should not need extra smoothing,
for it should not evince the slightest degree
of hum, as humming is far from being
inevitable !

SIMPLE
:TICK -UP SWITCHING.

THERE are several ways in which a
gramophone pick-up may be connected
into the circuit of a radio receiver,

but there is one simple way which is
applicable to any ordinary set.

Just one extra component is required,
and that is a single -pole two-way switch.
This switch may be of either the ordinary
throw -over type, or may be a push-pull one.

It should be mounted on the panel as
near as possible -to- the grid of the detector
valve holder: - The connections ands -altera-
tions to make are then as 'follows :
-.Remove the wire which goes. to the grid of

ifie detector valve holder and join it to one
of the Outside contacts of the- switch.

Join the now free grid terminal to the
comnion, or centre switch contact.

Connect the remaining swch contact
to one side -of the pick-up, "thee other side
of which haS to be connected to a negative
tap on the ordinary G.B. battery. Usually
14 volts will. be.. suitable, .but sometimes 3
will prove better.

When the switch is in one direction the
Set will work just as befdte, and when -in

- the other direction -the pick-up. will be
brought into. play -and the radio will be cut
right out of circuit.

Popular Wireless, October 18th, 1930.
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LOOK FOR THE TRADE MARK
A. F. BIM & CO. LTD. 90-1i0i1,16.1721VI:

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/ -
(Blue Spot a Specialitibr

Transfo-rmers 4/-, Headphones 4/., all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,

and ready for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for- Trade. Clerkauvell 9069.

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

PERT " WIllING CLIP.
No soldering. No bending wires round terminals, Takes
any number of wires to a terntinal, any gauge. Tested and

approved Pcpular Wireless."
4, gross 'f sufficient for 3 valve set) 2/.

Trade enquiries invited.
W. GREEN & SON, REDCLYFFE, HORLEY, SURREY.

'

EASY PAYMENTS
TheThe first firm to supply Wireless parts -on easypayments.. Five years advertiser in " Po ular 'Wireless. Thousands of satisfied' custompers. -Send ue a list of the parts you require. and the..payments that will suit your convenience. and we -will said you a definite quotation. Anything wireless
H. W. HOLMES, 21, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone:.Museum 1411. tat. Portland St., W.1

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

-SELF-CHARCINC, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), 2l' x it" sq. 1/3 doz
ZINCS, new.type ltd. doz. Saes 1/2 doz.
Sample doz (18 volts), complete With
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post ed.
Sample unit, 6c1; Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain. list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30/. 3 -valve set. £5
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL. LONDON.

THE

STANDARD
PLUG1N COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/ -
DX emu LTD., LONDON, E.8
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 276.)

; .

rent circuit haS to be rewired throughout
E set. -

,

;lc:Wiring is not a difficult matter, and
en the job is satisfactorily accomolished
a are free of all low-tension battery
ubles once and for all.
As a rule: the heating current for each
jve is somewhere about I ampere, and
s is generally obtained by means of a
table -filament transformer.

Straightforward Job.
Fhe:11.1% Current is obtained in the usual
y. I should add, however, that the mere
'stitution of the A.C. -valves for the
rteryoperated valVes and the rewiring
the receiver' will not in general ensure
t;i the moment you switch on your

reiver,,it will work precisely as before.
You will almost invariably find that
l!cial precautions will have to be taken so

filinliimifilliiiiiiiffilmillinillimilllimiffilifililllu

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

No. 31.-H.T. MAINS UNITS.

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS ?

There are two chief classes of mains
unit -those for use with . . . . . .

current mains, and those for use with
current.

In the case of D.C. H.T. Unit the
output must be
to eliminate hum, and some form of

. . . . regulation is required
to provide variations for different valves.

The maximum . . . . . .

available is limited by that of the
D.C. supply mains.

In the ease of A.C. supply there must
' be a as well as
smoothing and voltage regulation appa-
ratus.

By choosing a suitable . . . . .

. . . . . the voltage of A.C.
mains can be altered as required.
LOOK OUT FOR THE MISSING WORDS

NEXT WEEK.

Last week's missing words (in order)
were : Recharging ; Two ; Use ;
Charge. Current ; Capacity. Am-
pere ; Filament. Ten.

E-

F-2

to preventprevent the set from becoming unstable
d so as to keep down as much as possible
y A.C. hum.
There is no need for any reader, however,
feel in the least afraid of tackling the job
converting his battery set into an all-

bins:one.
The rewiring is quite a straightforward
itthr and the slight adjustments necessary
get the set working efficiently should

Illy give very little trouble.

)dein Receiver Design.
Talking about A.C. sets, it goes without
yin'g,-as was very evident at the last
Ldio Show -at Olympia -that many of

new radio receivers are designed for
-electric working. .

(Continued on next page.)

K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST.,LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Dalv's
Theatre. Phone: Gerrard 2821.

Orders despatched same day as re-

C.O.
ceived where possible. Send ORDER
with instructions and pay Postman.

C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.

All C.O.D. orders must be over

66SIIARP.TUNE "
TWO VALVER

EXCEPTIONAL SET. RAZOR-SHARP TUNING.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE WITH YOUR LOCAL
STATION BUILD THIS SET. KIT AS FOLLOWS :
12 by 7 Panel, 26. Ormond .0005, 4,-. Ormond
S.M. Dial, 3/6. Ormond Switch, 1/3. Ormond
0001 Differential, 4/-. Ormond .0005 Solid
Dielectric Condenser, 3 6. 2 Telsen Valveholders, 2,'-.
3 Lotus Coil Plugs, 2-. Telsen H.F. Choke, 26.
Telsen Ace Transformer, 8'6. -0003 Fixed Con-
denser, 1/-. Lissen 2-meg. Leak and Holder, 1,6.

12 by 2 Strip, 1r-. 9 Terminals, 9d.
COMPLETE AS ABOVE.

Esi -18
PLUS CARR.

®, PACKING, 3 -
AND

GIVEN AWAY FREE WITH ABOVE
Wiring -up Wire, brackets, set of leads, G.B. clips,

and baseboard.

OAK CABINET TO SUIT 6/11
Plus 1'6 for carriage.

COMPLETE SET OF COILS
35, 50, 60, 100, 150, 250 ; to cover shcrt and long
wave -lengths can be bought with the KIT OF PARTS.

FOR ONLY 8/6 EXTRA.

THE " THREE
COIL " THREE SET

FULLY DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE. A WON-
' DERFUL CIRCUIT. KIT AS FOLLOWS.

18 by 7 Panel, 4,'-. 2 .0005 Ormond Log Condenser,
8/- 2 Vernier Dials, Ormond,. .0001 Differ-
ential, Ormond, 4/-. L.T. Switch, 1/3. Ormond
Rheostat, 2/-. 3 Telsen Valve Holders, 3/-. 3
Lotus Coil Mounts, 2/-. -0001 Sovereigndenser, 1/9.
01 Lissen, 1/9. -001 Lissen, 1/-. .0003 Listen, 1,'-.
2-meg. Grid Leak, 1/6. 2 Telsen H.F. Chokes, 51,
Telsen Ace Transformer, 8,6. H.T. Fuse, Ray-
mond's, 9d. Screen, 1,'6. 10 Terminals and
Strip, 1/10.

COMPLETE AS ABOVE.

£2-1
PLUS CARR.

AND
PACKING, 3,6

Oak Cabinet to Suit 9/11 extra.
COMPLETE SET OF COILS
2 60x and 50. 2 250x and 100. Can be
purchased with Kit for an additional 14/ -
GIVEN AWAY FREE WITH KIT
Wire, Screws, Panel Brackcti, G.B. Clips, Set of

Battery Leads, and Baseboard.

RAYMOND'S
64SCREENED.GRID " 3

Marvellous Value in Kit of Parts for
SCREENED -GRID 3 RECEIVER

Kit as follows : 14 by 7 in. Panel ; .0005 S.L.F. Var.
Condenser ; Micro Condenser ; Push-pull Switch ;
3 -point Switch ; 10 by 6 in. Screen ; Titan Coil ;

3 Valve Holders ; L.F. Transformer ; H.F. Choke ;
.0002 Fixed ; 2 .0003 Fixed ; 2 1-mfd. Condensers ;
2 H.T. Fuses ; 2-meg. Leak and Holder ; 12 by 2
in. Strip ; 11 Terminals ; Connecting Wire ;
Brackets ; Wiring

7 in. Oak Cabinet.
Diagram ; and 14 by 2-12- 6

Packing and Postage 216 extra.
OR

Complete Kit as above with 3 Valves (1 Screened -
gird), 100 -volt Guaranteed H.T. Battery, 2 -volt
40 -amp. Accumulator,

Aerial Equipment.

9 -volt Grid Bias, E3 10s. 5
Cliftophone Loud -speaker. w 0 ... 0

Packing and Postage 6/- extra.
UNBEATABLE FOR REAL VALUE.
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66 ®SRAM " 4
1931 MUSIC MAGNET KIT
Delivered on acceptance of FIRST PAYMENT OF

El .3.6 ,WurrigafsoerFHoirrme.

NEW MULLARD
1931 ORGOLA .3

Complete in Sealed Carton with 3 Mullard Valves.

£8-15-0 CARRIAGE
FREE.

The "MAXI.POWER" 4
KIT AS FOLLOWS :

21 by 7 Panel, 3,'-. 2 .0005 Ormond Log, 8,-.
2 Ormond Vernier Dials, 7,'-. .0001 Ormond
Differential, 4/, L.T. Switch, 1;3. 2 3 -point
Switches, 3,'-. Ormond Rheostat, 2/-. 0 Lotus
Coil Mounts, 4,-. 4 Telsen Valve Holders, 4/-.
2 .01 Lissen, 316. 001 Lissen, 1/-. 0002 Lissen,
1i-. 0003 Lissen, 1/-. 0001'. Listen, 1-. 2

1-mtd. Lissen, 5,,-. 2 Telsen H.F. Chokes, 5'-.
2 2-meg. Grid Leaks and Holders, 3/- 100,000 -ohm
Anode and Holder, Lissen, 4,6. Telsen Ace, 8 G.
H.T. Fuse, Raymond, 9d. Screen, 1,6. 11 Te:
minals and Strip, 2/-

.COMPLETE KIT AS ABOVE.
PLUS CARR.

AND
PACKING, 4'-.£3-16-0

FREE WITH ABOVE KIT
Wire, Brackets, Set of Battery Leads, G.B. Clips, and

Baseboard.
OAK CABINET TO SUIT
can be bought for an additional 1 1 /6
COILS TO SUIT SET
2 35 Coils, 2 No. 60 Coils, 1 No. 150, and 1 250x

for 12,6 extra.

" RED STAR "
THREE VALVE SET
The Talk of the RADIO
SHOW. MARVELLOUS SET

84/
Get the thrill of switching on to
the Continent. Perfect reception

1.1 in all districts is guaranteed.
CARRIAGE FREE.
THIS IS A WELL -MADE SET NOT A KIT OF

PARTS.

CALLER'S COLUMN
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING GOODS SUP-
PLIED C.O.D. Post only : Fees extra.
100 -volt H.Y. Batteries,
6/11 ; 60 -volt H.T.
Batteries, 3/11. 2 -volt
60 -amp. Fuller Accu-
mulator, 6/11. Ajax
Pick-up, 7/6. Cone
loud -speaker, 10/6. 12
by 7 in. Cabinet and
Panels, 8/11 ; 11 by
7 in. Cabinet and
Panel, 9/11 ; 18 by 7
in. Cabinet and Panel,
10/11 ; Cone Speaker
Cabinet, 5/6. Triotron
Valves, TD2, 4/6 ; Trio-
tron Valves, ZD2, 5/6.
Dr. Vesper Trickle
Charger for Accumu-
lators, 2 or 1 -volt, 25/-.
Loewe Pick-ups, 12/6.
2 -mid. Fixed Con-
densers, guaranteed,
2"- ; Fixed Con-
densers,guaranteed,3/6.
Mar co niphone Spring
Valve Holders 9d. each .
Dual -range 6 -pin Coils,
4/11 Sovereign Dual -
range Coils, 6/11; Titan
Coils, 9/11. S.P.D.T.
lightning Swithes, 6jd.;
D.P.D.T. Lightning

Switches, 10',d. lied
and Black Flex, 14.
yard. S.L.F. Variable
Condensers, 2:6. Slow

`Motion Dials, 1;9. 4.5
pocket Batteries, 3/6
doz. Panel Brackets,
6d. pair. Six -pin Bases,
1,(6. 5-1 Transformers,
3/11. Special Portable
H.T. Batteries, 7:11.
Baseboard Rheostats,
6d. each ; Panel Rheo-
stats with knob, 9d.
each. Plug-in Coils, 25.
:35, 50, 60, 75, 1/3 each
100, 150, 200, 250, 2:3
each. 7/22 Copper
Aerial Wire, 1/9 100 ft..
Enamel Copper Aerial
Wire, 2;9 ; 100 ft. Cone
Chassis, 12 in. take any
make cone unit, 1/11 ;
Triotron Cone Units,
7/11. Newey Slow
Motion Condensers,
4;11. Hydrometers,
float or ball reading.
2/6. Double reading
Volt Meters, 4/6. Lead-
in Tube & Lightning
Switch combined, 3,0.

IMPORTANT. All letters and communications
must be addressed to

K. RAYMOND, LTD.
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

The name of the street is not sufficient.
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PILOT
RADIO
KITS
Guarantee success. Everything for your
new set, down to the last screw, in an
attractive carton, including The Famous
Pilot Test Meter, without which no set
jis complete. No delay-Immediate des-
patch service. Vastly improved organise-
tion ensures IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
to all approved orders. For prices and
details of PILOT RADIO KITS for this
week's " P.W." SETS, see our advertise-
ment on Cover 3 of the handbook
given away with this issue.

SEND NOW FOR

THE PILOT CHART

Contains detailed Price Lists of
all the latest and best Kits, and
over 30 valuable Hints and Tips
for the. Amateur -Constructor.

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.
77 City Rd., London, E.C.1. Phone : Clerken-well 9406-7-8. 62 High Holborn London,
W.C.1. Phone : Chancery 8266. .4 ManchesterStreet, Liverpool. Phone: Central 2134.33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
Manchester. Phone: Charlton -cum -Hardy 2028.
PLEASE SEND ME Your Latest PilotRadio Chart.
NAME

ADDRESS

P.W. 18/10,130

THE SWITCH OF TO -DAY

The Switch that has become the
standard of the season.

4,ecified.by Manufacturers, Design"

era and Construators alike.
Highly efficient

mechanically' and.
electtically, low loss, low resistance,

high current- carrying and insulation,

resistance values. -

Phosphor Bronze ball clicks definitely

into position making
firm low resistance

contact. -
.

Interesting circuits
given in Cata

logue 1142. x
 'Write to7dp,y for your copy.

Without termini:41i, 1/6 -

THE ELECTRI

TariBEffRNJd.',TAMINottentiam,C
H.17

Tottenham 1500

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-
THE PICTmUORESTPANPEERWS7ITH THE

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued front previous page.)

There are some cases .in which batteries
are necessary, and will perhaps always be
necessary, but there is no doubt that
wherever direct operation from the electric
light supply is possible, it certainly is, very
much more convenient and is making a
rapidly increasing appeal to the public.

Background Noise.
Generally with an A.C. all -electric receiver

you will find that when no reception is
coming in there will be a slight A.C. back-
ground " which will be heard with varying
degrees of loudness.

In a really good and well -smoothed
receiver this shculd scarcely be perceptible.
In any case, it is not fair to judge the
receiver when it is tuned to a silent position
between two stations or when no station
can be received, as this gives an altogether
wrong impression of the importance of any
slight background which may exist.

Permissible Amount of Hum.
The proper way is to observe the interfer-

ing effect, if any, of the background when a
fairly weak or distant station is being
received. If you find that there is no per-
ceptible interference in these circumstances

_ you can be well satisfied with the set.
- I have sometimes heard criticisms made of

receivers which were really excellent in
every other way simply because at a silent
point between stations a faint A.C. back-
ground was audible.

To eliminate this last trace of background
would have increased the cost of the set
very considerably, and the extra cost would
have been out of all proportion to the
advantage gained. In fact, the advantage
would have been negligible.

Dual -Purpose Amplifiers.
Most receivers nowadays are provided

with arrangements for using  the L.F.
ainplifier for the purpose of playing gramo-

' phone records, and I think any of you who
may be contem-plating the purchase of a
new receiver would be well advised to make
this a definite stipulation.

The electric reproduction of gramophone
records is now so popular that it seems to
me. a commercially made receiver can
hardly be called "up-to-date " unless it can
be used also for both purposes.

Variable Selectivity. -

Another useful feature of a reciever is the
provision of different aerial tappings so

- that the selectivity can be varied.
For example, when the local station, or

any station likely to interfere, is working,
the most selective tapping can be used,
whilst in other circumstances when there
is -nodanger of interference-or when the
-local station has closed down-the least
selective tapping can be used, which often
means much greater signal strength on
distant stations.
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FOR THE, LISTENER
By unamEmobT"

Our popular Contributor=on his
return from, abroad-reviews the

recent programmes. -

*-4-0-4-4.--4-4-4-4-4-0-6-4-0-4,--0-4-0-..-4-*

*

Home Again.

IT is
good to be home again. Coming up

from Dover on the boat train it was
good to see the innumerable aerials-

yours, gentle reader, perhapS among them !
-stretching across back gardens and back
yards in every village and town.

It is the rarest thing to see an aerial in
Italy. I- saw more 'eagles than aerials !
There they are so thick that, if I were a
bat, I. shouldn't flitter round about houses
at dusk any more !
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The. last. Prom. _

For the most part- I have given music -a
miss since my return. Except for the last
Promenade Concert% O'ne
miss that. -

,

It is more of a thrill than a, performance.
The clown -went wild that night- I love
crowds which go ii

The Rachmaninoff..Pmlude went a bit
ild, too ; and =was, I thought, the better

fon it. The Concert ended with fhb usual
Pot Pourri of National Airs. The aUdience
combined with the orchestra to raise the
roof with " Rule Britannia."

And then, on a pandemonium of cheering,
and in a chariot of handkerchief waving, Sir
Henry Wood was -for the umpteenth time
translated into 'heaven. To judge by the
sound, there was no standing -room in the
Queen's Hall ; and critics who Prophesy
that wireless will empty the concert- halls
were once more confounded.

Listening at Eain. -

Most of my notes this week are on Talks.
Your, can't imagine how,pleasant -it is to -

listen to a- talk; sure that: you will not be -

suddenly interrupted by a brass band froM
_Vienna or an. opera,clagrus.frprn

(Continued on next page.)

Thousands are making good
battery sets All -Electric

They want ` All -Mains "-they want
to use the Six -Sixty Mains Valve.s.-
they want the best in radio ! So

they convert their sets with the
Six -Sixty. Mains Unit only (H.T.,
L.T., and G.B.) - - 6s.
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No internal wiring
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Supply.
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o =sox!
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nigh -Grade
-SET & SPEAKER CABINET
Constructed of finely figured
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legs hand French polished.
'1 ACME OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.
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RADIO -GRAMOPHONE. CABINET.
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Models from £2.2.0 to £20.
Thirty:page illustrated cata-

logue, post free.
GILBERT,Cabinet Maker,
Established 1866. , SWINDON.
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genCINEER
FOR THE LISTENER
(Continued from prerious page)

't we get together

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
ypu can earn £300,
£400, £500, per year.

WRITE FORTH'S or more. Other men
BOOK TO -DAY -A are doing. it and you
ITS PESor can do- the. same:

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisatior
waiting to help you whether you be novice o
Fxpert. ou wish for something more than a

hpead and butter ' job you owe it to yourself to
investigate our service. -
Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows.. it Contains details of A.M.1.Mech. E.,
A.BLLE.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Metric,. C. & G.P.O.. etc.,
Exlms., outlines home study courses in all branches
of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and -explains our unique guarantee o

NO PASS-NO FEES
In a brilliant foreword Prof. A. M. Low shows
clearly. the chances you are missing.
" Engineering ,Opportunities and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't, neglect this offer-give vent.to
that :'upward xu-ge and send a postcard NOW:
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

-British Iiistitute of Engineering Teohnologk.
101 Shakespeare House. 29/31, Oxford Street, W.

""'"" KLEIER.KUT" COILS
Plug-in, mounted on best quality plugs of British

Manufacture. Not Cheap Foreign Stuff.
25, 30, 35, 1/-; 40, 50, 1/2; 60, 75, 1/3 ; 100, '125,
15G, 1/6  175J/9 ; 200, 21- ; 250.2/3 ;300,2/6 ;
Centre tapped, 6d. extra. " X " 1/- extra

We are also original manufacturers of
"BROADCAST " ,COILS

which we can still supply at the new prices. We
Strongly recommend " KLEER-KUT' COILS,
however, except where -the utmost economy is

necessary. All orders Post Free. _

L. BRUCE, 47a, Stanley Gardens, N.W.3
Seventh year of Coil Manufacturing.

,

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS GUIDE.

Send- yOur name and addreis NOW
for copy of the -Now.Now. Edition of
Reliability Wireless Guide No. 296X. -
to be issued shortly, containing
full detaill of Now Season's

Apparatus, Components, &c.-
a.-H. TAYLOR & CO.,4, Radix) House, Macaulay Street,

HITDDERSPIELD. 'Phone : 341.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEEwith each pair. 4/- post free.

Terms to Trade.
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

" Repairs " Dept.,
953,  GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, &W.V.

No. 134

RADIO -CRAM
CABINETS

MAKE YOUR OWN
with our guaranteed
R.T.A. Furniture Sets.
Send -P.C. for Free Cata-

logue and Price List.
Dept. P.W., London Wood-
workers Supply Co. Ltd. 193.
High -Rd. Lee, London,

Ltd.,

I listened to Mr. S. K. Ratcliffe trying
to discover _from Mr. Reginald Swing what
America thinks of ifs. The danger of all
such conversations is -that they should
become too complimentary:

-

Mr. Swing said quite a lot of very nice
things about us. No doubt he meant them.
He gave no hard knocks. The worst he
was willing to say about ns was that ive are" reticent." Even that was a compliment,

Words.-
al o listened to Mr. J. -C. Squire talking

about-. the Meaning of Words. Very
:entertaining. -It is a fascinating subject,and - Squire, with his clear, agreeable
yoke and' his dry humour, approaches the
ideal talker.

- He --gives- me -the impression -that' he
thoroughly enjoys his own talk ; Mit he

-cannot -have_ enjoyed it more thah I 'did.
And You also, if -you were wise or lucky
enough to be listening at the moment.

Science and Religion.
I also heard Sir Arthur Thompson on

Sunday evening. (I was just too late for
Julian Huxley on the same subject the
previous week.)

I loire Sir Arthur's books, on birds and
beasts and biology. I could probably love
hiln himself quite easily ; but I bar his
voice on the air. To me it was almost
intolerable.

I hungon until he had declared that there
was, no real conflict between science and
religion, since the one was descriptive andthe other interpretative, ---and then I
switched -off. I couldn't stand it any more
Happily, I could guess what he was goingto say.

Stainless.
Talking of voices, I was lucky to find

Stainless Stephen at the microphone on my
first vaudeville night after my return.
There is a voice if you like !

There is the old story of a sculptor who,
_having ruined a piece of work by a horrible
slip of the chisel, proceeded to make use of
his mistake by making a masterpiece out ofit. The voice of Stainless is a mistake.

It is a blot on the vocal universe. It is a
moth-eaten'thing. But such is the fellow's
art and craft :that his voice is a living
partner with him in his triumphs. There's
more than a. bit of uenius about a man who
can turn a limitation into an'ally...

White Skins.
 Harold Nicolson for once in a- way

disappointed me in his eulogy of Lord
Birkenhead and Lord Curzon. He did hot
sound quite at his ease. He was laboured,

Probably he felt that he -had -given himself
the hopeless job of getting the ocean into'a
bucket. I thought that the parallel which

- drew between the two men was far-
fetched.

But I liked his story of how Lord Curzon,
watching some Tommies having a bath after
coming -back from the trenches into billets,
said, " Dear me, I- never realised that the
lower classes had such white skins ! "
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Like that
Mar ind Safety

All electric's all right for radio, but I like
o be careful about anything that's worked
y electricity in the home. There's the
issus and the youngsters and the maid

who will monkey about with the set, at
any time. She does like radio ---that's why
my H.T. Batteries always get spent out
when I want a special programme, so I've got
fed up with batteries and I've bought, an

AWINSULATED
11-1141F 1U N' 111" -
With the neat All-InSulated Bakelite Case

and Recessed Sockets

,It's impossible to get a .shock and the Unit: is
The most advanced and efficient you, can get.
NIKALLOY the amazing new metal is used
lin it, and although the unit is the same size
las a battery it gives results quite unattain-
,able in such a small space Without Nikalloy.
It fits portables, of course, and works any set

Iup to, valves.

0TYP A20 3 FOR 15A.C..C. A

For 2 250v. 40'100 cycle supply. '61
For 2 cycles £5: 5: 0. Suitable for 50 cycles if change over occurs.

TY D203 FOR D.C. 12or 200 250 volts supply. f2 :

u r
pea& or
us for theleaflet
" Power

for
POrtzbres"

Both models fitted 3
positive tappings, one being

variable. Outputs are similar :-
S.G+60 80 volts for S.G. valves.
Det.+01150 volts. Variable.
Power +140 volts. 20 mill lamps.

MADRIGAL WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON

Although D.C.
type is normally
rated ai 20 m.a.
actually 30 m.a.
are available.
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FINDING -

FOREIGNMS
It's a great game-and you're going to be good at it !

FINDING foreigners is the greatest game on earth.
And it is a game that YOU can play.

Plenty of people can pick up foreign stations on
crystal sets. And if you have got a valve set you
are " on velvet," for the valve set-even a one-valver
-is certain to pick up foreign stations if properly
handled.

Notice that word " certain." There is no doubt
about it, no qualification, no query, no " ifs " or
" buts," but a plain state.
ment that with a one.
valve set wiz can get
foreign stations.

Note, too, that the
word " you " is empha-
sised. We are coming hack
to YOU in a minute. First
we must say just a few
words about crystal sets.

HANDLING THE SET.
Crystal sets are far more

sensitive than they are
generally given credit for.
If you give a crystal set
a good aerial and good
earth, it will give you a
surprise.

But a valve set is so
superior that even if you
do not give it a particu-
larly good aerial and earth,
grab foreigners/galore.

The reason that so many valve sets fail to pick up
foreigners properly is that they are badly handled.
We said a few lines back that we were coming back
to YOU again. We have now come back to you,
and the question is, " Do you handle your sot pro-
perly ?

It is not the set, but the man behind the set that
matters.

Scores and scores of simple receivers are missing
programmes that they could pick up quite easily if
controls were handled properly. The foreign pro-
grammes are in the aerial, but they never come out

A USEFUL TIP

VIENNA CALLING !

This is Vienna - 767 miles from London, bdt only "just
across the road " from a radio set's point of view.

it can reach out and

-21

of the telephone or loud speaker because they never'
have a chance.

The reaction dial is turned too far round or the
tuning dial is in the wrong place, or there is a fatal
lack of that fine tuning which would do the trick.

Do not blame the set. Probably the set is all
right.

If you will read this book through carefully, paying
attention to the hints and trying to give your set a

fair deal, you will find that
those slippery and elusive
foreigners are really the
homeliest fellows in the
world. There is endless
entertainment to be had
from them.

KNOWING THE
CONTROLS.
But they want coaxing.

In order to bring in foreign
stations on a simple set
you must know how to
handle the set. You must
use its controls knowingly
and skilfully and, above 
all, smoothly.

The following chapters
of this book will have to
be practical ones, full of
hints and tips and " how..

to -do -its." But in this chapter the thing we want
to say about finding foreigners is that you can do it!,

Your set may be a little one, but it has big possi-
bilities. Your pocket may be limited, but the whole
wide world is open to you. The great thing is to get
the right attitude of mind. Get to know your set.

You may not be very skilful at the moment, but
you can be. If you read this book; and digest what
is told you, you will be.

There aro plonty of foreign stations to be had.
Get them !
In Europe alone there are hundreds of broadcasters

on the air this very hour, flinging out wireless waves all
over the country. Why not tune in your share of them

IMPROVING SELECTIVITY

Cleaning and opening contacts doesn't take long, but i
An extra coil of 15 turns or so. tied to your " aerial " coil

puts miles and miles on your range,
with cotton, will sharpen tuning. One end of it goes to

earth and the other to your aerial lead,
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IPS FOR
TUNING

PIM tuning dials on a sot simply alter the ware -
length to which the set is adjusted for reception.

If you have a dial which is marked " reaction "
or increase " or " strengthen," that is net a tuning
control. Do not confuse your reaction and your
tuning dials ; they are quite different.

The idea behind tuning is this. Every station
that sends out a programme sends it out on an
aerial, and that aerial has a coil and condenser
associated with it. The wave -length on which that
transmission goes on depends upon how that coil
and condenser are adjusted.

If a station: is instructed that it must send out
on 500 metres, it adjusts its coil and condenser
until the wave -lengths on which it is sending out
is 500 metres, and then it fixes these adjustments
permanently and always sends out on that wave.

If you want to pick up that transmission, you must
'adjust year circuit to 50:1 metres also. For when you
are " in tune " with that station, even the weakest
signals from it will affect your receiver ; bitt if
you are out of tune, its programmes will pass you by.
FIX THE DIAL ON TIGHT.

It is only when your set is " in sympathy " with
the distant set that a weak transmission from it
can be picked up loud enough to hear what is going on.

Just a few words about the tuning dial itself.
Obviously, if the markings upon this are to be of
any use at all in long-distance reception, the dial
must be affixed tightly to the spindle which carries it.

Usually a tuning dial is held on its spindle by a
little grub -screw, counter-
sunk into the dial. Some-
times you can get at it
easily, sometimes you can't,
but wherever the screw is
it must be tight.

Do not put up. with a
loose screw or a loose tun-
ing dial, or you will never
be successful with foreign
stations.

If the little screw which
holds your dial on to the
spindle seems loose, and it
is too small for your screw-
driver to reach and tighten
up, get a small.headed
screwdriver for it, 'or else
improvise a screwdriver
by filing a small bradawl.
Be sure and do it some-
how, for you cannot pos,

this. You get finer
Don't grip a dial like sibly set your tuning togs
adjustment by holding its given point unless the dial

outer edge, is tight

VERY SIMPLE !

Some practical hints on handling the dials.

.To tune -in distant stations on an ordinary receiver
you must, first of all, have a reasonably clear dial.

If the local station monopolises one-third or more
of the dial, a Brookman's Rejector-or, failing that,
a really good wave-trap-is essential, and, when
correctly set, should reduce the local station's. pro-
gramme to two or three degrees. Assuming that tha
dial is fairly clear,
what is the best
way of receiving
foreign stations

Frankly, the
whole secret of
success lies in the
handling of t h e
reaction control.
If you have too
little reaction,
then your set is
n o t sufficiently
sensitive, and you
will not hear the
weaker stations.

If, on the other
hand, you have
too much reaction,
von will still fail
to receive the
eign- programmes,
and, in addition,
your set will
be giving out
squeals and
squeaks, and will
be upsetting the
reception of all
your neighbours.
What, then, is the
fair amount of
reaction to give,
and how can this
be assured for any
particular station ?

The answer to
the first part of
the query is : use
as little reaction as
possible to get the necessary strenoth, and always keep
below the " oscijiation point." What is meant by the
-" oscillation point "is explained elsewhere in this book.

STATION UPON STATION.
The method of tuning recommended really does

not cause interference with the neighbours, and yet,
if practised properly, will enable any intelligent
listener with a valve set and drcent aerial to pick
up more foreign stations than he knows what to
do with.

The kernel and heart of the whole matter is to
be able to adjust the timing dial to cover various
wave -lengths and, at the same time, keep the sat
nearly, but not quite, oscillating.

MIND YOUR HANDS!

When adjusting a wave -trap condenser
you get better results by keeping your
hand well away from the trap. A long
screwdriver with a wooden handle is

very useful in this connection.
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YOUR AERIAL AND EARTH
Long-distance efficiency is like charity -it should begin at home. If you want foreigners it will pas, yen

to read this article and ponder over the practical hints given below.

0.40..*....4 6.6411.1.0*. soma.*

A aerial will make an enormous difference to
the number of foreigners you can pick up, so

you ought to pay particular attention to making
it as nearly perfect as possible, and maintain it in
good condition.

The best scheme is to have a good high mast, 30 ft. or
snore, erected in such a position that not only is a
long aerial possible, but this is lifted above any roof,
building, tree, or similar obstruction, which would
" screen " the aerial and impair the results.

DIMENSIONS FOR THE AERIAL.
The total length from lead-in to the far end must

not exceed 100 ft., and generally a very much -shorter
aerial is perfectly satisfactory. If you can raise it,
say, 25 ft. or 30 ft. at the house end and run it to a
mast which is about 40 ft. away, you should get
excellent and satisfactory reception.

Use a single and not double wire, of stranded
copper, or similar high
conductive material
avoiding any breaks
or joins, so that the
aerial runs from the
farthest insulator right 
down to the lead-in
without a break, if
possible.

Take care not to kink
the aerial when putting
it up, and use an
adequate number of
insulators of the type
that will remain dry
(even under severe
weather conditions)
over parts of their
surfaces.
TAKE CARE OVER

THE LEAD-IN.
If you are going to

use an aerial lead-in
switch (and it is ad-
visable to do so) make
sure that the contacts of this are really firm
and sound, and arrange that the whole switch
is covered with some protective device, such as
a box, to protect it from the effects of the
weather. Be particularly careful not to take the
lead-in through the window close to any metal,
bearing in mind that the wire itself should not be
within a loot of any wall, etc., except at the point
where it enters the house, and here it should be well
spaced away from conductive surfaces.

From a high -frequency point of view, which is that
point of view with which the aerial is concerned, an
aerial is not insulated properly unless it is spaced well
away from adjacent conductors. If you lay an insulated
aerial wire along a metal gutter -pipe, you have, in
effect, a condenser, one plate of which is the wire
inside the insulation, and the other plate is the gutter.
pipe I

THE SERIES CONDENSER.
Now, oscillating or high -frequency currents have

!no difficulty whatever in " flowing through'' condom.

WHERE MASTS

A typical scene in a

sers. (You can sea for yourself that the aerial currents
are very often led through a condenser and the other,
side of this is connected to the set, so that all currents
in the a?rial are forced to " cross " this condensei
before they reach the set.)

EARTH JUST AS IMPORTANT.
The earth is just as important as the aerial. Generl

ally you can make a good " earth " by joining up to a;
water -pipe, employing ono of the usual earth -clips to'
make the connection to it and snaking sure that the
pipe is thoroughly cleaned with a file or emery clothi
before the clip is placed in position.

If you make a thoroughly good, clean job of the
electrical connections, and then coat the whole of the
clip with petroleum jelly, to protect the joint from'
the effects of the atmosphere, you can be sure thatl
the water -pipe connection will give you an excellent'
earth. It is sometimes thought that an outside earth

SPRING UP LIKE MUSHROOMS

London suburb, where everyone tries to out -top his neighbour,
because extra height means extra range.

is always better than a water -pipe, but this is not,
true, and very often the water -pipe is far more
satisfactory.

DO NOT SHARE YOUR EARTH.
It not infrequently happens that the sharing of an

earth wire with a neighbour means that the operation
of one set will interfere with the other to some extent,
so that, for instance, every time he adjusted hie
crystal you would hear the scratching in your 'phones
or possibly you would he able to hear speech or an
loud noise which affected his telephones and ca
interaction with your own receiver.

Interaction of this kind is always undesirable
The best plan is to employ a separate earth, becaus
aerials are often necessarily placed somewhat close t
one another, which exposes them to risk of inter-
ference with one another, unless all precautions ar
taken to avoid this.
e The photograph on this page shows how closely!
placed aerials have to be in many suburbs of large
towns,
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TWO -HAND
TUNING

Some practical information for the heavy-handed dial -twister.

IT is hopeless to attempt to handle a two or three
dialed receiver without working to a definite plan.

Haphazard dial twisting will produce but poor
results. It would be as futile as trying to open a
combination lock without knowing the combination
word or figures.

If your set has two or three dials it has consider.
able power or sensitivity, and usually that means
H.F. stages. If you have these H.F. stages properly
neutralised, or if screened -grid valves are used, there
is practically no danger of re -radiation from the
set. So you will be able to operate the set in an
oscillating condition, without causing interference
to other listeners.
FEELING YOUR WAY.

If you have two tuning dials and a reaction
control, this is how you should proceed with your
station searchirt First of all get the feel of the dials,
that is to say, twiddle each one round and note how
many degrees you pass through for each certain
movement of the control knob.

Get the idea thoroughly into your head that the
clockwise movement of the tuning variable increases
its capacity and, therefore, the wave -length to which
the circuit in which it Egures will tune. Likewise, the
higher the reading on the dial the higher the wave-
length.

If it is normal, the reaction condenser should
Lunction in a similar way, that is, the farther you
turn it to the right the greater the reaction effects.
Also note whether or not the reaction condenser
needs a greater adjustment, to produce oscillation
towards the upper readings of the condenser dial.

This is the more common condition, and it is gener-
ally found that very little capacity is needed from the
reaction condenser to make the set oscillate on the
lower wave -lengths, while it has to be nearly full in
to do this on the higher wave -lengths.

The next thing you want to do is to " line up "
the tuning condenser dials so that their readings

FOR SHORT WAVES.

On a " small " short-wave
sat, skill in tuning is vitaL

are approximately the same for each wave -length.
You can do this by tuning -in the local station to start
with. Put the reaction at zero, and then twist the
tuning variables until you find that local station.
You should have no difficulty in doing this. You will
probably be able to locate the broadcasting by means
of the one dial only.

When you have secured the station, tune it in to
its loudest on the one dial, then, leaving that, tune in
to the sharpest point on the other dial. If the two

A SIMPLE SCHEME.

Sometimes a small fixed condenser joined in the aerial lead
will help to sharpen tuning.

dial readings are widely different it would be advis-
able to alter the dial of one variable so that the
readings more or less correspond.

You will probably be able to do this easily enough
by loosening a little grub screw that holds the dial to
the spindle of the variable, gently twisting the dial
without altering the moving vanes of the variable
until the readings coincide, and then screwing up the
grub screw again.

You will probably, discover that the tuning is
much flatter on the one soale than on the other.
You may be able to lose your local station by means
of a very small readjustment of one dial, the second
dial acting more like a volume control, a big move-
ment of it being needed before the station vanishes.
YOU NEED NOT OSCILLATE.

In this case, take the sharp -tuning dial as your lead.
Adjust this orie very closely while you follow up on the
other dial with the other hand, perhaps oscillating
backwards and forwards over- the approximate
reading until the coincidence of the two adjustments
brings in the distant broadcaster you require.

It is not advisable, nor is it necessary, to have the
set in an oscillating condition and so locate stations
by their squeals.' In the circumstances, a little
squealing would not do any harm, as there will be
no re -radiation, but the Method is not adopted by
experienced station searchers.

It is much better to have the set in that very
sensitive condition just off oscillation. You then tune
in music or speech and do not get lost in a maze of
C.W. stations and " carrier ". harmonics.

WV* ...as
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A "DX" ONE-VALVER
1 ." DX " means " long-distance," and that is just exactly

what you get with this wonderful little set.

Tr- great
merit of

this circuit
arises from
the special form
o f differential
reaction which
was developed
by the " P.W."

Research Department for the " P.W." " Magic "
sets. This special scheme is really a combination of
the ordinary differential circuit and the " throttle
control " type and its special advantage is that it
does not upset the tuning when it is operated.

Moreover, the full sensitivity of the detector is
maintained at all times, and, in addition to this
effect, which is normal to all " differential " circuits,
there is a special one obtained only in this particular
form, in that the moving vanes of the reaction
condenser are wired to the filament circuit, and so
risks of hand capacity effects are eliminated.

COMPARING WIRING& THEORETICAL DIAGRAMS
The theoretical circuit is shown in one diagram,

with the parts labelled 1-g, etc. These symbols
are used on the practical wiring diagram also;
so, even if you don't understand the ordinary
theoretical diagram, you can trace this one without
difficulty by comparing the two together.

Panel dimensions are given in another diagram.
There is a special list of the components that are

Ll1111111H111111M111111111111111M111111H111111111111111111fillifill11111111111111M

YOUR SHOPPING LIST FOR THE DX "
ONE-VALVER.

1 Panel, 9 in. x 7 in. (Lissen, Paxolin, Goltone,
Ripault, Resiston, etc ).

1 Cabinet, with baseboard 9 in. or 10 in. deep
(Cameo, Pickett, Lock, Osborn, Gilbert, etc.).

1 .0005-mfd. variable condenser, slow-motion
type, or plain with vernier dial (LB., Dubilier,
Igranic. Lissen, Lotus, Keystone, Formo, Burton,
ete.).

1 .0001-, .00013- or -00015-mfd. differential
reaction condenser (Utility, Lissen, Lotus, Ready
Radio, J.B , Magnum, etc.).

1 L.T. on -off switch (Burton, Benjamin, Lissen,
Igranie, Bulgin, Wearite, Magnum, Ormond,
Red Diamond, etc.).

1 Sprung valve holder (W.B., Benjamin, Igranic, Lo-
tus, Telsen, Precision, Lissen, Dario, Wearite,
Formo, etc.).

2 Single -coil sockets (Wearite, Lotus, Lissen,
Ready Radio, Igranic, Bulgin, Magnum, etc.).

1 Baseboard - mounting neutralising condenser
(Bulgin, J.B., Lissen, etc.).

1 H.F. choke (Ready Radio, Lewcos, Lissen,
Varley. Igranic, R.I., Dubilier, Telsen, Climax,
Magnum, etc.).

1 200- or 400 -ohm baseboard -mounting potentio-
meter (Lissen, Igranic, Ready Radio, etc.).

1 0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier,
T.C.C.. Ediswan, Ferranti, Atlas, Goltone,
Igranic, etc.).

1 .001-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, etc.).
1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Lissen, Dubilier,

Ediswan, Igranic, Ferranti, etc.).
1 Terminal strip, 9 in. x 2 in.
9 Terminals (Eelex, Clix, Igranic, Belling &

Lee, etc.).

n111111111111111111111111111111119111111111111111111111111111111111131111111111111111;
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required. and it will be seen that they are all of
conventional types.

After you have prepared the panel and mounted
the two condensers and switch on it, you will fix
it to the baseboard in the usual way by means of

A SURPRISING CIRCUIT

Despite its simplicity the circuit is strikingly sensitive.

a row of screws along its lower edge ; you hardly
need panel brackets for so small a set. You must
also cut your terminal strip, drill it and fit the
terminals, and fix the strip to the near edge of the
baseboard with a row of screws.

Tho next step is to mount the parts on the base-
board, and here you should turn to the wiring dia-
gram and copy the layout as closely as you can,
particularly with the placing of the coil holders.
This is important if you want the best results.

Here is the finished set --a wonder for " distance;"
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Next comes the wiring -up process, and here you
can use either bare wire, or one of the covered
materials like Glazite. You mill find that the layout
makes wiring very easy, and you will soon have it
done if you go at it methodically and cross off each
wire on the diagram as you put it into the set.
'Perhaps you are wondering why two aerial terminals
are used 4 In addition to A, we have provided an
alternative aerial terminal (Ai) which brings in a
very small series condenser for short-wave working.

DOZENS OF DISTANT STATIONS

P
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And yet the set is easy to wire

The object of this condenser (C,) is to permit proper
reaction control without " flat spots " to be obtained
if the set is used on the short waves.

The condenser is actually one of the neutralising,
type, with a capacity of somewhere round about
-00005 mfd., and the usual procedure is to connect
the aerial lead to A, when working on short waves,
and try C, at various settings. As a rule you will
find yOu can leave it set to maximum, and only try
other capacities if you experience difficulty in getting
sufficient reaction at some point on the dial.

By the way, it is often not necessary to use C, at
all if the aerial is small or of only moderate size.

Apart from those for the fixing screws at the bottom there
are only three holes to drill.

In such cases just leave the aerial on A2, exactly as
for broadcast reception, and all will he well.

Little need be said about the actual construction
because it is so extremely simple, and no ono who
has ever built a set before will have the slightest
difficulty in putting it together successfully.

Let us go on, then, to the practical details you will
need for working it to the best advantage. The valve
should be of the H.F. type (impedance about 20,000
to 30,000 ohms), and the H.T. voltage something of
the order of 60 volts or perhaps a little less.

This voltage really requires adjustment for the
best results Try 60 volts, adjust the potentiometer
so that the arm is as far round towards the positive
end as possible without making reaction ploppy, and
note results. Then try 50 volts, readjust potentio-
meter, and compare results. You will soon find a
good combination, and once found it will not need

further attention.'
Coil sizes : L.

(tuning) is an
" X " coil, No.
60- for broadcast
and 250 for long
waves. Coil L,
( r e ac t ion)
should be a No.
50 fot broadcast
and a No. 100
for long waves.

Compare this with the wiring diagram when doing the
soldering.
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I HOW TO GET THEM !
A helpful talk about rolling foreign programmes cut of the ether.

S'3"
people pick up foreign stations like pebbles

on the beach. Others, even with similar sets,
scorn to have no luck at all.

Why ? Well, it's largely knack. A matter of
" knowing how."

If the aerial and earth are as good as you can get
them, and all the etceteras are O.K. you might think
the sot is ready. So it is-ready to begin. But it may
want a lot of tittivating before you get far with it.

How's reaction, for instance ? So much depends
on that. To get foreigners you should be able to bring
up reaction smoothly and sweetly until the set begins
gently to oscillate. No sudden " plops," no " over-
laps."

WHAT " OVERLAP " IS.
You know the latter trouble, which is shown by the

fact that the reaction con-
denser doesn't stop oscil
lation at the adjustment
which started it, but has
to be taken back about
five degrees farther ?

This is known as " over-
lap," because instead of
the reaction condenser dial
reading remaining the
same for both advancing
and retarding reaction,
the latter is different from
the former, and the critical
positions for reaction

overlap " several degrees
of the dial.

Common causes are H.T.
or L.T. batteries running
down, insufficient bypass-
ing or H.F. choking, a
high -resistance H.T. sup-
ply causing coupling,
wrong size of reaction coil,
unsuitable detector valve,
unsuitable grid leak, and
incorrect H.T. on the
detector.

That last-named (incor-
rect H.T.) is very injurious. The detector's wander -
plug really must be made to " wander " until the
best voltage for good reaction, etc., is found.

Elsewhere on this page, under the beading
" Potentiometer Adjustment for Smooth Reaction
Control," you will find hints about that important
subject. If your set has a potentiometer for the
detector's grid leak be sure to read those hints,
which tell you how adjustments should be made.

And always remember that the most important
point in long-distance tuning is that the set is in its
most sensitive condition when it is nearly, but not
quite,

THE MOST SENSITIVE POSITION.
You can consider it this way if you like. if you

have a set with no reaction (a simple set with no
high -frequency amplification), you can increase its
sensitivity by giving it a little reaction. Hut every-
thing depends upon this reaction being applied in
moderation ankto the right degree.

A little reaction means a little increase in sensitivity,

a little more reaction means a little greater increased
sensitivity. Still more reaction means still more
sensitivity, etc., but there is a limit to this process.
That limit is reached when the set has so much
reaction that it oscillates.

If it oscillates it easily becomes useless for long-
distance reception and is a nuisance to all surround-
ing listeners. The whole point is to got it near the
oscillation point, but not over.

" RESOLVING " THE CARRIER.
When trying to tune with the set on the edge of

oscillation you often first hear a sort of " chirp " as
your tuning passes through the foreign carrier -wave.
Tune back to that chirp, and slack of reaction slowly,,
and the " chirp " becomes a programme !

That is what they call resolving " the carrier -1
wave. You heard it first
as a " chirp " because you
had too much reaction.
Keep the set just below
oscillation point and in-
stead of chirps you get the
music and the " Altos "I
and the "Achtungs " from)
abroad.

DON'T
0 MISS
\ THEM.

Dirty contacts in the set, leads, or batteries, will lose many
a line foreign programme, so go all-out for cleanliness.

POTENTIOMETER ADJUST -4
MENT FOR SMOOTH RE-
ACTION CONTROL.
In the preliminary testa

you should first put the
potentiometer slider about
half -way round and then
ignore it until the other
circuit conditions are satis-
factorily adjusted. Get
your coil couplings right,
adjust H.T., etc., and
when the set seems O.K.,
proceed with the final(
touches to the potentio-
meter as follows :

Set the tuning conden-
ser somewhere near the
middle of its scale and

move the potentiometer slider round to the positive
end of its travel.

If you now test the reaction control you will pro
bably find it rather " ploppy," so gently mov;
the slider round slowly towards the negative end.
adjusting the reaction control as you do so.

THE FINAL SETTING.
You will find that it gets smoother and smoother as

the slider is advanced farther towards negative, but the
disadvantage of proceeding in this way is that signals
will probably be weakened the farther round von go.

The detector anode voltage should be readjusted
with the object of finding a setting whichenables
you to bring the potentiometer slider round as far as
possible towards the positive end, without spoiling
the smooth slipping in and out of oscillation.

Remember that you should not be tempted to
carry it round too far towards the positive lead,
and thus make reaction go in or out with a plop, for
it is hopeless to attempt to tune -in dist ant stations
unless the reaction control is perfectly smooth.
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LONG DISTANCE ON SHORT AERIALS
Don't despair it you can't put up a big outdoor aerial - there are plenty of

stations to be had on the indoor types.
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" p you are going to pick up plenty of foreigners
you must have a good aerial." How often that

has been said ! How true it is ! And yet how often
we find exceptions !

But some people imagine that the term " a good
serial " means " a good outdoor aerial." And that is
wrong. It must not necessarily be assumed that the
man with an outside aerial is better off than the one
who only has an indoor pick-up
system.

DECIDED DRAWBACK.
With modern sets and es-

pecially when working on really
short waves a long aerial can be
a decided drawback. Working on
ordinary wave -lengths, it is often
amazing how good reception can
boon a short or a " shut. in aerial."

If you are able to fit the aerial
in a loft, you are " well away."
Should the set be on the ground
floor it may be better not to bring
the load -in down inside the
house, where it will have to be
run along the walls.

You should have no difficulty in finding a small
hole or crack through which a wire can be passed
under the eaves and °weld, the house to a window.
Use " stand off " insulators to keep the wire away
from the walls.

Remember, too, that a good earth connection will
sometimes ake all the difference. A rather poor
Indoor aerial with a bad earth may be hopeless, but
,the same aerial with a good earth will give gulf,
passable results.

FOREIGN

STATIONS

BARCELONA 120

BERLIN 579

BUDAPEST 900

COLOGNE 306

DUBLIN 26b

HILVERSUM 232

KALUNDBORG 542

LANGENBERG 311

MADRID 786

'UNDER THE TILES !

Take the lead-in from the centre, as
shown, or from one end of the wires,

but be sure to well space it.

Constructors sometimes think that since they have
no access to a loft in which to erect their aerial, that
they will have to use a frame aeriaL In practically
all cases a small aerial consisting of a wire round the
room will give results far superior to a frame aerial.

There are many ideas which may be tried for an
indoor aerial, and the main points to be borne in
mind are to keep it as high as possible, and to get- a

fair length of wire in it. Do not,
however, have more than about
60 ft. in all. If the aerial is too
long it is almost sure to have a
fairly high capacity, which is
detrimental to good results, apart
from making it difficult to get
reaction effects.

OFTEN BETTER.
Very often the height of a

loft aerial is greater than that
of an outdoor aerial, since it is
not usually possible to get a
mast as high as the roof of the
house. For aerials in a room
it is best to use ordinary,
medium -size rubber -covered flex-

ible wire. It is not necessary that it should be
supported on insulators.

In some cases the best indoor arrangement would
prove more efficient and therefore give louder results
than the best possible outdoor aerial. But just one
warning as conclusion : do not run the aerial parallel
or near to any pipes in the wall, or along by bell
wires or electric cables, otherwise you will lose much
of the power.

HOWMANYMLES?

MOTALA 886 MUNICH

-YOU HAVE
HEARD

214

640

890

886

453

OSLO

PARIS

PRAGUE

ROME

STOCKHOLM

STUTTGART

TOULOUSE

VIENNA

WARSAW
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ADJUSTING YOUR H.F.
You will get twice the number of stations if your H.F. stage is properly " neuted," etc., as explained below.

HAVE
you an H.F. stage in your set ? If so, is it

an H.F. stage, or is it a graveyard for foreign
programmes ?

So much depends upon operating it correctly. A
perfectly good H.F. stage can be a snare and a
delusion if it isn't adjusted as it was meant to be
adjusted.

S.G. stages, for instance. In order to get the beat
possible results and to obtain the full advantages of
the screened -grid valve's extraordinary sensitivity it
is important to take every care that the specified
H.T. voltages are used.

H.T. VOLTAGES.
All adjustments should be carefully attended to.

That doesn't mean, of course, that it is necessary to
purchase a po-
tentiometer, as
the ordinary
" steps " of an
H.T. battery or
mains unit give
quite enough
variation of
screen voltage,
espeCially w i t
the variations
in voltage
allowed to the
valve's anode.

Where H.T.
batteries areused there
is sometimes a dan-
ger of the applied
H.T. voltage falling
short of the intended
rating. When t li i s
happens with an S.O.
valve it may behave
quite differently
from an ordinary
valve.

With the latter a
voltage fall -off gen-
erally means nothing
more serious than a
gradual diminution
in the volume of the
reproduction accompanied by a falling off in quality.
With the screened -grid valve, if the proper voltages
are not used, or if they aro allowed to fall away from
their proper values, the valve begins to misbehave
itself in various peculiar ways.

ERRATIC RESULTS.
Often the effect is to send the valve into oscillation

and to cause generally unsatisfactory and erratic
results. Nevertheless, in practice it is quite easy
to prevent this by taking care that the applied
voltages are correctly applied. Usually the anode
of an S.G. valve wants all the H.T. you can give it,
up to the maximum laid down by the valve maker.
But sometimes reducing the anode voltage a little
will favourably affect results, so an occasional
experiment on these lines will do no liarm.

*aft., $.614.910.11.4;14110111.1.111............9.11.. 04

If your H.F. valve is not an S.G., but a " neutra-
lised " valve, you must have it properly neutralised
to get good results. How can you be sure of ,that ?,,
you. ask. Try this method.

HOW TO NEUTRALISE.
Set the reaction control at minimum and likewise

the neutralising condenser. Now, on setting the
tuning condensers so that the two tuned circuits
aro " in step " with each other it will probably be
found that the set is oscillating.

The best way to test for oscillation is to touch one
or other of the sets of plates of the tuning condensers
(this may be either the fixed or moving, according to
the particular set). When the set oscillates you get
a loud double click.

THERE ARE RIGHT AND
WRONG WAYS OF AD-
JUSTING YOUR NEU-
TRALISING CONDENSER.

1
If you hold low down --as on the left-you get capacity effects. These

are not encountered if you adjust as shown to the right.

You will pro-
bably find that the
set will only °sail.
late under the
above conditions
when the two cir-
cuits are in tune
with each other
and this can bo
used as an indica-
tion. (It is con-
venient to perform
the operation at
some point near
the middle of the
tuning range.)

N o w increase
the capacity of
t h a neutralising
condenser. ( I n
the case of most
condensers this
means screwing
downwards).

KEEP TESTING.
Test at inter-

vals for oscillation
as this is done and
you will presently
find that the set
has ceased to os-
cillate, and will

not re -commence even when the tuning dials are
slightly readjusted.

Now increase the reaction a little, until the set once
more oscillates, and again increase th eneutralising
condenser setting until oscillation ceases. Slightly
readjust the tuning condensers again to make sure'
that the set is completely stable once more.

Proceed in this way until it is found that the correct
adjustment of the neutrodyne condenser has been
" over -shot." Once this point has been passed, it
will be observed that further increases of the neutro-
dyne condenser setting no longer stop oscillation, but
cause it to become stronger.

The object is to find such an adjustment of the
neutralising condenser as will permit the greatest'
setting of the reaction condenser to be used without
producing oscillation.
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Tam totalcost of thie receiver is only just about
the same as the average two-valver, and it

should make a very strong appeal not merely to the
enthusiastic constructor, but to any set -builder who
L'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111.1101101111111

IF YOU HAVEN'T THE PARTS
1 Panel, 12 in. x 7 in. (wood or ebonite). See text.
1 Cabinet with baseboard 7 in. deep (a home-made

cabinet is well within the powers of the con-= structor who is fond of woodwork).
E 1 -0005-mid. variable condenser (Lissen, or Lotus,

Igranic, LE., Ormond, Ready Radio, Polar,
Dubilier, etc.).

1 -0001- to .0002 -mid. differential reaction con-
denser (Ready Radio, or Forme, Lissen, Lotus,
3.B., Burton, Dubilier, Ormond, etc.).
On -off switch (Junit, or Lissen, Igranic, Ben-
jamin, Lotus, Wearite, Ready Radio, etc.).

8 Plain valve holders (the sprung type are not- strictly necessary for the modern improved
valves). (W.B., or Burton, etc.)

011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

may be looking for the best possible set for a very
moderate expenditure.

You can construct it either from all ready.mado
components, or from some ready-made and others
made at home. (Naturally this works out a little
cheaper.)

USING A WOODEN PANEL.
Let us explain what this extra constructional work

really is before we go any farther.
Well, firstof all we are suggesting
that instead of the conventional

E 1

ebonite panel the set should be
provided with a wooden one, a very
pleasing appearance being obtained
in this way if you use some suitable
plywood, especially if you finish off
the edge with a little beading all
round, and stain and polish the
surface of the wood. (A suitable
varnish stain is an effective method
of obtaining a good finish.) Those
who want to cut out all extra work
of this nature can, of course, adopt
the. obvious expedient of using just
the ordinary ebonite panel.
MAKING THE GRID CONDENSER.

Next there is the grid condenser.
This is a particularly easy component
to make for yourself. If you do not
wish to make it you can just purchase
the usual fixed condenser of *0003 mkt.

If you feel inclined to try your hand
at making it, however, you will require
two small pieces of ebonite, one
measuring 1.1 in. square, and, to fit
ever the top of this, one 11 in. x lit in.

it............................................_...,................1

1 THVECONOMY'THREE
I A set that proves how low cost and long-distance

results can be combined with easy operation and I
construction. I.

...s,......m........4i,..........................o.........................4
These pieces of ebonite simply form clamps, so

you arrange for them to be screwed together tightly
by means of four small brass screws passing from the
smaller one into the larger one. By the way, if you
do not possess means of tapping the holes in the
lower piece of ebonite, you can at a pinch use round
headed wood screws, if you drill suitable holes in the
lower piece of ebonite.
THE NECESSARY DIMENSIONS.

This little condenser has only two plates, each
measuring 4 x 1 centimetres. These plates overlap

11111111111101111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111

IN HAND, YOU WILL NEED -
1 -0003-mid. fixed condenser (home-made or com-

menial). See text.
1 Baseboard -mounting two -coil holder (home-made

or commercial. See text.
1 Resistance -capacity coupling unit (Lissen, or

Varley, Dubilier, R.I., Mullard, etc.).
1 Low -ratio L.F. transformer (R.I. Hypermite, or

Igranic type 3, Varley Nicore No. 2, Lissen;
Telsen, Ferranti, Mullard, Lotus, Lewcos. etc.).

1 2-megohm grid leak and holder (Dubilier, or =
Lissen, Igranic, Mullard, Loewe, Ediswan, etc.).

1 Terminal strip 12 in x 2 in.
9 Terminals (Belling & Lee, or Igranic, Eelex,

Burton, Clix, etc.).
Wire, screws,screws, flex, G.B. plugs, etc.

for a length of 3 centimetres, the outer .end of each
plate being left projecting outside the unit.

The plates are, of course, clamped between the
two pieces 'of ebonite, with a sheet of thin mica
between them, the correct thickness for this mica
being about 002 in. Connections are made to the
condenser by soldering direct to the projecting ends
of the plates, which should be of fairly thin copper
foil, so that they can easily be cut to size with scissors.

READY FOR THE TEST

When you try out the set you will he amazed at its pulling powers.
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The other home-made component is a baseboard.
mounting two -coil holder to replace the usual pair
of single -coil sockets whichradd be screwed down
upon theikaseboard. (Of emigre; if you like you can
use just the ordinary two sepfipato sockets of the
ready-made variety.)

The ideilis that you should obtain a small piece of
ebonitO measuring abet* 2 in. square, and

mount upon this the metal pals obtained from a
couple of the cheap single -coil holders you can get
from many dealers. Between the pin and socket of

each holder there should be a space, measuring from
centre to centre. of II of an inch. Between the
two holders a suitable spacing is 11- in., again
measured from centre to centre. (This latter is the
space frooinhe centre of one coil to the centre of the
next, when placed in the holders.) If preferred, you
can, obtain the whole thing ready-made. (\Wight
and i'Veaire.)

The rest of the work is a perfectly straightforward
job of laying out the components and. wiring them
up and in doing it we think you cannot fail to
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The dete6 or e s differential reaction, and is followed
by one R.C. at With an L.F. transformer to back it up.

appreciate the exceedingly simple and straight-
4orward arrangement we have adopted. On the base-
board you will find there are actually only eight
components to be mounted, which must be something
of a record for a three -valve set.

VALVES TO USE.
It was possible in this design to dispense with the

usual H.F. choke, the necessary plate circuit imped-
ance to enable reaction to be obtained being found
in the anode resistance of the resistance -capacity
coupling unit which transfers the signals from the
detector to the first low -frequency valve.

The second L.F. stage is transformer -coupled, and
you will note that there is space upon the baseboard at
this end of the set for the usual 9 -volt grid -bias bat-
tery, for which you could provide a
pair of clips if you desire.

The remainder of the construc-
tional work you will find is so simple
that just a glance at the photographs
and then at the wiring diagram will be
all the assistance you need. We would
just point out, however, that the wir-
ing is so simple and well spaced that
you can quite well use ordinary bare
wire for the connections if you wish.

Now for the necessary operating
details. The valves should be two of
the " H.F." type with an impedance of
perhaps 20,000 to 30,000 ohms for
V, and V,, and a small power or else
super -power for V,. There are only
two H.T. positive terminals, so the
connections here are very simple.

H.T. AND G.B.
Terminal H.T.+ 1 sup lies the detec-

tor, and here'you will want a voltage
of perhaps 60 to 70, with a little adjust-
ment to secure the smoothest possible
control of reaction. Terminal H.T. 2
supplies both the low frequency
valves, and here you want some 100
to 120 volts. The set will york 'kith
considerably less, of course, but in tho
interests of good quality it is not ad-
visable to go much below 1b0 volts.

Grid bias is very much a matter of the particul
valves you employ, although on G.B. - 1 you will
almost certainly want volts negative, while
G.B. -2 will usually want from 6 to 9 volts negative
for the ordinary power valve. Super -power types
vary considerably inftile.griri. bias they require, and
so you should NW guided by the makers' data slip.

There is just, one point about the anode resistance
which is worth mentioning. You may have an anode
resistance on hand which you wish to use.  But it
is worth noting that you will probably find that it is
not possible to deviate with safety far from the value
specified (-25 megohm) or otherwise you may find
your reaction results are adversely affected.

THE COIL SIZES.
The sizes are as follow :
L, will usually be somewhere about a No. 35 or

40 for the lower wave -band, and L, should be a No.
60 of the " X " type. The long waves will need for
L, a 75 or 100, and for L, a 250X. The flex lead
from the inner side of the aerial terminal, by the
way, should be tried first on one and then on the other
tapping on the " X " coil to see which gives you the
best results with your particular aerial.

There, now, you are ready to put the set into opera-
tion, and we do not think there is much doubt about
your verdict. The receiver put up a really excellent
performance on test, and when you bear in mind its
extraordinarily low cost we do not think that any
constructor can fail to be thoroughly pleased with it.

HOW THE PARTS ARE PLACED IN POSITION

The coil -holder in the foreground was home-made, but you can buy one
if you miter.

If you feel the fascination ofTHE 1/1/01:t1.413'S PROGRAMMES
-the tinkling music of Spain, the swing of a German ,orchestra, the lilt of a
waltz from Vienna-you will want to keep in touch with foreign radio affairs.
a There is no need to dive into depressing lists. You will get all the latest
"if station information, and details of When, Where and How to Listen, inMODERN WIRELESS

It gives you 't all the news and the views " of the month,
and is acknowledged to be

BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO MAGAZINE.
ONE

SHILLING
ORDER
TO -DRY
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LONG -WAVE
FAVOURITES

LISTENING on the long waves is not as popular as
it ought to be, for some of the best of Europe's

stations are " up there " above 609 metres. And,
moreover, long wave listening has certain advantages
over and above the alternative programmes which
are available there. These advantages apply either
in country or town districts.

In the town, for instance, a change over to long
waves will generally enable the listener to escape
from a local oscillator, the most annoying blot on
the fair face of broadcasting. In some populous
districts a good set may prove disappointing because
near at hand there is an inexperienced listener who,
switching on a set with too much reaction, spoils the
cuality or strength of his neighbour's reception.

Such a spoil -sport is rarely to be found upon long
waves, so if you are unfortunate enough to suffer
from this form of interference, a set of long. -reeve
coils is the gateway through which you may escape
from it.

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES IN DAYLIGHT.
In country districts the silent -point oscillator is

generally unknown, but as the listener is not usually
cramped for space lie can erect a really long aerial.
This often gives-even with a simple set-the
advantage of being able to hear long -wave broad-
casting from abroad in daylight.

Wave -lengths above 1,000 Metres are not so
adversely affected by sunlight as the shorter waves,

so no listener to the daylight programmes should
fail to investigate the advantages of the long -wave
stations.

The wide choice of programmes available on the
long waves will be apparent from the accompanying
list of stations, including: as it does the most popular
European stations. Daventry 5 X X is a host in
itself !especially for those listeners who do not in
the ordinary way tune in to 2 L 0), the strength
and efficiency of this station being now traditional.
Paris has two powerful long -wave stations, whilst
Germany's high power station at Zeesen is famous
for its orchestral items.

BIGGEST STATION IN THE WORLD
All the other transmissions are of interest on the

long waves, but the programmes from Hilversum,
Kalundborg, and Motala deserve special mention
on account of their strength and reliability. In
certain districts, Lahti (Finland), Warsaw (Poland),
or Stamboul (Turkey) take pride of place after
the French and German stations, so it is very
rare that a sot of long -wave coils on a good
receiver fail to produce an enjoyable alternative
programme.

The future, too, is full of promise, for several new
stations are being planned, including the world's
super -station at Warsaw. This is due to open on
Christmas Day, on 1,411 metres, with the colossal
power of 160 kw.

Wave-
length Name of Station

in metres

Wave-
length Name of Station

in metres

1961
1985
1875

Ankara (Turkey), 7 kw.
Kaunas (Lithuania), 7 kw.
Huizen (Holland), 8,5 kw. Sometimes gives

Hilversum programme and announcements.

1153

1116
1103

Kalundborg (Denmark), relays Copenhagen,
10 kw.

Novosibirsk (Russia) R.A., 4 kw.
Moscow, Popoff (Russia), 40 kw.

1796 Lahti (Finland) (relays Helsinki), 54 kw. 1073 Rostov -Don (Russia), 4 kw.
1725 Radio Paris (CFR), 17 kw. 1071 Hilversum (Holland), 8.5 kw. Sometimes gives
1635 Konigswusterhausen (Zeesen) (Germany), 35 Huizen programme and announcements,

kw. Relays Berlin. 1010 Basle (Switzerland), 0.25 kw.
1554 Daventry National Station (Gt. Britain), 35 kw. 1000 Leningrad (Russia), 20 kw.
1481 Moscow (Old Komintern) (R A 1) (Russia), 870 Tiflis (Russia), 4 kw.

40 kw. 340 Nijni Novgorod (Russia), PS kw.
1445,7 Eiffel Tower (F L), 15 kw. 800 Kiev (Russia), 20 kw.
1411 , Warsaw (Poland, 14 kw. 778 Petrozavcxlsk (Russia), 2 kw.
1350 Kasbah (Tunis), 0,5 kw. 770 Qstersund (Sweden), 0.75 kw. (relays Sundsvall)
1848 Motala (Sweden) (relays Stockholm), 40 kw. 760 Geneva (Switzerland), 1.5 kw.
1304 Moscow (Trades Unions), 75 kw. 720 Moscow (Experimental), 20 kw.
1200 Kharkov (Russia), 25 kw.; Istanbul (Turkey), 700 Minsk (Russia), 4 kw.

5 kw. ; Boden (Sweden), 0.75 kw. 680 Lausanne (Switzerland,) H B 2, 0-6 kw.
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Don't tap the diaphragm with a pencil to see if it is " free "-
a match is infinitely better 1

Ia
you are really keen on picking up foreign statione
you will find a pair of 'phones a great help. Score 4

of stations are missed on the loud speaker because
they didn't sound worth listening to, but they would
have been clear enough with 'phones.

'Phones are not only very sensitive, but they shut
out unwanted sounds in the room-they lessen the
rustling of papers, voices, creaking of footsteps.
This is a double gain. With 'phones on you can con-
centrate on " distance."

You can arrange a switch to use 'phones, and cut
out the speaker and amplifying valves. Or, if you
like, you can just ` tap -in " on 'phones by connect-
ing these in place of the
R.C. unit or L.F. trans-
former, inside your set.
A SIMPLE TEST.

One 'phone tag goes to
the unit's (or trans-
former's) terminal marked
H.T.+ (or B.+ ; or I.P.).
The other 'phone tag goes
to the terminal that is
marked P. (or A. ; or 0.P.).

First of all, you must
be sure that the 'phones
are working well. This is
the correct way to test
them.

Place the earpieces
over the ears in the or-
dinary manner, and then
put one of the tags at
the end of the cord into
the mouth, holding it
firmly between the lips.
Now, in one hand take
the other tag of the tele-
phones, and in the other
hand take a key, a nail,
or a similar piece of metal,
and rub this gently on the
second tag. If the tele-
phones are in good order
you will hear noises corresponding with this rubbing
in the telephones.

The noises, of course, will not be very loud, for
in the absence of an external battery you are working
the telephones by a kind of human electricity,
generated in your own body. But no sensitive are a
good pair of telephones that if they are O.K. the noise
will be absolutely distinct and unmistakable. .

HOW TO COMPARE EARPIECES.
If you wish to test each earpiece separately, you

can do so by removing one of the earpieces from the
ear and listening only with the other. Or, alterna-
tively, you can place a pad between the ear itself and
the adjacent earpiece, so as to cut off the sound from
the latter, In this way you can compare the loudness

ti% Maps% f..18.14.0.11sID,pe$,..11.41.11.10.41WS Cr

WHEN USING
TELEPHONES
Here are some eminently practical hints
about using 'phones that will enable you
to get full service and long life from these

too -often -neglected instruments.

of the two sounds, but do not forget that most people
hear better with one ear than the other, so before
definitely pronouncing one earpiece less sensitive
than the other, turn the telephones round and try
both earpieces on one ear.

When used with a valve set, some telephones must
be connected in circuit the right way round. Many
earpieces are marked with a red cord or with a +.
to denote which side of them should be connected
towards the H.T. If these are connected so
that the current goes in the wrong direction, in the
course of time they become insensitive.

Most valve sets have one red (or +) L.S. terminal,
and it is this one to which the red 'phone tag (or
the one marked +) must be joined if the 'phones are

to be given a fair chance
in life.
DON'T DROP THEM.

On no account drop the
telephones on the floor or
knock them off the table,
but treat them as you
would any other sensitive
electrical instrument. The
diaphragms should not be
removed, or the inside of
the instrument interfered
with by an inexperienced
person, as it is very easy
to bend the diaphragms,
which will result in insen-
sitivity.

If 'phones are worn for
long periods, they should
be gently wiped over with
a soft cloth, to remove
all traces of perspiration,
etc., and should the dia-
phragm become rusty
through long use the ex-
perienced listener can pre-
vent a repetition of this
trouble by carefully re-
moving the cap, slidingDon't test your 'phones with s dry-cell-a far more sensitive off the diaphragm, andmethod is shown here and described on this page, cleaning it, and then lightly

smearing it with petroleum jelly, the greatest care
being taken not to bend the diaphragm during the
operation.

REMOVING THE DIAPHRAGM.

HOW TO TEST THEM

So easy is it to bend the diaphragm, and thus to
decrease the sensitivity of the 'phones, that it is
not good practice when removing it to pull it straight
off from the magnet, as the magnetic pull alone
is quite sufficient to cause harm in some cases. A
better plan is to slide -it sideways off the ear -cap so
that there is no direct magnetic pull at the centre.
Remember that the little flat disc has to speak to
you, sing to you, and play every instrument in the
band for you, and that the least you can do for it
is to treat it with respect.
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DROPPING THE LOCAL
Here is a simply -made device that connects in front of your set and enables you to cut out your local
programmes easily and at will. There are two switches, each of which removes an interfering
programme, so even near a twin -wave Regional station you can be freed from interference.

A view underneath the panel, showing the finished wiring.

To get plenty of alternatives you must be able to
reach out through the local station's pro-

grammes. Of all the ways of doing this the most satis-
factory method is to fit a "P.W." Brookmans Rejector.

The one to be described here is a special twin.
wave rejector, for what is wanted in the difficult
areas fairly near one of the B.B.C.'s Regional

HOW THE PARTS ARE

So far as local work is
concerned that is enough,
no doubt, and will enable
you to get either trans-.
mission without interfer-i
once from the other, but
what about the foreign sta-
tions ? Obviously, it won't
do, because if you can
only eliminate one of the
waves the other may still
spread over the dial and
cause trouble. The device
to be described below gets
over that trouble in all
ordinary circumstances..

It consists of a Brookmans Rejector' circuit to
remove the more powerful local wave and an ordinary,
auto -coupled trap to deal with the other local pro.;
gramme. (Most listeners find one " Twin " station
comes in better than the other from the same Regional
station.) Each is provided with a switch to put it out
of action when it is desired to' hear that particular,

PLACED AND CONNECTED

The wiring is very easy, but should be carried out with care in accordance with the above plan.

stations is a device which will cut out either or both
of the two transmissions.

To cut out merely one programme is easy the
ordinary Brookmans Rejector will do it with re-
markable completeness on any receiver employing
ordinary aerial coupling arrangements.

HERE ARE THE DIMENSIONS FOR

station, in a manner we will explain snore in detail'
later on.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS.
Now for some practical details of its make-up and,

actual use. Since it will stand against the loft -hand)
end of the set, a convenient
form for the unit is a long,
narrow strip.

Accordingly we have as-;
sembled all the parts on ai
narrow piece of ebonite,
which can form the lid of a
shallow box if you like. We
did not make up a box for
our own model, and merely
fitted a piece of wood at each:
end to act as a support,
detail you will be able to
follow from the photos. "

Mounted in the usual way
on the ebonite are the two

THE PANEL

Mark your panel posiOons carefully, as correct spacing helps efficiency.
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terminals, two on -off type switches., and the three
" Ready Radio " variable condensers. Attached to
the underside of the panel is a .0003-mfd. fixed con-
denser, and to the upper surface two ordinary coil
sockets. These parts are best fixed with some small
brass nuts and bolts.

The coil L. and condensers C. C. and C. form the
Broolunans Rejector circuit which deals with the
more powerful transmission, and the switch 5, puts
it out of action when it is desired to hear this
programme.

CONNECTING UP THE UNIT.
Coil L, and condenser C, makes up the auto -

coupled rejector circuit which is intended to cut out
interference from the other wave. Switch 5, " outs "
this part of the unit when you want to hear the
lower -wave transmission.

The photographs and diagrams show how the
unit is constructed. To connect it to your set
proceed as follows

Remove the aerial lead from its usual terminal on
the receiver and place it instead on A, on the unit.
Connect A, on the unit to the aerial terminal on your
set (keep this lead short) ancrthe job is cofnplete.

Now for the preliminary adjustments. This is
how, for instance, a London listener would proceed
with the setting of each rejector to deal with the
appropriate station.

-ll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111911111111111111111111111111111111111111

THE PARTS YOU WILL NEED.
1 Piece of ebonite, 111 in. x 3 in. or 12 in. x 3 in.
2 Pieces of wood, 3 in. x 1 in., or shallow wooden

box to take panel (see text).
2 Terminals (Eelex, Igranic, Belling & Lee, etc.).
1 Fixed condenser of 0003 mfd. (Lissen, Dubilier,

T.C.C., Clarke, Mallard, Igranic, Ferranti,
Ediswan, etc.).

2 Single -coil sockets (Lotus, Igranic, Lissen,
etc.).

2 On -off type switches (Lissen, Lotus, Wearite,
Benjamin, Bulgin, etc.).

1 Set of " Twin -Wave Rejector " condensers
(Ready Radio), consisting of one 0005 mfd. and
two of .00075 mfd.
Wire, screws, etc.
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. The first step is to set the Brookmans Rejector
circuit to eliminate, say, 356 -metre transmission, and it
is best to perform this operation when the 261 -metre
station is not working.

Place S, to its " outing"
position, i.e. knob pulled
upwards, and push the S,
knob downwards. Put a
No. 50 -plug-in coil of good
make in the L. socket, set
C. to minimum (moving
vanes all out), and C, to
about a half -way position.

Now tune in the station,
then turn to C, and adjust
it until you find a setting
which causes the signals to
go down suddenly. prac-
tically to nothing (on many
Sets they will vanish com-
pletely unless a good bit of
reaction is being used), and
on either side of which they
reappear.

You will find that you
can put C. at various posi-
tions, then reset C, to find
the rejection point. In

17

Here's the circuit, with component references.

general, those combinations in which C, is fairly
small and C, large (vanes well engaged) give the
most complete rejection.

So much for that. Now for the setting of the auto-,
coupled rejector to cut out the 261 -metre wave.. To
do this, push S. downwards and pull 5, upwards,,
and tune in the station.
THE FINAL ADJUSTMENTS.

Next, place a No. 60 X" coil in the L. socket
sand attach the flex lead to one of the tapping points

on the coil. (Try each, re -setting the circuit each
time, and see which is best.) Now de -tune your set
so that the station is heard at rather reduced volume.

Next., push 5, downwards and turn to C., and
adjust it until you find the rejection point where
signals go down almost to nothing. They will not
disappear completely, because this type of rejector
is less drastic than the other ; but they should go
down so much that they will only be heard when
fully tuned in, and so will cease to trouble you.

HOW IT
LOOKS WHEN

FINISHED

One coil is of the ordinary plug-in type and the other an " S "_
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"PLACING" THE STATIONS
Flow to make a chart that tells you who the " stranger "

is, or where to tune for a wanted foreigner.

IF the dial -readings were all ware -lengths tuning
would be a very simple matter. You would set

your dial to the wave -length wanted and that would
be that !

Although dials are not usually marked in wave-
lengths, it is a simple matter to make a chart showing
the relationship between wave -length and dial -
reading. All you want is a list of European stations
and wave -lengths, a pencil, a rule, and a sheet or
two of squared graph paper. You can get the
latter from any stationer's for about twopence
or threepence, and for this modest sum and with
this simple equipment you can make those elusive
foreigners " toe the line."

VERY EASY TO DO. '
The first job is to prepare your graph paper.

Look at the sketch on this page. It shows a partly
finished calibration chart, and along the bottom
of it you will see the num-
bers from 0 to 180 corre-
sponding with the numbers
on the tuning dial.

With this nicely squared
paper you can make a
scale (as long as you like
or as short as you like).
Every fifth and tenth line
on the paper is usually
printed a little heavier
than the others so that
marking out is simplicity
itself. When you have got
the 10, 20, 30, and so on in
their correct relative posi-
tions to correspond with
the dial, you leave the
bottom of the chart alone
and turn to the side.

On one side of the
chart you have to put
the wave -lengths ranging
from the lowest station
you can receive to the
highest..

DIAL DEGREES.
Thus the calibration

chart illustrated on this
page shows wave -lengths /Bo
starting from 240 and
going right up to 600.
You need not do exactly
the same figures, of course,
but thin is a very useful
range, with 2 L ()
" National " coming in
near the bottom of the dial. .

Just as every square From

along the bottom line re- LONDON.

.1

a

.

° 8;
F.JQ
OW

. .

presents a certain number of degrees on the dial, so
every square on the side line represents a certain
number of metres, or " wave -lengths."

Having got the degrees along the bottom and the
wavelengths up the side, you have formed the
framework of your chart. and all that now remains is
to fill in the curve by the aid of some of the regularly -
received and well-known stations. On your first
rough chart (you will draw a nicer one later on) it is a
good plan to first " dot " your stations' dial -readings
at the top of the chart, as shown.

Probably you already know most of their positions
so there is not much difficulty in this. and we are
now getting to the exciting part. For once you
have them fixed on your new chart the unknown
others will simply fall into place like ninepins.
(While you are about it, try and get one station
dial -reading as near the top of the dial and another
as near the bottom of the dial as possible.)

Now the next thing to do is to get your wave-
length table out and to look for those stations on it.
In the chart shown, Budapest was one station, and

Budapest's wave -length
is 550 metres.

Halfway between 540
and 560 metres is the thin
line running right across
the chart and correspond-

MET"'000ing with 650 metres. Put
580 your rule along this line

and then " bring the Buda -
S60 pest dot down" by making
540 a dot on the chart where
520 the 550 -metre line crosses
500

the line corresponding with
173 on the dial. (Your

Ceo own reading may not be
00 173, but you see the

idea ?)
400

22

iP-

8 A PE rI

IIIIII
kki:i-
rill

i El11111II
11141

/60 ! 0 /40 130 110 110 100 90 80 70 $0 50 40 30 20 '0 0

-To
BUDAPEST

020

400

350

300

340

320

300

280

260

240

THE FINAL LINE.
Next you must "double-

cross " 5 G B, and pass on
merrily to Rome, Ton.
louse, etc. Fill in all
your stations like that,
and then lightly pencil a
line across the chart con-
necting all these points
together. It will not be a
perfectly straight line, but
it will be a perfectly
wonderful line for foreign
stations. If an unknown
station comes in at, say,
163 on your dial and starts
" chirping," who is he ?
You find that 163 on the
curve you have drawn cor-
responds with 501 metres,
and on your wave -length
chart 501 is shown to be
Milan !-And so you can
" place " all your statioiN!



EVERY COMPONENT F
THE "ECONOMY" THREE
BY RETURN OF POST

G'-'1

KIT OF PARTS
E 5. d.

i Hand -polished oak cabinet, 12 x 7 x 7 1 0 0
i Ebonite panel, 12 x 7 .. .. 4 0
x ReadiRad .0005 variable condenser .. 4 6
1 ReadiRad Duograph dial .. 6 6
x ReadiRad differential condenser 5 0
x ReadiRad on/off switch .. 10
3 W.B. valve holders .. 3 9
x ReadiRad .0003 fixed condenser 10
2 ReadiRad single coil holders 1 8
i Lissen R.C. Unit . 4 0
x R.I. Hypermite  12 6
i ReadiRad 2-meg. grid leak 10
1 ReadiRad grid -leak holder . 6
1 Terminal strip, 12 x 2 .. - 1 6
9 Belling Lee engraved terminals 2 3
3 Valves as specified 1 7 6
1 Lewcos box coil 4 9
i Lewcos 4o , 3 6
I Lewcos 25ox .. 6 6
x Lewcos roo ,, 4 6

Wire, screws, plugs, etc. 1 5

TOTAL (including Valves and Cabinet) £5 16 10

EASY PAYMENTS
12 Equal monthly payments of 10/9d.

READI-RAD BROOKMAN'S CONDENSER
Specially recommended in this boohlet

FOR USE IN "THE BROOKMAN'S REJECTOR"
This amazingly popular range of condensers now includes
all capacities suitable for tuning and reaction. Heavy gauge
brass vanes are of true logarithmic design, with bakelite
dielectric. Phosphor bronze spring pigtail provides thorough
noiseless contact with moving vanes. One -hole fixing.
Particularly small dimensions and fight weight, Prices,
complete with bakelite pointer -knob. Capacities '00075,
'0005 and '0003, 3/6 each ; '0001 rnfd., 2/6.

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

Telephone:Hop5555(Pnuate Et,:hange) Telegrams: READIRAD, SEDIST

Ready Radio (R.R. Ltd.), 159, Borough High Street, S.E.1.
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BOOSTING
WHISPERS'

All about that very important subject-the handling of reaction.

ATTER
you have juggled and jiggled about with the

dials, and you find you have a foreign station
whispering something to you, how can you make it
louder ?

If you had tons and tons at money and could
afford to buy the finest set in the land-a regular
ten -valve " super -cum -hyper -cum -listen -to -this "-
you would get foreign stations as easily and as
clearly as the local. But on a small set skill is nearly
everything.

 THE ALL-IMPORTANT REACTION.
With on ordinary simple one- or two -valve cot

there is only one way to pick up weak foreign stations
with any degree of regularity, and that is by learning
how to handle reaction and tuning. When you alter
a tuning dial you alter wavelength. That's easy.
Anybody can turn a tuning dial.

(if your set has two tuning dials you have to keep
them ' in step," so that
they are covering the same
wave -length. And that
would be very easy if it
meant exactly the same
dial readings. but generally
the dials differ a little, so
skill is required.)

Generally it is that re-
action dial that causes all
the trouble. And yet it's
easy enough, if you think
about it like this :

Too -little -reaction means
that the set is not as sen-
sitive as it might be.

Too -much -reaction means
oscillation. It means that
you make your set (and
your neighbours' sets) howl
and whistle, you get poor
quality, and poor long-
distance results.

Just -right -reaction means
foreign stations, and plenty
of them.

If you listen -in when there is no local broadcasting
station working, you can, in a few minutes, give
yourself a thoroughly sound object lesson in the use
of "just -right -reaction." Set the tuning dial half-
way round for a start, and place the reaction control
at zero, making sure that all batteries, etc., are con-
nected up as usual, and that the set is in working
condition.

PRACTISE IT FOR YOURSELF.
Now bring up the reaction control slowly. Just a

few degrees at the time.
Listen carefully to the loud speaker, or preferably

to the 'phones, and notice exactly what is happening
as the result of moving the reaction dial. Do not
touch the tuning-just the reaction-listening care-
fully all the while. ,

The probability is that at first you will notice no

BEFORE MOUNT! NG A SWITCH-

It's often advantageous to tighten the spring -.especially
it it is for wave -change purposes.

difference. As you advance another 3 or 4 degrees
listen very carefully and presently you will hear in
the 'phones a very faint hissing, breathing noise.

The reason that you are hearing these noises is that
the increase in reaction is making the set more
sensitive. The farther you go the more sensitive it
becomes, up to the oscillation point.

If you continue to advance you will come 'to
a point where there is a more or less distinct
"plop " followed by a rather louder continuous
breathing or hissing noise. This is oscillation, and you
have gone too far. For good reception you must be
below the oscillation point, so turn back the reaction
dial immediately.

What you have got to remember is this. With the
reaction all-out the set is
comparatively insensitive.
As you increase reaction
the set gets more and more
sensitive. But the moment
your set starts oscillating
you must " come back a
bit " in order to get just
below the oscillation point.

KEEPING IN STEP.
If this were all, handling

reaction would be a very
easy matter-but we have
not yet considered the
effect of tuning.

Unfortunately, the
tuning and reaction dials
are not independent of
one another. Every
time you alter one the
other needs a little re-
adjustment, too. And as
you keep altering the
tuning to find different
stations you must keep

altering reaction, too, to keep " in step."
A little further experiment will demonstrate this.

First set your tuning dial mid -way, and then bring
up reaction carefully until the set is very, very nearly
-but not quite-oscillating. Now leave reaction
alone, and see what tuning does.

You will find that when set thus the effect of
" tuning down " to lower wave -lengths is to send the
set over she oscillation point ; whilst if you " tune
up " to higher wave -lengths you draw away from the
oscillation -point. Consequently, to keep the set just
below oscillation when tuning you must work both
dials at once. You must not leave reaction alone,
but gently increase it as tuning goes up, or gently
decrease the reaction as the tuning goes down ! And
when you can do that successfully without making
the set oscillate you will find that boosting whispers
is easy, and that foreign stations fairly fall in.
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"HEARD THIS ONE 19 2

Some practical information that tells you where the programme that you heard came from.

VOILEIGN broadcasting stations are just like people-
-IL they have their own little peculiarities that help
you to recognise them.

Spanish stations, for instance, can be heard sing.
ing and dancing away at 2.30:a.m. very often, when
the rest of Europe has gone to bed. Just what
you would expect of them !

The German stations, on the other hand, get up
early and keep hard at it all day.

Some of the stations broadcast distinctive call or
interval signs. Here are some noteworthy ones :

Sleigh Bells, softly striking, are the sign that you are
listening to Cracow.

The Cuckoo's Call has been chosen by two widely
separated stations, and is probably the most easily
recognised of all musical calls. The stations in
ouestion are Leningrad (Russia), 1,000 metres, and
Ljubljana (Yugo-Slavia), 575 metres,

HOW THE
STATIONS
STAND -

-ON A GOOD
TUNING

I

I

Some stations give a clue from the fact that they
employ women announcers. Amongst these are :

Bratislava, Czecho-Slovakia, 279 metres.
Bucarest, Rumania, 394 metres.
Genoa, Italy, 381 metres.
Milan, Italy, 501 metres.
Rome, Italy, 441 metres.
Wilno, Poland, 312 metres.

*,

The Nightingale's Song has been chosen as a musical'
interlude sign by Turin, Italy. It is played on a
gramophone with electrical pick-up, and is a very
effective station -marker at most seasons of the year.
But this very pleasing call has the disadvantage that
in the summer it may be confused with stations
which relay the actual nightingale's song as a " stunt "
broadcast.

Hammer Strokes on an Anvil is the pleasing and
distinctive sign of Katowice, Poland. The sounds
indicate the industrial nature of the neighbourhood.
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EUROPE'S STATIONS, AND HOW TO KNOW THEM

BARCELONA. 349 metres.
Between intervals says " Radio Barcelona " and
closes down with Spanish National Anthem and
the words " Buenas noshes, Senores; pasta
manana si Dios quiere."

BARCELONA (Radio Catalana). 268 metres.
Says " Union Radio Catalana," and. closes down
with " Buenas noshes, Senoras y Caballeros."

BASLE (Switzerland). 319 metres.
Man announcer. " Hallo, Radio -Basel."

BELGRADE (Yugo-Slavia). 432 metres.
" Radio Beograd." Metronome ticks sixty beats
a minute during intervals.

BERGEN (Norway), 364 metres.
Announces " Bergen her."

BERLIN (Witzleben), Germany. 4 trietres.
" Achtung.. Berlin." Metronom
beats in ten seconds.

ticks thirtysiA
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BERNE (Switzerland), 403 metres.
Opens with tune on musical -box. Man and
woman announcers.

BRATISLAVA (Czecho-Slovakia), 279 rnel  es.
" Halo, Bratislava." Plays the four musical
notes C, E, G, G as interval signal.

BRESLAU (Germany), 325 metres.
Sometimes uses a metronome, ticking 60 times
a minute.

BRNO (Czeoho-Slovakia), 342 metres.
" Hallo, Radio -journal Brr-no." Man announcer.

BRUSSELS (Radio Belgique), 509 metres.
" 16 Radio Belgique." Opens with a high-pitched
whistle.

BUCAREST (Rumania), 394 metres.
" Radio Bucaresti." Opens with metronome
ticking 160 to a minute, for five minutes.

BUDAPEST (Hungary), 550 metres.
" Hallo ! Itt Budapest " and/or " Hier Budapest."

COLOGNE (Germany), 227 metres.
Chime of five bells from the Cologne studio,
during intervals.

COPENHAGEN (Denmark), 281 metres.
" Kalundborg-Kobenhavn." Opens with three
strokes on a gong.

CORK (Irish F.S.), 224 metres.
Usually man announcer, speaking Irish and English.

CRACOW (Poland), 313 metres.
" Hallo ! Hallo ! Polskie Raadjo Krakoov " !
Man and woman announcers. Clock gong or
sleigh bells in intervals.

DUBLIN (Irish F.S.), 413 metres.
Announces in English and Irish. Opens with

tuning note.
FRANKFURT (Germany), 390 metres.

" Frankfurt -am -main und Kassel." Man and
woman announcers.

GENEVA (Switzerland), 760 metres.
" Allo Ici Radio -Geneve." Man announcer, speaks
French.

'GENOA (Italy), 381 metres.
" Eh-yar Radio Genova." Closes down with
the words "Buona notte a tutti."

GOTEBORG (Sweden), 322 metres.
Closes down with the words " God Natt, God
Nett."

A CONTACT-OR A SNAG?

Fit your leads with nice spade terminals and you can get a
good tight contact. Stray and straggling wires are simply

snags.
GRAZ (Austria), 352 metres.

Opens with V's in Morse (. . . . . . -, etc.).
Announces " Hallo ! Hallo ! Hier Radio Graz auf

- Welle !"
HAMBURG (Germany), 372 metres.

Strokes on a gong indicate the number of minutes
interval ; and one stroke of gong before each item.
Also sends the letters H.A. in Morse (. .
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HANOVER (Germany), 560 metres.
Usually relays Hamburg. Sends. Morse letters H R
in intervals (.... ).

HILVERSUM (Holland), 298 metres or 1,071 metres.
No interval signals. Man announcer.

HUIZEN (Holland).
Usually man announcer. Closes down with " Goeden
avond, Qames on Heeren. Wel to rusten." (Good --
night, ladies and gentlemen. Sleep well.)

KALUNDBO RG (Denmark), 1,153 metres.
" Kalundborg Kobenhavn." Opens and ends
with three strokes on a gong.

KAUNAS (Kovno, Lithuania), 1,935 metres.
" Allo, alto, Lietuvos Radio Kaunas."

DON'T FORGET TO COUNT THE

TELL 4-,:iTALE
TICK tO.litS

Loud -ticking clocks, or metronomes, are employed by
many Continental stations, and usually the number of
ticks per minute will enable the station to be identified.

KONIGSBERG (Germany), 276 metres.
"Achtung ! Konigsberg und Danzig." Closes
down with " Gute Nacht " (good -night).

KONIGSWUSTERHAUSEN (Zeesen, Germany). 1,635
metres.

" Achtung ! Konigswusterhausen." Metronome
beats 40 beats in 10 seconds.

KOSICE (Czecho-Slovakia), 293 metres.
" Hallo Kosice." Closes down with " Dobrous
Noc " (good -night).

LANGENBERG (Germany), 473 metres.
Relays Cologne-see notes under that heading.

LAUSANNE (Switzerland), 680 metres.
" Alto I6 Radio -Lausanne." Usually announces
in French, but sometimes German. Short tune
for interval signal.

LEIPZIG (Germany), 253 metres.
Calls " Achtung Achtung ! Hier sind die mittels-
cleutschen sender Leipzig und Dresden . ."

LILLE (France), 265 metres.
" Allo ! Allo I 16 Radio Lille." Closes with an
air played on musical box.

LYON (P.T.T., France), 466 metres.
" Alto ! Allo ! Ici le poste radio -diffusion de
Lyon La Doua." Closes down with a few bars of
the Marseillaise.

MADRID (Spain), 424 metres.
Opens with Seigfried's bugle -call theme, usually
given on piano. Closes with " Buenos noches,
Senores hasta manana."

MARSEILLES (France), 316 metres.
" Allo ! Allo ! 16 le poste radio-telephonique de
Marseilles."

MILAN (Italy); 501 metres.
" Stazione de Milano." Closes down with " Buona
notte a tutti " (Good -night, everybody).

MORASKA-OSTRAVA (Czecho-Slovakia), 263 metres.
. Closes with " Radio journal Morayska-Ostrava.

. . Dobrou noc " (Good -night).
MOTALA (Sweden), 1,348 metres).

Relays Stockholm and other stations. Closes down
with God-Natt. God-Natt."

MUNICH (Germany), 533 metres.
Musical -box for interval signal Relays (and an-
nounces) Augsburg and Nurnberg.

NAPLES (Italy), 332 metres.
" Stazione di Napoli." Closes with Buona notte a
teal " (Good -night, everybody).

411
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OSLO (Norway).
Hallo, Oslo her." Closes down with " God-natte.

God-natto."
PARIS, EIFFEL TOWER (France), 1,445 metres.

" Allo ! AIM ! Ici to poste radio-telephonique
de la Tour Eiffel." Closes down with a few bars
of the Marseillaise.

PARIS, ECOLE SUPERIEURE (France), 447 metres.
Relayed by many other French stations, and seldom
announces station's name. Usually begins "Alio !
Ici le poste radio-diffusione del'Ecole Superieure des
Postes et Telegraphes de Paris."

With all the European stations going "all out," high selectivity is an essential requirement
of the modern set. This is one of the earlier band-pass designs.

PARIS, PETIT PARISIEN (France), 329 metres.
Announces frequently in both French and English.

PARIS, RADIO PARIS (France), 1,725 metres.
"Ici Radio Paris" (sometimes announces under, old
title of " Ra,diola "). Usually studio clock chimes
the hour.

PRAGUE (Czecho-Slovakia), 487 metros.
"Hallo, Radio Praha," or "Hallo ! Praha," Man
and woman announcers. Closes with -" pobrou
noc " (Good -night).

ROME (Italy), 441 metres.
" Eh-yar Radio Roma." Usually woman announ-
cer. Closes with " Buono, notto a tutti " (Good-
night, everybody).

IKONIGSWUSTERHAU5EN 1635,s

RADIO -PARIS
1725,1

LAHTI
1796H

KAUNAS
1935 H

AN KARA
1961 n

SAN SEBASTIAN (Spain), 459 metros.
" Union Radio San Sebastian."

SEVILLE (Spain), 368 metres.
" Union Radio Sevilya." Closes with " Bucsaft
noches, Senores ; Hasta manana."

STOCKHOLM (Sweden), 436 metres.
Stockholm Rundradio," or " Stockholm-Motala."

Closes down with " God-natte. God-natte,"
STAMBOUL (Turkey), 1,200 metres.

Announces in French and Turkish. Gong strikes
77 times a minute in intervals.

STUTTGART (Germany), 360 metres.
Uses the three musical
notes C; D, and Gas in.
terval signal (played on
oscillating valves).

TOULOUSE (P.T.T.,
France), 255 metres
"IciToulouse-Pyrenees.":

TOULOUSE(Radio du Midi,'
France), 385 metres.
" Allo ! Ici Radio -Tou-
louse." Strokes on a
gong at one -second inter-
vals, during programme
pauses.

TURIN (Italy), 273 metres.
" Eli-yar Radio Torino."'
Song of the nightingale
(on gramophone) during
intervals.

VIENNA (Austria), 517
metres.

3 Sends V's in Morse
for tuning signal. "Hallo !
Hallo! Hier RadioWien."
Closes with "Guts nacht,

memo Damen ; Cute nacht; meine Herren ; Gut°
nacht."

WARSAW (Poland), 1,411 metres.
" Hallo ! Hallo Polskie Raadjo Varshava," Man
and woman announcers.

WILNO (Poland), 313 metres.
Cuckoo's call, or huntsman's horn, as interval signal.
" Oovagha Polskie Raadjo

ZAGREB (Yugoslavia), 308 metres.
" Radio Zagreb " announces in Serbo-Croatian,
French, and German.

ZURICH (Switzerland), 459 metres.
" Hallo, Radio Zurich." Interval signal, clock
striking, two notes (repeated).
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FROM LEEDS TO NIJNI NOVGOROD
Some Stations to Choose From.

Wave-
length

in
Metres

Name of
Station

Wave-
length

in
Metres

Name of
Station

Wave-
length

in
Metres

Name of
Station

Wave-
length

in
Metres

Name of
Station

840 Nijni Novgorod (Rus-
sia)

800 Kiev (Russia)
778 Petrozavodsk (Russia)
770 Ostersund (Sweden)
780 Geneva (Switzerland)
720 Moscow (Experimen-

tal)
700 Minsk (Russia)
880 Lausanne (Switzerland)
574'7 Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)

570

{Freiburg - im - Breis-

Hamar (Norway)
gau (Germany)

585 Smolensk (Russia)
f Hanover (Germany)
1 Augsburg (Germany)

550 Budapest (Hungary)
542 Sundsvall (Sweden)
533 Munich (Germany)
525 Riga (Latvia)
517 Vienna (Rosenhiigel)

(Austria)
511 Archangel (Russia)
509 Brussels No. 1 (Bel-

gium)
501 Milan (Italy)
,497 Moscow (Russia)
487 Prague (Czechoslo-

vakia)
479 Midland Regional Sta-

tion (Gt. Britain)
BELOW 5GB. -

416 Simferopol (Russia)
473 Langenberg (Germany)
468 Lyons (La Doua).

(France)
(San Sebastian

459 (Spain)
Zurich (Switzerland)

/Porsgrund (Norway)
Aalesund (Norway)
Salamanca (Spain)
Bohan (Italy)
Danzig (Free City)

453'2 a Klagenfurt (Austria)
Tromso (Norway)
Uppsala (Sweden)
Tampere (Tammer-

fors) (Finland)
Nidaros (Trond-

hjem) (Norway)
450 Moscow (Russia)
447 Paris (P T T) (Ecole

Superieure) (France)
445 c Notodden (Norway)

1 Rjukan (Norway)
441 Rome (Italy)

Stockholm (Sweden)
436

(((Stockholm
(Swe-

den)
4321 Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
424 Madrid (Union Radio),

(Spain)
418 Berlin (Witzleben)

(Germany)
418 Rabat (Morocco)
413 Dublin (Ireland)
408 Katowice (Poland)
.408 Kharkov (Russia)

580

403 Berne (Switzerland)
401 Tallinn (Estonia)
3981 Glasgow (5 S C) (Gt.

Britain)
394 BUcharest (Rumania)
390 Frankfurt (Germany)
385 Toulouse (It a d i o)

(France)

381
Lwow (Poland)

1 Genoa (Italy)
3761 Manchester (2 Z Y)

(Gt. Britain)

'TWIXT 2 ZY & 2 LO.
372 Hamburg (Germany)
370'4 Radio L L (France)

Fredriksstad (Nor -

388 way)
Seville (UnionRadio)

(Spain)
364 Bergen (Norway)
3831 Algiers (N. Africa)
360 Stuttgart (Germany)
3561 London Regional Stn.
352 Graz (Austria)
351 Leningrad (Russia)
349 Barcelona (Radio Bar-

celona) (Spain)
342 Brno (Czechoslovakia)
3381 Brussels No. 2 (Bel-

gium)
Cadiz (Spain)

4 1 Poznan (Poland)
332 Naples (Italy)

Grenoble (PTT)
328.2 (France)

1 Paris - Poste Pa-
risien-(France)

325 Breslau (Germany)
322 Gliteborg (Sweden)
319 f Dresden (Germany)

1 Basle (Switzerland)

318 Marseilles (P T T)
Bremen (Germany)

(France)
314 Oviedo (Spain)
3121 Wilno (Poland)
311 Agen (France)
3091 Cardiff (5 W A) (Gt.

Britain)(Radio - Vitus
308 { (France)

Zagreb (Yugoslavia)
304 Bordeaux - Lafayette

(P T T) (
301 Aberdeen (2 B D)) (Gt.

Britain)
(Falun (Sweden)

298'8 Hilversum (Holland)
Daily until 5.40
p.m.

{Kosice (Czechoslova-
kia)

Limoges (P T T)
(France)

291 Viipuri (V ibor g)
(Finland)
Bournemouth

288.5 { (6 B M)
Bradford (2 L S)

293

(Dundee (2 D E)
I Edinburgh (2 E H)

288-5

Hull (6 K H)
Liverpool (6 L V)
Newcastle (5 N 0)
Plymouth (5 P Y)

I Sheffield (6 F L)
Stles - Tr ent
Swansea (5 8 X)

2872 Lyons (Radio)
(France)

288 Montpellier (France)
'Berlin Relay (Ger-

many)
Magdeburg (G e r -

many)
Stettin (Germany)
Innsbruck (Austria)
Uddevala (Sweden)

\Narberg (Sweden)
281 Copenhagen (Den-

mark)
280 Radio Liege (Belgium)
279 Bratislava (Czecho-

slovakia)
276 Konigsberg (Germany)
273'2 Turin (Italy)
272 Rennes (France)

Hudiksvall (relays
{Sundsvall)

Norrkoping(Sweden)
Kaiserslautern (Ger-

many)
268 Barcelona Radio Cata-

lans (Spain)
2651 Lille (P T T) (France)
263 Morayslui - Ostrava

(Czechoslovakia)
2611 London National Stn.
259 Gleiwitz (Germany)
257 Horby (Sweden)
255 Toulouse (PTT)

(France)
253 Leipzig (Germany)
251 Almeria (Spain)
249 Juan-les-Pins (France)
247 7 Kalmar (relays Stock-

holm)
246'2 Schaerbeek (Brussels)

(Belgium)

BEYOND BRUSSELS.
Turku (Abo) (Fin-

land)
Sallie (Sweden)
Eskilstuna (Sweden)
Linz (Austria)
Cassel (Germany)
Kiruna (Sweden)
Cartagena (Spain)

244 Cracow (Poland)
242 Belfast (2 B E) (Ire-

land)
239 Nimes (France)

I Nurnberg (Germany)
238 Bordeaux - Sud - Ouest

(France)
237 Orebro (Sweden)
2351 Charleroi (Belgium)
234 Lodz (Poland)
2321 Kiel (Germany)

283

270

246

231

Boras (Sweden)
Umea (Sweden)
Malmti (Sweden)
Halsingborg(Sweden)

228'4 Biarritz (Cote d'Ar-
gent, France)

227

{Aachen (Germany)
Cologne (Germany)
Minster (Germany)

2241 Cork (6 C K) (Ireland)
2229 Radio Luxembourg
221 Helsinki (Finland)
219 Radio-Beziers (France)

(Karlstadt (Sweden)
218 {Flensburg (Germany)

Bjiirneborg (Finland)
218 Halmstad (Sweden)
214'2 Warsaw
214 Focamp (France)
204 Gavle (Sweden)
203 Kristinehamn(Sweden)
202 Jonkoping (Sweden)
200 Leeds (2 L S) (Gt.

Britain)

FAVOURITE
SHORT WAVERS.
80 Rome (Italy), 3 R 0
81 Radio L L (France)
5412New York City

(W 2 XBH)
50 Barcelona Radio Club
49'22 Toronto (Canada)
4918 Bound Brook (N.J.),

W 3 X A L, 15 kw
48.88 Pittsburgh East

(W 8 X K).
481 Manila (Philippine Is-

lands), K Z R 111
41 Radio Vitus. (Testing).
34-68 Long Island (N.Y.),

W 2 X V.
321 Sydney (2 B L)
321 Paris, Eiffel Tower(FL)
31'48 Schenectady, N.Y.

(W 2 X A F). 10 kw.
3118 Zessen(Germany) 8kw.

Relays KOnigswus-
terhausen.

31'28 Eindhoven (Holland)
311 Nairobi (Kenya), 7 L 0'

Daily, 6-8 p.m.
251 Winnipeg (Canada).
25'53 Chelmsford (G 5 S W).
251 Rome (Italy), 3 R 0.
2515 Pittsburgh East

(W 8 X K). 5 p.m. -
3 a.m.

19'72 Pittsburgh East
(W 8 X K). Wed.
and Sat., 1-5 p.m.

1916 Schenectady (W 2 X A
I)). Daily from
10.10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

18.8 Bandoeng (Java),
P L F. 30 kw.

18.3 Kootwyk (Holland).
P C K. Front 7 a.m,

1514 Bandoeng (P L
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SOME GOOD CIRCUITS TO TRY I
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A crystal set based on Fig. 1 gives unusually good long-distance results because the crystal and the aerial con-
nections are tapped (by means of crocodile clips) on to the main coil. This consists of 60 turns of 24 or 26 D.C.C.

wire wound on a 3 -inch tube, and tapped at the turn numbers shown.
The one -valuer (Fig. 2) is a good DX (long-distance) receiver using ordinary plug-in coils. The coil sizes are :
L,, 35 or 50 ; L,, 60 ; and 1.8, 50 (or 75). For long waves, L,, 100 or 150 ; 250 ; and 1.8, 100 or 150. C,

is chiefly useful for improving selectivity with long aerials, and may often be omitted without detriment.

Fig. 3
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Excellent long-distance results are obtainable with this set (Fig. 3), which is not intended to work a loud speaker,
though an L.F. amplifier can be added for this purpose ii desired. The differential reaction condenser is marked C,.
L, is a 60 X -coil, and L, a 250 X -coil, the two switches being of the low -capacity type (1 D.P.D.T. and 1 three -pole
double -throw). A tapped G.B. battery is generally employed for the H.F. 3 or 41 volts) and this assists in

keeping down the H,T, current. Station -getting is simplicity itself with this kind of circuit.
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2.5 000OHMS

The H.F. Unit (Fig. 4) employs plug-in coils, L, being a 25 or 35, or for long waves a 75 or 100. L, is a centre- .
tapped coil, 60 for ordinary and 250 for long waves.

The " Magic " Three is shown in Fig. 5, the neutralising condenser, C being for use when the set is taken
down on the very short waves. L, is a 60 X -coil, or 250X for long waves. L, is an ordinary plug-in, 35 or

F0. ana for long waves 100 or 150. C, is the differential reaction condenser.

urpu roTewees'

Fig. 6 shows an S.G. Det. and Pentode arrangement, with a jack for a pick-up p ug for gramophone reproduction.
A Lewcos C.A.C.5 or C.A.C.20 coil is used for the aerial (medium or long waves respectively), and the cor-
responding H E. transformers are the Lewcos C.S.P.5 and the C.S.P.20, with P.8 and P.16 primaries respectively.
The H.F. unit (Fig. 7) uses plug-in coils of the usual sizes for aerial and grid circuits, namely, for medium

waves, L 25 or 35; L, 60; and for long waves, L 75 or 100, and L, 250.
30
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Ordinary plug-in coils are used for L, and L, in this fine 4-valver (ordinary 25'35 and 60, long waves 75,100 and'
250). The H.F. S.P. transformer is of the standard or interchangeable -primary type, and a volume control is

provided 'as well as output filter and decoupling device.
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IMPROVING YOUR SET

How many of you have asked yourselves whether
it was worth while altering your ordinary re-

ceiver to include ascreened-grid stage,or building a new
sot incorporating a screened -grid valve ? How many
of you have queried whether it was worth while using
a super -power in the last stage, whether an ordinary
power would not be just as good or even better, ADr
whether a pentode would meet your purpose ?

Have you ever queried whether anode -bend or grid.
leak rectification is the better ? And the old query as
to whether transformer or resistance coupling on the
L.F. ado is preferable is still being asked, wisp) a
hundrid and one other littlepoints crop up every day
in the 'life of the home constructor.

THE FIRST IMPORTANT QUESTION.
In the first place let us discuss the screen4-grid

valve question, to which the answer depends upon
two main features which can be expressed as questions
themselves. The first is : " Do you want selectivity
or sensitivity 1 "Which of the two is more important ?
And the second is : " Can you supply the valve ivith
sufficient H.T. "

The answer to the first question depends somewhat
on your .distance from the local station. There aro
means of getting both sensitivity and selietivity
from a screened -grid valve circuit, but if you want
ultra' selectivity and you only want to use one H.F.
stage, then the ordinary
neutralised valve is more
likely ,,to give it to you
than the screened grid.

If,.ron the other hand,
you prefer to use a wave -
trap, or a rejector, or a
speaial circuit for your
screened -grid valve, in
order to cut out the local
station, which is rather
too near to you, and you
want at the same time
sensitivity to givekyou dis
tance, then the greened -
grid valve will give you
what you want.

THE S.G. VALVE.
There is no doubt that

the screened -grid valve
has much more punch "
than the neutralised valve,
but it has the drawback
that it consumes far more
H.T. current, and, as a
rule, unless the circuit is
carefully designed the
selectivity will not ap-
proach that obtained by
the neutralised stage.

The screened -grid valve
is certainly worth it if
you are prepared to use
a proper circuit, and not

With a pair of telephone re
with a small dry battery, y
both continuity of windin

-

merely to adapt the present set and hope that a
screenedgricc valve will give better results, even
though its anode circuit may not be suited to it ;
and also if you are prepared to supply, say, four
milliamps or so of H.T. current instead of the
usual one inilliamp which is needed for the neutralised
valve.

BIASSING H.F. VALVES.
You must also be prepared to bias your H.F. valve.

To work properly an B.G. valve nearly always needs
biassing, and many valves of the screened -grid typo
are exceedingly uneconomical in their anode current
consumption unless they are Jtiassed. The bias varies
from 11 volts up to about 4f, which is the maximtun
we have ever found a screened -grid valve to require.
The usual bias required is about hr volts.

Thus assuming you are prepared to provide a bit
more H.T. and some grid bias and to use a circuit
really suited td- the valve, go ahead and you will
certainly find the screened -grid valve worth while
hut if, on the other hind, you aro going to snake a
makeshift circuit of it .not worrying about getting
the proper anode eiroliA 4lnpedance, not worrying
about the grid bias, and. probably attempting to
run the screened -grid -valve with a number Of other
valves in your set from only small -size H.T.. batteries,
then stick to the neutralised Atage, for it will give you
far better service and greater satisfaction.

The super -power, power, and pentode problem
is rather more difficult to unravel. Perhaps
it will help us if wo have a look at the valves
themselves and see what types of things they
aro.

THE SUPER -POWER TYPES.
What is usually known as the power valve

generally has a magnification factor of any-
thing from 4 to 10 or so, and an impedance of
4,000 ohms upwards. It will not carry any very
great grid swing. That is, you cannot put' a

tremendous signal into it
without causing over-
loading

'
but if, on tho

other hand, you put a
moderately strong signal
on to the grid. then it will
give, you good amplifica-
tion in return.

Tho super -power valve
is not nearly so generous
ill its amplification. Many
people imagine that the
super -power valve is a
valve which will give more
power ; in other words, a
far greater punch for unit
input, i.e. more amplifica-
tion. But that is quite an
erroneous translation of
the term " super -power."

'TESTING
YOUR SET

ceivers connected in series
ou can test components for
gs and for short-circuits.
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This -valve is one which will handle more power,
not necessarily give yip more amplification. As
a matter of fact, a suffeikpower valve rarely has
Ito amplification factor eeater than 6, unless it
be of the special A.C. mains type.

But it has a much lower impedance than the power
s. vg, and will carry a far greater input without

ding. Therefore, if you got a bigger input on
the e you should expect a bigger output, provided
the ameilifigation factor is reasonably good. That is
exactly what happens with a super -power valve,
you have a gee ter input which can be put into it
without overlo ' 0., and it will give you a bigger
power output, o rating the loud speaker louder
than is the case with the ordinary power valve.

CONCERNING THE " PENTODE."
Naturally, in wireless, as in everything else, we

do not get something for nothing, so that if you use a
valve which will enable you to handle more power you
have got to give it more electrical energy, and as a
rule the super -power valve takes a little more L.T.
current, for you must be prepared to give it anything
up to 20 milliamps or so of H.T. if you are going to
work it at its best.

The pentode valve is rather in a class by itself.
'It is an output valve which has a very high magni-
fication factor and at the same time a very high
impedance.

It will not carry a very large grid swing, no larger
as a rule than the ordinary power valve will,
but it will give a tremendous magnification, much
greater than the po.wer valve, and input for input the
output is several times louder titan that obtained with

. either the power or super -power assuming that none
of these valves is being overloaded.- But the char-
acteristics of the pentode are such that it is often not
worth while using a pentode in place of a power or
super -power.

FOR MOVING -COIL LOUD SPEAKERS.
With the ordinary loud speaker the pentode valve

is hardly suitable unless an output transformer is
employed, unless you want the maximum magnifica-
tion, say, for short-wave working, or on a two -valve
set, when you are using a loud speaker which is not
very high-pitched.

If your loud speaker is inclined to be very high-
. pitched or lacking in bass, then the pentode valve.
without the special output transformer, is liable to
make it very " hard " in quality. For moving -coil
work the pentode valve is perhaps more useful,
because it imparts a brilliancy to moving -coil repro-
duction which it is sometimes difficult to get with the
ordinary super -power or power valve without a
specially -designed loud speaker.

Some of the modern pentodes (such as the P.M.24A)
will provide quite sufficient power to work a moving
coil really well.

IS IT WORTH IT 2
If wo were asked " Is it worth it ? " when discussing

the pentode, we would say, " In the average case, no.
Use a power or super -power valve." If you are using
a moving -coil speaker, however, we should advise you
to try the pentode unless your loud speaker is " peaky "
in the high register. Where you want maximum
volume with the minimum number of valves the
pentode valve is very useful, but von want to know
what you are doing, or to work on advice from the
set designer himself, before you rush to place a pen-
tode in the output stage of any ordinary receiver.
You always know where you are with a power or
super -power valve, but with a pentode, unless you are
certain of what you are doing, you may be dis-
appointed.

And that brings us to the question of rectification.

Which is the better ? Anode bend or leaky grid.
This is purely a person: 1 question for the constructor
himself to answer. It is (*oh stated that with anode -
bend rectification a great deal of sensitivity is lost,
but it has been the experience of many that anode -
bend rectification is very nearly, if not quite, as
sensitive as the ordinary grid -leak rectification.

ANODE -BEND RECTIFICATION.
With tramformer-coupling after the detector -valve

anode bend is not as a rule satisfactory, but with
resistance coupling then anode bend will often/give a
" clean up " to the signals which is very beneficial.

Smooth control of reaction with anode bend is
usually more difficult to obtain than is the case with
the grid -leak rectifier, and the type of valve certainly
does make a difference. You want a valve which has
a fairly steep slope and a fairly sharp bend at the
bottom end of the slope in order that really good
anode -bend rectification may be obtained.

STATEMENTS NEEDING QUALIFICATION.
We could go on for a long time discussing various

points in wireless receivers and whether they were
worth while, for there are nearly always two sides to
each question. It is difficult to lay down any rule,
and in wireless one certainly cannot be dogmatic, for
so much depends upon the requirements and the
tastes of the owner of the set.

We have those who say that the moving -coil
speaker is the best. Well, it may be the best on the
best set, but if you put a moving -coil speaker on a
poor set it will sound about the worst thing on
earth. Every statement in radio has to be qualified,
and that makes it very difficult when one queries the
worth of any particular component or type of circuit,
or even set.

It all depends upon circumstances.

CONNECTING LEADS
The wires running from batteries to set are often :
completely neglected, but here are several points

of importance connected with them
V.11.111.011......1.S1,..... 

THE external leads to a set are often straggling,
sorry things, with kinks in their middles and

whiskers frayed on their ends. That is all wrong.
They should be stout, tidy cables, frequently
renewed.

Non-corrodable terminals can be bought for a few
pence for the accumulator leads.

These external leads are of very great importance,
more particularly those which join the batteries to
the set. Faulty insulation, a loose end wriggling
about, a " whisker " shorting across a pair of ter-
minals, and damage to the batteries or even valve
burn -outs might result.

KEEP THE WIRES SEPARATED
Having put in some nice new cables of ample

gauge and well insulated, do not proceed to bunch
them together indiscriminately. You may achieve
neatness at the cost of good results.

The aerial, earth and loud -speaker leads must be
well separated, each taking their quickest routes-
more particularly the aerial lead. You can group
the L.T., grid bias, H.T. negative and earth leads,
but it is as well to keep the H.T. positive out of the
way of this bunch.

If you are using a mains unit of any kind very
special attention indeed should be paid to all the
wiring to and in the set.
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DIVING DOWN TO SHORT WAVES
There is a great fascination about short-wave work, and here you read how easy

it is to " dive down."

Tc used to be difficult. In fact it used to be con-
sidered impossible. But nowadays if you want

sh rt-wave stations you simply dive down for them.
here was a time, and that not so very long ago,

when short-wave reception was regarded as a quite
isolated branch of radio reception. Those were the.
lays of " supers," " ultras," and " low-lossers,"
tvlion in order to join the " ham " throng one had to
construct a skeleton -looking arrangement with
something akin to a broom handle on the condenser
in order to keep the hands away from the tuning
control

ldut those days are over.
THE TYPE OF SET.

Now almost any set of the straightforward type
can be used equally successfully for the 'phone
reception of " Pittsburg, Pa." as for the L.S. recep-
tion of Brookmans Park-conditions permitting,
and with certain reservations. You might think there
is a snag hidden in those " reservations." Not a
bit of it, for this is all that is meant :

(a) The first valve must be the detector. It

ON HIS ORDINARY
Short-wave

tuning is so
sharp that a
'0005 tuning
condenser
often seems
too big. But
if you connect
another 0005
(f i x e d) in
series with it,
across the
coil, you bring
your tuning
capacity down
to about
'00025 mfd.

of this terminal to one side of a small vari.Mio
condenser. It must be small-a neutralisi:ig
condenser of 0000l will do ---and can be fixed at
any convenient point on the baseboard.
TRY DIFFERENT TAPPINGS.

To the other side of this condenser attach a short
length of flex fitted at the remote end with some
form of clip. This clip ims to be clipped to on of
the turns on the short-wave grid coil. (The best
point to start at is the middle turn.)

The set is now quite ready for use, and it can be
switched on and operated in exactly the same
manner as previously, only this time it -should be
remembered that tuning will be exceedingly sharp,

SET !

He is using a converter unit that brings in short-
wave stations on an ordinary set.

matters not whether it is followed by one or more
L.F. stages so long as it is not preceded by H.F. stages.

(b) The set must employ plug-in coils. Preferably,
but not absolutely essentially, with reaction on the
lieinartz or other capacitative control system.
WHAT COILS TO USE.

(c) A slow-motion dial or other means whereby
the tuning condenser can be rotated very slowly is
indispensable.

There are hundreds of sets which fall into this
grading, and the following hints -should therefore he
ok fairly general interest.

You will need a set of short-wave coils to replace
those ordinarily in use. Place a four -turn plug-in
short-wave coil in the holder which normally takes
the grid coil (the one which is connected to one side
of the grid condenser), and a three- or four -turn plug -
hi coil of the same type in the reaction coil socket.

If on the ordinary broadcast band your set uses
"Pa separate coil for aerial coupling, the socket with the

coil removed can now be ignored, thereby doing away
with the necessity for three plug-in coils.

Alternatively, you can plug-in a 2 -turn coil there.
If not, fix a new terminal (which we will refer to as
A2) to the panel or terminal strip, and join the shank

DEAD SPOTS
Sometimes a

perfectly good
short-wave
set refuses to
oscillate in
one place onthe dial,
though it is
O.B. a o v e
and V*Iow
this.

Such a
" dead spot "
is nearly al-
ways due to a
tuning effect,
and can be
overcome by
altering t h e
aerialcircuit's
tuning, by
means of a
small con-
denser in
series.

and very careful manipulation of the controls '
therefore be necessary.

If you experience any difficulty in obtaining s .rt
action, try first using the tap on the grid -coil at
position nearer to the earth end of the winding, and
if this should not do the trick the distance separating
the plates of the series aerial condenser should be,
increased. For best results, however, these plates
should be used as close to ono another as possible,
providing the set can still he made to oscillate
satisfactorily.

By the.way, if you find. it consistently impossible
to obtain reaction, it may be due to the H.F. choke
not being suitable for short-wave work. In this,
connection it is only fair to mention that this fact
does not necessarily cast reflections upon the choke
in use.
MAKING YOUR OWN CHOKE.

A choke which may function perfectly on the
broadcast waves may not he suitable for short-wave;
work, and if you comes- up against this difficulty
wind 80 turns of No. 30 D.C.C. or D.S.C. wire single -
layer fashion upon a former of roughly 1 in. in,
diameter, and use it in place of the normal H.F.
choke for short-wave work.-
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MAKING CERTAIN OF SUCCESS
If you haven't had any luck on the short waves, real this article and try again !

ONE of the most remarkable things that occurs
when " diving down " to the short waves is the

alteration in the tuning. Even if your set is fitted
with slow-motion dials, the probability is that if you
are a novice on the short waves you will at first turn
the dials much too quickly for success under the
new conditions.

ROTATE VERY SLOWLY.
The tuning dial must be rotated not merely

slowly, but absolutely " dead slow," or otherwise
you will miss the short-wave carriers altogether.
So easily can a transmission-even a powerful one-
be passed over that short-wave enthusiasts practically
always wear 'phones instead of using the loud speaker,
so as to make sure that nothing escapes notice when
tuning. At the faintest sign of a chirp or whistle
the tuning should be very,
very carefully adjusted,
the reaction being
slackened off so as to
keep the set only on the
very verge of oscillation.

So sharp are the tuning
effects that very often it
will be found that when
condenser controlled re-
action on the Reinartz
principle is being applied,
even a slight alteration
of the reaction condenser
will throw the tuning so
far out that all trace
of the faint whistle dis-
appears !

KEEP IN STEP.
Therefore, both hands

must be used, one on the
tuning control, and one on
the reaction, and the -two
must work together in
perfect accord, the tuning
dial following up or down
the carrier or whistle which
is being investigated,
whilst the reaction is being A coil should not be pulled out as on the richt, but lifted
varied to the necessary by the base as in the left-hand example.

HOW NOT
TO DO IT !

but from the view of electrical coupling. Pract leen
all the important work in a short-wave set take.
place in and around the grid -circuit coil, and if the
aerial is too closely linked with this the whole set is
" held down," and is inefficient.

One method of coupling the aerial to the grid is to
-have a separate aerial coil holder in which one of the
set of short-wave coils is placed. If you place a
coil of too many turns in this aerial coil holder you
will be coupling the aerial too tightly to the grid
coil, and this is quite sufficient to prevent
the set from oscillating. Consequently, you should
use a few -turns oil in the aerial, and do
not put up with unsatisfactory reaction effects
without trying the effect of altering the size of
the aerial coil (or the position of the clip attached
to thin).

aegreo.
Only the lightest possible touch is required, and

the co-ordination between the two dials must be
close and complete if the various signals which are
received are to be fully investigated.

Apart from the very fine degree of -tuning and of
reaction control that is required, there are other
simple things which make or mar short-wave recep-
tion. One of the most important is aerial coupling,
which in nearly all cases of operation by a novice
is made far too tight.

There is no doubt that a very large proportion of
short-wave failures are due to this fact, and to this
alone-that the aerial has been wrongly connected to
the set. What, then, is the correct aerial connection?

LOOSE COUPLING BEST.
First and foremost, it must be a " loose " connec-

tion, not from the mechanical standpoint, of course,

ANOTHER METHOD. -

Sometimes there is no
separate coil employed in a
short-wave set, so that the
aerial lead terminates in a
clip, which can be clipped
on to one of the turns of the
grid coil. This arrangement
gives tight coupling if the
clip is adjusted near ,the
grid end, and loose coup-
ling if it is adjusted near to
the earth end (minimum or
no coupling is obtained
when the clip is attached
to the earth end of the coil).

When working with an
arrangement of this type,
do not forget to alter the
position of the clip not only
from one turn to another
on the grid coil, but from
one part of the turn to
another part, until just, the
right degree of coupling has
been obtained and reaction
elf acts are satisfactory over
the whole tuning range.

FINAL ARRANGEMENT.
There is yet another

method of coupling
which is in pretty common use in short-wave
receivers, namely, the method employing a small
variable condenser in series between the aerial lead
and aerial terminal. Provided a really small variable
condenser, such as a " neutrodyne," is employed, this
is a very satisfactory method, but here, again, it is
advisable to shift the coupling until the exact degree
has been found to be best for the particular
operating, conditions.
DON'T FORGET THE H.T.

It will thus be seen that although the aerial itself
is not very important in short-wave work, the metho
of connecting it and the adjustment of the aerial
clip are two of the most important movements of
successful station getting.

Remember, too, that readjustment of the H.T.
voltage is of great importance, and should never
be neglected.

-6
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WHAT WAVE -LENGTH WAS THAT ?
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All about an easily -made instrument that tells you just where the short -wavers are.

IT
is often said that in short-wave working it is
difficult to know what wave -length you are

on. That is wrong.
There is no reason to flounder in a sea of unknown

wave -lengths, because anyone who knows the
business end of a screwdriver from its handle can
make up a satisfactory short-wave meter with very
little trouble, and probably from components already
in stock.

It is called an absorption short-wave meter, and the
only snag is in the name ! " Absorption " sounds

complicated, but,
as a matter of
fact, it is ex-
tremely easy to
make.

All you need is
a coil and coil
holder, and a con-
denser, apart, of
course, from the
baseboard a n d
panel, and a box
to put it in. - As
the panel may be
of wood, and the
box ditto, and as
there is not even
a terminal to add,
no one can com-
plain of the com-
plexity of it.

The " wiring "
is done by joining
the condenser
across the coil
holder. T li a t's
all ! But it should
be mentioned

that the condenser must be a condenser and not
merely a piece of casual contact, and that the short-
wave plug-in coils must be soundly and solidly made.

A slow-motion condenser is essential, and the
dial must be of the non -slipping, non -skidding type,
for unless it will always return to the same setting
accurately it is a waste of time to put it into a wave -
meter.

MOVE THAT CLIP

If your short -waver won't oscilla e
properly, move the clip that contro

aerial coupling.

BUILDING THE UNIT.
To make the unit, then, all you have to do is to

mount a coil holder close to the variable condenser
and join them in parallel, enclosing the whole gadget
in a box, which preferably should be large enough to
take the plug-in coils and so keep them out of harm's
way. The coils, of course, will cover the same tuning
range as your tuning coils. Having done that you
have made your absorption wave -meter, and all that
remains is to use it.

Unlike some wave -meters this one does not have
to be sent to the National Physical Laboratory to be

picalibrated I Many experimenters have found to their
cost that it is one thing to make a short-wave meter
and another to calibrate it. The beauty of the typo
which we are now describing is that it can be cali-
brated in a few minutes by the experimenter himself.

You require the usual squared paper for showing
dial readings at one side and wave -lengths in metres
at the bottom, and all that is necessary is to draw
a curve for each coil, showinglhow the condenser

setting alters the wave -length. As everybody knows
nowadays the best way to do that is to ascertain the
condenser setting for as many known wave -lengths
as possible so that a line on the paper drawn to,
connect these points together will indicate interme-
diate settings also.
CALIBRATING THE WAVE -METER.

In practice, all you do is to tune in a station
(on your set), the wave -length of which is known
exactly. Suppose, for instance, it is Schenectady,
New York, W 2 X A F, working on a wave -length of
31.48 metres.

Tune this in in the ordinary way with your set
right on the verge of oscillation. The tuning con-
denser must be carefully adjusted and left alone at
exactly W 2 X A F's setting.

NoW bring out your absorption wave -meter, plug
in a coil similar to the one in the grid circuit of the
short-wave set (approximately the same number of
turns, and experience will soon prove which is the
best form of coil to use), and place the wave -meter
about 8 in. away from the short-wave set's grid coil.
As stated, the short-wave set is tuned -in to W 2 X A F's
wave -length, and if the wave -meter is suitably
placed and then slowly tuned, you will find at one,
condenser setting reception on the set ceases.

MAKING THE READING SHARP.
Why Because energy that was helping to

make the short-wave set sensitive has suddenly been
absorbed by the wave -meter. The point is that
this will only happen when the instriunents are
exactly in tune, and the reading on the wave -meter
can be rendered very sharp if this is placed as far as
possible from the short-wave set whilst
still allowing
the absorption
effect to take
place.

So all you have
to do is first of
all to transfer to

-t h o calibration
chart as many
wave -lengths
from the set as
possible. Once
you know the
exactwave -length
covered by the
wave -meter read-
ings you c an
transfer, these to
any set simply by
placing the meter
in the required
position near the
set, with its con-
denser tuned to
the required wave-
length. Then,
keeping the set
gently oscillating,
turn the tuning
dial until sudden-
ly oscillation

- ceases.

A VALVE TIP

Don't pull on the glass or you may
loosen it. Get a grip on the base as

well before pulling out a valve.
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Selecting Circuits
Is these days, especially when screened -grid, pen-

tode, old point-o-sixe," and " It " type valves
almost rub shoulders, as it were, the powers of a set
can no longer be judged by the illumination it provides.

Indeed, radio has become a very complex business,
and the choosing of a circuit or set is as difficult as
can be.

No doubt many take the advice of expert friends,
while others probably ignore technical aspects and
confine their choices to particular patterns of sets,
thinking (with some justification) that all radio sets
nowadays are good, so let's go for the one with the
prettiest panel.

A MULTITUDE OF DIFFERENT HOOK-UPS.
You might accuse " P.W." and all the rest of the

radio press of making confusion more confounded by
emitting a steady stream of new designs. But we can't
hold back new designs ; that way lies stagnation,
retrogression, decay, and whatnot.

At this very moment of writing we could compile a list

A modern malti-valver with a double -drum tuning control.

of 500 different sorts
of sets, each one hav-
ing some distinctive yr
feature. And out of
that 500 you could not possibly pick out one set
which would satisfy everybody.

 You see, we don't manufacture little differences
merely for the sake of producing a large number of
designs. There is a lot of variation to be seen in the
following list of three-valvers. A det., 2 L.F., resis.
trans. ; an H.F., det., L.F., split -primary neut.,
L.P. trans. ; an S.G., det., L.F. ; S.G., det., pentode ;
det.' 2 L.F., trans.

You can double this list by making wave -change
an alternative in each case. With four valves the list
is three or four times as ffing. And all these are broad
types of circuits. There is still the variations of choke -
capacity outputs, layout designs, coil designs, the
inclusion or exclusion of refinements, such as volume
controls or pick-up schemes, mains smoothing cir-
cuit, etc.

ALL WITH ADVANTAGES.
In the three -valve class alone you already have some

40 distinct arrangements indicated, and each one of
these may be variable to some extent. Bring in circuit
variations, such as methods of detection, reaction
control (Reinartz, throttle, swinging coil, Schnell,
etc.), and your list grows to enormous dimensions.

You will not need us to point out that all these
variations have their individual advantages and
disadvantages, and that it is for the individual set
buyer or builder to make up his mind as to the com-
promises ho must make.

Y017 build or buy a new
set. You plug-in the

valves, tie up the batteries,
adjust the H.T. and G.B., and
that is that. Every now and
then you have the L.T.
accumulator charged and
every more - widely - spaced
" now and then " you renew
the H.T. In the interim you
do a lot of knob twisting, get many stations and
enjoy hundreds of prdgrammes.

Meanwhile, that little G.B. battery sits on the
baseboard as modestly as a fixed condenser. In a
way, it is a pity that the G.B. battery does not
have to deliver a current, and thereby run down
fairly quickly. As it is, the G.B. battery merely
deteriorates.

We expect, if a voltmeter census of grid -bias
batteries were taken, you'd find that over fifty per
cent. of those in use were hopelessly exhausted.
Now this is all wrong, not merely from the point of
view of the quality of reproduction, which must
suffer when the G.B. , battery runs down below the
figure needed for proper biassing, but because the
ti.T. may be wasting away.

EFFECT ON H.T. CONSUMPTION.
In the ease of a power valve-and it is here that

G.B. is always used-the amount of G.B. (in volts)
determines the H.T. current that shall flow, given a
certain definite H.T. voltage.

A power valve connected to 120 or more volts

! Watch Your 1
a Grid Bias

H.T. may need 10 volts grid
bias according " to the book."
Perhaps at this there will be
10 milliamperes current drain
on .the H.T. battery. But
generally you can, with no
ill -effect, give a valve more
grid bias than the makers
specify, so that if you are a
careful amateur that valve will

perhaps have 12 volts bias and be " using " only 8 or
less milliamps H.T.

Should the G.B. battery have depreciated so
much that the 12 -volt tapping is providing a potential
difference of only 2 or 3 volts, then the H.T. con-
sumption may have risen to 20 or more milliamps.
Enough to run down a large dry battery very quickly
indeed.

GRADUAL DETERIORATION UNNOTICED.
Large batteries are expensive ; they cost many

more tens of shillings than the wee battery that
arpplies that regulating G.B.

Don't jump in here and say that quality will have
gone " phut and plainly indicate that things are
not as they should be. Only a milliammeter will
clearly show this.

You see, that G.B. battery will. have run down
very gradually, and you may have become slowly
acclimatised to the distortion. And this, at its worst,
might be by no means as bad as the valve curve, etc.,
will make out. It is surprising what fairly good
results you can get under such conditions.
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PILOT
RADIO KITS
SPECIALLY PREPARED
FOR THE SPLENDID SETS IN THIS HANDBOOK

PILOT RADIO KITS INCLUDE
1. Every specified Component. 2. " Red Tel.angle " guaranteed ebonite panel, highlypolished and drilled to specification. 3. Hand-some cabinet, made in our own Factory andbeautifully french polished by hand. 4. Thespecified valves. 5. All nuts. screws, plugs.connecting wire and flexible leads contained

in neat partitioned carton. 6. A writtenguarantee of service. 7. THE PILOT TWO -
RANGE TEST METER.

 IMMEDIATE DELIVERY TO APPROVED ORDERS 
SHARP TUNE TWO ("P.W." 18 10 30)
Kit A. Cash £3 18 0 or 12. monthly paym, nts of 7 2
Kit B. 14 17 0 ., 811
Kit C. £5 13 0 10,4

EASY CHANGE THREE ("P.W." 11 10 30)
Kit A. Cash £3 18 3 ,,r 1, monthly paynnmti of 7 2

Kit B. 15 5 9 9 8
Kit C. ,, £6 10 9 ,, 12, -

THREE COIL THREE ("P.W." 18/10/30)
Kit A. Ca,11 £5 4 6 or 12 monthly payments of 9/1
Kit B. 27 3 6 Pt 13,2
Kit C. ,, £8 8 6 " " 15,5

MAXI POWER FOUR ("P.W." 11/10i30)
Kit A. Cash £6 10 7 or rz monthly payments of 12' -
Kit B. 113 IS 1 " 164
Kit C. " £10 15 7 " " 19,9

ECONOMY THREE (See Page 11) D.X. ONE-VALVER (See Page 6)
Kit A. Cash £3 4 7 or 1.1 monthly payments of 5 11 Kit A. Cash £2 18 1 or 12 monthly payments of 5'4
Kit B. £4 12 1 8 6 Kit B. £3 6 7 6 1
Kit C. ., £5 5 10 .. 9 8 Kit C. £4 1 1 , 7'6
IMPORTANT NOTE : Kit " A ' is less valves and cabinet. Kit " B" is with valves less cabinet. Kit " C "is with valves and cabinet.

ACCESSORIES, MANUFACTURERS' KIT, Etc.
Regentone W.5 Combined
H.T. Eliminator a n d

Send Trickle Charger: S.G.,
t variable and one fixed
tappingsfor H.T.; L.T.
charging for 2, 4 and 6
volts. For A.C. Mains.

Cash price £5 17 6

Exide 120 volt W.H. Type
Accumulator in Crates.

Cash price 24 13 0

Ultra Model U.99 Loud
Send - Speaker, Incorporating
8/g 14"14" Double Linen/?.ILIP Diaphragm Air Chrom
Only Chassis, in oak or mahogany

cabinet. Cash price 24 10 0

 2 SPLENDID

Balance in
it monthly
payments

of
10/9

Balance in
ii monthly 8/6
payments

of

Balance in
r monthly Welt

payments iLl" ILO
of

6/5
Only

7/6
Only

Ekco 3F.20 H.T. Elimin-
Send ator 20 tniA. Tappings for

7/4 S.G., to volts and 120/150
volts. For

Only Cash price
A.C. Mains:,

£3 19 6

Send Standard Wet H.T. Bat-
teries. 144 volts, 20,000
m/A. Cash price £4 2 0.
Other voltages and capaci-
ties available, detailed

prices on application.

Balance in
II monthly 714
payments

of

Balance in
II monthly 7 /6
payments

of

Send Farrand Inductor Speaker Balance in
for perfect reproduction. II monthly al=
Unit and Chassis complete p a y e n ts 11.g i

mounted. ofready m
Cash price £3 10 0

BOOKS FOR THE RADIO
PILOT CHART
Contains detailed Price Lists
of all the latest and bestKits, and over 30 valuable
Hints and Tips for the
Amateur Constructor.

o -SCOTT A9L,
77 City Road., London, E.C.1. i''.

94U6-7-8. 62 High Holborn. London. W.C.1.
'Ell v u9ux99,3' 8266. 4, Manchester St., Liver-
pool. '1`1999 steal 2134. 33 Whitelow Road,
Chorlton-cum.Hardy. Manchester. 'Plisse:
l'llor11011,11111 Ilordy 2028.

FAN
EASY WAY CATALOGUE
Contains 40 large pages profusely illus-trated, with detailed descriptions of pro-ducts of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS.
Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones,
Pick-ups. etc. The New EASY WAY CATA-LOGUE is a veritable guide to Radio. Get

your copy.

PLEASE SEND ME Is) Your latest Pilot Radio
Chart; (b) Your famous Easy Way Catalogue
by return of post.

NAME

ADDRESS-

P.K.B-



f you,want to keep in touch with radio progress
every month you should read

MODERN 'WIRELESS
Every Month. One Shilling.

" M.W." gives you, in attractive variety, .

THE NEW _ NEW IDEAS NEW SETS.
LATEST STATIONS TO IN TO

CIRCUITS LISTEN FOR BROADCASTING BUILD I

C You will find all about those foreign
'stations --How, when and where to
listen-in a special section called

THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES
"Invaluable to the long- II "All the News of

distance enthusiast." All the Wave -lengths."

ill All the leading radio technicians
write for MODERN WIRELESS
which is acknowledged to be

BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO MAGAZINE

"M.W." covers every field of radio reception, and
is of absorbing interest to, the listener, set -builder

and long-distance enthusiast.

ONE
SHILLING PLACE AN ORDER FOR

c.

EVERY
MONTH

MODERN WIRELESS
AND TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT




